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ABSTF.:ACT 
The research reported in this thesis is basically applied in 
purpose. However the theoretical siqnificance of 
interactional sociolinquistics is explored by showinq that it 
is based on a philosophy of science which differs 
fundamentally from the versions of positivism which have 
informed linquistics over the years. The research methods 
consis~@nt with this methodoloQY are also outlined. The 
applied siqnificance of the sub-field is demonstrated more 
qenerallv at first. by examininq its contribution to the 
understandinq of the relationship between lanquaqe and 
context. Thereafter the contribution to the understandinq of 
this relationship is explored in more specific terms by 
examininq the role of contextual information in the form of 
cultural lv-specific interactional styles in the accomplishinq 
of prejudice and neqative cultural stereotypes in 
intercultural communication in South Africa. The siqnificance 
of this explanation is explored further by showinq how such 
an in terac tiona 1 account fits into a more comprehensive 
explanation of the causes of discrimination in South Africa, 
one that includes. also. struc tura 1 explanations, and 
explanations in terms of the psychbloqy of individuals. This 
prepares the way for a consideration of the possible 
contribution of interactional sociolinquistics to solutions 
to the problem of discrimination both in South Africa and 
elsewhere. 
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1 . 0 LINGUISTICS, SOCIOLINGUISTICS AND INTERACTIONAL 
SOCIOLINGUISTICS 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
As can be inferred from the title of the thesis 
(INTERACitONAL SOCIOLINGUISTICS: INSIGHTS AND APPLICATIONS), 
the research reported on here is more applied and less 
theoretical in purpose. My primary concern is not to add to 
existing knowledge about th~ nature of the phenomenon of 
language in general, or about particular languages. Rather it 




to contr ibute to the better has 
how social context enters into the 
meaning in conversational settings 
understanding 
interpretation 
(particularly intercultural encounters) , and of the 
relationship between language and such featur~= of the wider 
social context as prejudice, stereotyping, discrimination, 
and inequalities in the distribution of power in societies. 
In this thesis I report, in particular, on research which 
investigates these relationships as they are manifested in 
South African society. and then suggest how insights from 
this source can contribute to the solution of the problems of 
discrimination in that society. 
However. it is important to note that the work of 
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i nterac tiona 1 sociolinguists and. in particular. their 
investigations of intercultural miscommunication has also 
important 
examined 
theoretical implications. some of which are 
in the early chapters of this thesis. Tannen 
(1984:189). for example. argues that the study of 
intercultural communication " is a paradigm example of the 
inseparabilitv of linguistic theory and application". She 
pOints out that apart from its enormous applied significance. 
it contributes to linguistic theory by providing a discourse 
analoo to the starred (unqrammatical) sentence in linguistic 
arqumentation. By e xamining interaction in which there is a 
mismatch in the participants ' discourse conventions and 
expectations about how to show what is meant. it is possible 
to see more clearly the semantic processes which are harder 
to observe 
backgrounds 
in communication between people who share 
(intracultural communication). Michaels and Reir 
( 1981 : 181 ) ma ke much the same point in explaining that 
"interethnic encounters often provide the clearest picture of 
the unconscious. systematic nature of conversational 
processes. highlighting the interactional work that generally 
g o es unnoticed in smooth e xchanges " . 
Moreover. it is o nlv within the conte x t of a linguistics 
which is stripped of its social significance that 
investigations of the relationship between language and 
context could be thought of as not contributinq to the major 
goal of theoretical linguistics. namely to add to our 
knowledge about lanquaqe or about particular lanquages. As I 
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explain in this, the first chapter of the thesis, such a 
linguistics had its genesis in positivistic methodology in 
terms of which all properties of language which apparently 
could not be investigated by means of methods mOdelled on 
those of the natural sciences were considered outside the 
domain of linguistics. These included all aspects of language 
study which require a social explanation such as the 
relationship between language and social context. As a means 
of highlighting the theoretical significance of interactional 
sociolinguistics. I attempt to show that the distinctive 
methodology (chapter and methods (chapter 3) associated 
with interactional sociolinguistics not only al ·low the 
relationship between language and context to be seen as a 
central (theoretical as well as applied) concern of 
linguistics rather than a fringe one. but greatly facilitate 
the investigation of this relationship. 
In this chapter, then, I focus on the methodology of 
interactional sociolinguistics and the philosophy of science 
which informs it. (See page 109) for the distinction between 
methods and methQdc,lpQY) • I argue that the major 
distinguishing feature of interactional sociolinguistics is 
that it represents a break with positivistic thinking that 
has dominated linguistic research ever since attempts were 
made to establish the legitimacy of linguistics as a science 
by abandoning the methods of conjecture and speculative 
thinking (which characterize traditional grammar) in favour 
of methods which are empirical and objective i.e. which 
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involve findings being based on verifiable data obtained from 
observation or experiment and the rejection of 
folk-linguistic notions informed by social, cultural or 
nationalistic prejudices and of impressionistic descriptive 
terms which cannot be clearly defined. 
To demonstrate the uniqueness of the interactional 
sociolinguistic approach to language study, I compare it with 
approaches informed by positivist thinking. After explaining 
the nature of the positivist philosophy of science, I provide 
a brief, schematic, historical survey of the positivist 
tradition in linguistics, including early sociolinguistics, 
pOinting out, at the same time, how this tradition has 
inhibited the investigation of the relationship between 
language and features of the social context. I also outline 
exists) and the ontological (assumptions about what 
epistemological (assumptions about how one can know) 
foundations of the humanistic philosophy of science which 
informs the methodology of interactional SOCiolinguistics, 
and explain why this methodology faCilitates the 
investigation of the relationship betwe~n language and 
context. I conclude the chapter by providing a brief overview 
of the remaining chapters of the thesis. 
1.2 THE POSITIVIST PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE 
The pOSitivist philosophy of science includes a wide range of 
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different proposals made by different individuals or groups 
at different times. However, ignoring the differences, it is 
possible to identify certain basic ontological and 
epistemological assumptions which these perspectives share. 
Important ontological assumptions are that human behaviour, 
like natural behaviour, is subject to natural laws, and that 
it is determined in the sense that every event has a cause. 
Associated with these assumptions are the epistemological 
assumptions that the task of the social scientist is to 
provide causal explanations of human behaviour which reveal 
the laws by which it i s governed, and that this is to be 
accomplished, as with the natural sciences, by systematic 
observation and/or measurement. Accordingly, positivists tend 
to ignore or idealize-out factors which are not directly 
observable, or objectively definable or Quantifiable, and 
admit as acceptable data, only knowledge which has its source 
in empiricist methods developed within natural SCiences, or 
rationalist methods developed within mathematics and the 
study of logic. 
Generally speaking, positivists have tended to emphasize 
sensory experience as the primary source of scientific 
knowledge i.e. to be empiriCist in orientation. Indeed, 
according to the earliest versions of positivism, laws or 
(more accurately speaking) generalizations stating the 
causal relationships between phenomena, are to be arrived at 
by 
a. theoretically uncontrolled observation of a particular 
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case or cases suggestive of such causal relationships, and 
b. inductive reasoning which involves the researcher 
inferring that what is known to be true in particular cases 
is generalizable to all other cases which resemble the 
observed cases in certain specifiable respects. 
The most influential formulation of this empiricist version 
of positivism is that provided by the logical positivists, 
whose goal was to produce "a single system of unified 
science, in which the whole body of positive knowledge would 
be represented, ultimately, as a set of precisely formulated 
proPo~itions " (Lyons 1981:41). As Lyons explains, central to 
this proposal are two principles formulated by the logical 
positivists, namely, the verification and reductionist 
principles. According to the verification principle" no 
statement was meaningful unless it could be verified by 
observation or standard scientific methods applied to data 
provided by observation " ( 1 981 : 41 ) • The reductionist 
principle expressed their view that some sciences are in some 
sense more basic than others (e.g. that physics is more basic 
than biology and the latter more basic than linguistics) and 
that " in the grand synthesis of unified SCience the concepts 
and propOSitions of the less basic sciences were to be 
reduced to (i.e. reinterpreted in terms of ) the concepts and 
propositions of the more basic sciences " (Lyons 1981:42). As 
I explain below, the application of these principles 
(particularly reductionism) has been a significant 
characteristic of the positivist tradition in linguistics. 
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However. emciricist versions of cositivism have tended to be 
sucerseded bv hyco-deductive. rationalist. intercretations of 
science. Advocates of such intercretations aroue that causal 





future crobabilities. but not 
they conclude that such 
oeneralizations cannot be considered as havinq the status of 
universal laws. For this ooal to be accomclished. so they 
aroue. a model of scientifiC exclanation involvinq "a 
marriaoe of an emcirical intercretation with the certainties 
of deductive lOQic" (Huqhes 1980:50) is reouired. Deductive 
looic crovides certainty. they claim. because in loqic the 
validity of an arqument decends not on the verified truth 
of the content of crocositions but on their deductive 
conse~uences. A deductive arqument is valid if the statements 
in the cremise imcly the conclusion. For examcle. the 
statement "He ocened the door" may be false but it imclies 
the statement "The door was closed". This means that no new 
observational information is needed for one to know for 
certain that if the cremises are true the conclusions are 
true and vice versa. 
In the hvco-deductive model. the search for universal laws 
beoins not with observation but with cremises in the form of 
hYcothetical law statements. Imclications which may be tested 
bv observation are then deduced from these cremises. The next 
stec involves comcarinq these imclications with emCirical 
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obser-vation. If obser-vational evidence contr-adicts the 
implications, the hypothesised law statements ar-e r-ejected or-
modified, but if it is consistent with it, then it can be 
inductively infer-r-ed that the hypothetical law statements ar-e 
confir-med as pr-obable. 
The fact that a r-esearcher- wor-king within the hypo-deductive 
model is ultimately dependent on inductiv~ r-easoning to 
establish the truth of a law statement (as distinct fr-om 
its lc'gicai conseauences, which are ar-r-ived at by 
deduction) suggests that, despite r-efer-ences to 
"cer-t.a1nties " , hypo- deductive inter-pr-etations, like mor-e 
nar-r-owly empir-icist inter-pr-etations, offer- essentially 
pr-obabi 1 istic explanations. As Polkinghor-ne (1983:100> 
obser-ves, " laws cannot be ver-ified thr-ough testing deduced 
infer-ences; all that can be obtained ar-e degr-ees of 
confir-mation. The ' pr-oblem of induction ' 
deductively-tied networ-k hover-ing about the 
leaves the 
instances of 
r-eality without offer-ing any sur-ety that the networ-k actually 
descr-ibes genuine r-elationships". Thus, while r-esear-cher-s, by 
using incr-easingly sophisticated statistical methods, have 
been able to make str-onger- claims about the probability of 
gener-alizations induced fr-om a sample of obser-vations, they 
have not been able to establish the cer-tainty of law 
statements. It is wor-thwhile to note, as an aside, the 
obvious attr-activeness of such quantitative methods to social 
scientists seeking to account for- social phenomena 
objectively and pr-ecisely in ways that r-esemble what natur-al 
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scientists do. 
However, it should be apparent from the description provided 
above, that where the hypo-deductive interpretations do 
differ very markedly from the empiricist interpretations, is 
in respect of the. status accorded to theory. Clearly the 
hypo-deductive interpretations of science require some 
relaxation of the verification principle, according to which 
any statement which is not directly verifiable is dismissed 
as non-scientific, such that science may include in addition 
to empirical propositions and logical rules, the language of 
theo~y. It is for this reason that, just as narrowly 
empiriCist interpretations of science tended to discourage 
theory development in the social sciences, so hypo-deductive 
interpretations tended to encourage it. As Polkinghorne 
(1983:77> explains, " it is the aim of the deductive system 
of science to generate theories which consist of unified 
deductively related networks of laws in which lesser laws are 
deduced from more general laws". Of particular relevance to 
linguistics, it encouraged the heuristiC use of hypothetical 
models. These are representations of the phenomenon the 
researcher is investigating. and. as Bell (1976::42> 
explains. "are simplified and idealized, since they include 
only what are thought to be the relevant properties of the 
system being modelled". Highly abstract, symbolic models tend 
to be preferred to those in which the relationships between 
the elements in the model and the reality they represent are 
easily grasped, because the former allow "easy manipulation 
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of the variables and hence rapid revision of the models 
themselves and of the theories underlying them" (Bell 
1976:43). 
1.3 POSITIVISM IN LINGUISTICS 
Historically, the first evidence of the influence of 
positivist thinking is to found in the research of the 
nineteenth century Neogrammarians. Like the traditional 
grammarians, they focused on the phenomenon of linguistic 
change but, whereas the traditional grammarians tended to be 
prescriptive, the Neogrammarians tended to be descriptive in 
their approach. Their 'concern was with the facts of change, 
which they attempted to collect, sort and analyse 
objectively, in an attempt to provid~ a causal explanation of 
the phenomena of language. 
In tune with positivistic thinking, the Neogrammarians made 
the ontological assumption that languages are entities which 
can be described objectively, akin to the phenomena which are 
the object of study of the natural sciences. Noting that 
historical linguistic change is seldom a consequence of 
conscious decision-making on the part of users, they 
concluded that languages have, in some sense, a life of their 
own. Noting, further, that there are resemblances between 
and that some "newer" languages (e.g. Romance languages, 
languages) have appparently evolved from "older" languages 
1 1 
(Latin) • they concluded that languages are natural organisms 
like plants and animals. and group in "family trees" just as 
biological species do. 
the origin of species. 
Influenced by Darwinian accounts of 
they hypothesized that each of the 
various language "families" sprang from some common source 
(proto-language) and that change. as with natural species. 
can be accounted for in terms of the struggle for survival. 
Further modelling their inquiry on that of the "more basic" 
science of biology. they worked from the epistemological 
assumptions that linguistic change is systematic. in the 
sensE! that it is governed by "laws" which applied uniformly 
to all examples. and that these "laws" or generalizations are 
to be arrived at by inductive methods. They attempted to 
explain languages by establishing the nature of the genetic 
relationships amongst the world ' s languages and determining 
the laws of derivation of phonological forms of "daughter" 
languages from the putative phonological proto-forms of 
"parent" languages i . e. to understand the phenomenon of 
language one needs to establish what changes have taken 
place in it over the years. 
A number of factors. subsequently. contributed to declining 
confidence in this genetic explanation of language. One such 
was doubts about the scientific status of the sound "laws" 
which. according to some critics of a positivist persuasion. 
need to apply universally to be worthy of the name i.e. to be 
independent of particular times and places. Sampson (1980:28) 
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points out that Grimm's Law, for example, applied to just the 
Germanic dialect of Indo-European in a particular century, 
and not to all languages at all times. Moreover, despite 
progress made by the Neogrammarians in formulating 
supplementary gene~alizations to account for whole classes of 
apparent exceptions to their laws, there remained many facts 
which their laws could not explain. 
A more telling factor was that the Neogrammarians were 
unable to demonstrate unambiguously that sound change 
proceeds regularly in a particular direction. As Sampson 
(198~:26) explains, if one gives up this idea, it becomes 
difficult to apply to l anguage Darwin ' s concepts of "natural 
selection " and "struggle for survival" because "it is central 
to the evolutionary view of biology that the replacement of 
old species by new is not merely a process of random changes 
(even if the individual mutations on which evolution depends 
are random), but rather is a movement from lower to higher". 
This failure to demonstrate directionality of change, 
therefore, represented a direct challenge to the fundamental 
ontological and epistemological assumptions of the 
Neogrammarians that languages are organisms and that 
linguistics can be assimilated to biology. 
In hindsight one could criticise the critics for their 
assumption that laws in the social sciences are the 
equivalent of laws in the natural sciences. August Cluver 
(personal communication) points out that the Neogrammarians 
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described reQularities that had already taken olace. and that 
the "laws" of the social sciences are tied uo with a myriad 
of ore-conditions. which means that they are valid only for a 
short time when these ore-conditions hold. Bv contrast the 
laws of ohvsics. for examole. have oredictive value i.e. 
aoplv universally. Such an assumction is. however. consistent 
the oositivist assumotion that a sinqle system of unified 
science is a realist i c qoal. 
Be that as it may. linQuists came to orefer an explanation 
which. thouqh different. is no less cositivistic in nature. 
This is the structuralist exolanation first outlined bv 
Saussure. accordinq to which an understandinq of languaqe is 
to be accomclished. not bv notinq the chanQes that have taken 
clace in what is conceived of as a biological organism. but 
bv demonstratinQ that "all the forms and meaninqs are 
interrelated at a oarticular ooint in time in a carticular 
lanQuaQe-svstem" <Lvons 1981: 218) • In resoonse to the 
Question of whether. if lanquaqes are. indeed. not akin to 
orqanisms it were oossible. in any leqitimate sense. to 
reqard them as "thinqs" that could be studied scientifically 
usinQ methods develooed within the natural sciences. Saussure 
made use of the notion of "social facts " . which the 
socioloQist Durkheim had done most to articulate. Durkheim 
arqued that the ohenomena which the socioloqists study differ 
from those which are the object of study of the natural 
sciences in that they are not directly accessible to sensory 
observation. but that they are just as real because they have 
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concrete effects. Sampson (1980) provides an amusing example 
to illustrate this pOint. He asks the reader to suppose that 
all his trousers were at the cleaners and that the one he was 
wearing was ripped in pieces by the dog. He states that his 
reader will not be surprised to learn that he would 
absolutely resist the obvious and simplest solution to wear 
his wife's dress. Although the "rules" prescribing 
J 
distinctive dress for the two sexes cannot be directly 
observed. and may not even be part of the consctous awareness 
of those who obey them, they nevertheless clearly have 
tangible effects. Durkheim's argument, according to Sampson, 
give~ Saussure the answer to the ontological problem of what 
sort of phenomenon language is. ' French ' is not a thing in 
the same sense as a chair or a table; but, if there is a 
category of ' things' which inc ludes legal systems and 
structures of convention. then languages surely fit squarely 
into that category too" (1980: 45). 
The language facts which are the subject matter of 
linguistics, according to Saussure, are, however, not those 
that can be directly observed. SUCh facts. he says, belong to 
the domain of "parole"(speaking) which. he claims. cannot be 
studied scientifically because, being the possession of 
individual speakers. it is too heterogeneous. Instead. 
linguistics is concerned with establishing the facts of the 
non-phYSical language system, " langue"(language), which is 
the common posseSSion of the members of the language 
community. 
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It is imcortant to note. since it is further evidence of the 
influence of cositivistic thinkinQ on linQuistics. the hiqh 
deoree of idealization involved in Saussure's limitation of 
the scoce of linQuistics to lanQue. As noted above. it is 
common cractice within the natural sciences to reduce the 
scoce of inouiry to only what. accordinQ to the investiqator. 
can be accounted for in an objective and riQorous way. 
Saussure makes it clear that. in idealizinQ out the facts of 
historical (diachronic) chanoe and of carole (sceakinQ). both 
of which he claims lack essential systematic character 
(1959; 95) . he is followino tried and tested models of 
inouirv. As he cuts it. "in static linQuistics. as in most 
sciences. no course of reasoninQ is cossible without the 
usual simclification of data"(1959:102). 
Sionificantly. thouQh various linQuistic schools differ in 
the abstractness of their concection of the lanQuaqe system. 
most linQuists since Saussure have tended to follow his lead 
in constructinQ models "not of actual lanQuaqe behaviour. but 
of the svstem of reQularities which underlie that behaviour" 
<LYons 1979:57). They haye attemcted to secarate out from 
data" that cart which is unambiquously "raw lanouaQe 
linouistic. by means of idealization crocedures. These 
include the crocedure of reQularization. in which slics of 
the tonQue. miscronunciations. hesitations. causes etc. are 
discounted: 
systematic 
the crocedure of standardization. in which 
variation between utterances (which is the 
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consequence of lectal differences), code-switching and so on 
are discounted; and the decontextualization procedure, in 
which sentences as isolated linguistic objects are abstracted 
from their verbal and situational context. Since the effects 
of idealization are particularly pertinent to the argument I 
develop in this chapter about how the positivist tradition in 
linguistics inhibited the investigation of the relationship 
between language and context, I will focus on them in 
examining the two remaining schools included in this brief 
survey. 
Acco~ding to Bell (1976:20>, Saussure left an important 
epistemological problem unresolved. It was not clear how 
langue could be investigated empirically since, being housed 
in the collective consciousness of the speech community, it 
(unlike parole) was not available to direct observation by 
the senses. As Bell observes, two different solutions to this 
problem have been tried by linguists belonging to the two 
remaining schools to be surveyed, namely, induction in the 
case of American structuralism, which was most clearly 
articulated by Bloomfield, and 
generative linguistics. 
As Sampson (1980: 63) comments, 
deduction in the case of 
" Bloomfield was not merely 
passively influenced by logical positivism but (after a 
flirtation in his twenties with very different views) became 
an active proponent of positivist ideas as they applied to 
the study of human behaviour, including language " . Consistent 
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with the reductionist principle, he saw linguistics as a 
branch of psychology and, more specifically, the branch of 
psychology known as behaviourism. Such psychologists tended 
to reject introspection as a methodological procedure, on the 
grounds that the findings of investigations using this 




terms of such non-observable factors as the 
lead of the behaviourists, the structuralists 
limited the scope of their inquiry to those aspects of 
lang~age which are objective. observablp. and verifiable. A 
~ample of the speech of a representative or of 
representatives of a speech community (what the behaviourists 
referred to as observable inputs and outputs) either on tape 
or transcribed constituted their data. These data were then 
analysed using inductive classificatory procedures which, it 
was claimed, avoided both reliance on non-observables (such 
as the meanings of items) in attempting to decide into which 
categories they belonged, and the imposition of preconceived 
categorizations on the structure of the language being 
studied. The avoidance of the impOSition of preconceived 
categorizations, incidentally, is consistent with the 
structuralists ' ontological assumption that each language has 
a unique relational structure. These procedures involved the 
segmenting of the data at the phonemic, morphemic and 
syntactic levels of linguistic organization, into 
progressively smaller units. As Bell (1981:93) observes, "the 
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carallel with physics is very clear: chysical objects "cut" 
into smaller and smaller cieces until the ultimate - the atom 
- is reached". 
As was the case with Saussurean linguistics, structural ists 
in the Bloomfieldian tradition emcloyed a high degree of 
idealization. As Bell (1981:94) pOints out, although the data 
are " real" in the sense of being derived from actual speech, 
not only is the data base extremely narrow, but such typical 
features of situated language use as pause phenomena, 
overlacping speech and so on are edited out. Perhaps most 
signi .ficant, since it led to the neglect in linguistics of 
what is the centra I concern of this thesis, namely how 
context enters into the interpretation of meaning, is the 
exclusion of semantics from the scoce of scientific 
linguistic inquiry. Following the lead of the behaviourists 
in attending only to observables, Bloomfield reduced the 
study of meaning to showing " what stimuli evoke given 
utterances as responses, and what behavioural resconses are 
evoked by given spoken stimuli" (Sampson 1980: 68) • To 
account, in these terms. for a speaker ' s uttering of a word 
like " apple " when not currently being stimulated by the 
apple, Bloomfield claimed that he was perception of an 
responding" to some obscure internal stimuli of a type which 
was associated at some time in (his) past with the stimuli of 
an apple" (Bloomfield 1933:143). He concluded that since 
current levels of scientific knowledge did not provide an 
adequate basis for laying bare such obscure internal stimuli, 
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a scientific account of linguistic meaning was in practice 
impossible. As Coulthard explains. this conclusion led to the 
view that "it was no concern of linguists to explain how 
identical utterances can have different functions in 
different situations. nor how listeners correctly decode the 
intended message" (1977: 2) • 
Bloomfieldian structuralism. therefore. clearly reflects the 
more narrowly empiricist versions of positivism referred to 
ear 1 ier in the chapter (p 5) which tended to inhibit the 
development of theory by dismissing statements such as those 
belon9ing to the language of theory because they are not 
directly verifiable. As Sampson ( 1980: 74) observes. 
structuralists thought of general linguistics as technique 
rather than theory. By contrast. generative linguistics 
reflects the hypo-deductive interpretation of science. 
As noted above. in the hypo-deductive interpretation. the. 
starting point of scientific investigation is not data. but 
theory. As Pit Corder (1973:84) explains. " in the case of 
linguistics. this would mean that we start out with some 
notions about what the language is and what to select as data 
and what to look for in those data". Notions (or assumptions) 
which inform the practices of generativist linguists include 
the ontological assumption that language universals exist 
(i.e. that the relational structure of each language is not 
unique) and the epistemological assumption that the way to 
establish what the phenomenon of language is. is to construct 
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a universal grammar whose principles will define what any 
language is. Accordingly, what Chomsky develops is a theory 
of syntactic universals. Adopting a mathematical model, he 
proposes that a language should be treated as a sub-set of 
the infinite number of possible sequences or "strings" of the 
items in the dictionary of the language. The task of the 
linguist he sees as that of constructing a grammar (a set of 
rules for jOining the vocabulary items) which will generate 
(predict/specify precisely) the grammatical strings. In such 
a way he will be able to make explicit the syntactic 
properties of the language in question. More important, if he 
is able to show that the types of rules in the grammar are 
also necessary for the grammar of any language, he can claim 
that he has discovered some of the universal properties of 
language. 
Chomsky's assumption about the existence of universals is 
related to a further assumption, namely, that the reason that 
there are such universals is that human beings are 
genetically endowed with a specific language faculty which 
determines such universal features. and makes possible the 
acquistion of one ' s native language in a remakably short 
time. As Downes explains (1984:16), Chomsky ' s answer to the 
question "What is language?", is a theory which describes 
people ' s tacit (unconscious) knowledge of the linguistic 
system of their native language (their competence) in terms 




to a language faculty, makes it clear that Chomsky 
share Bloomfield ' s behaviouristic orientation. 
including the rejection of explanations in terms of such 
non-observables as the mind. This is evident also in th~ 
generativist ' s assumption that the introspection of native 
speaker sis a legitimate source of data. He attempts to 
deduce the language system from his own internalized 
knowledge. As Bell (1981:101> explains. the generativist 
" needs data in the physical sense of texts. only as a check 
against his description. He begins by building a hypothesis 
of how langLlage works and checks it initially by 
introspection. since, he would argue, as a native speaker, he 
alreadv has complete mastery of the system he is seeking to 
descr ibe". 
Another characteristic of the hypo-deductive version of 
positivism, is the use of highly abstract, formal models. 
Formal. here, refers to the goal of generative analysis to 
specify the rules of grammar in a precise and rigorous way. 
preferably in logical or mathematical terms. Although it is 
probably true that all linguistic descriptions are based on 
some sort of model, in many cases the models are implicit 
ones which even the linguists who produced the descriptions 
might not have been consciouslv aware of. Such is the case 
with the Bloomfieldian structuralists. who tended to claim· 
that their descriptions were data- rather than theory- (or 
model> driven. The generativist, however, makes explicit use 
of formal models. as a means not only of ensuring necessary 
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scientific rigour, but also of advancing knowledge. Brown 
(1984: 52> explains that formal models encourage objectivity 
"because they reQuire the investigator to be particularly 
explicit about the nature of the initial assumptions in terms 
of which the model is built, and they force him to be precise 
in formulating the operations the model performs and the 
factors that affect performance. Explicitness of this kind", 
he adds, "is particularly important when dealing with one of 
our own abilities " . Moreover, in this paradigm, theoretical 
advances are made by showing the superiority of one 
linguistic model over another in accounting for the facts of 
a particular language or of language in general. This 
procedure allows for the rejection of less satisfactory 
models in favour of more satisfactory ones, and for the 
improvement of models so that the inadeQuacies revealed by 
the comparison are eliminated. 
Finally, and most significantly, generativist linguistics, 
like Bloomfieldian and Saussurean linguistics before it, is 
characterized by a high degree of idealization. This Chomsky 
( 1965: 3) makes explicit when he states that" linguistic 
theory is concerned primarily with an ideal speaker-listener, 
in a completely homogeneous speech-community, who knows its 
language perfectly and is unaffected by such grammatically 
irrelevant conditions as memory limitations, distractions, 
shifts of attention and interest, and errors (random or 
characteristic) in applying his knowledge of the language in 
actual performance " . The distinction he makes between 
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comDetence and performance echoes the distinction made by 
Saussure between langue and parole. It is worth noting, 
however, that whereas for Saussure the language system, which 
is the first and central concern of the linguist. is the 
common Dossession of the language community. for Chomsky it 
is the perfect knowledge of an ideal speaker-listener in a 
homogeneous speech community . This suggests that competence 
is even more of an abstraction than langue. One of the 
conseouences of this limitation of the scope of linguistics 
to the ideal speaker/hearer ' s knowledge of the abstract 
language system is that, as was the. case with Saussurean and 
Bloomfiendian linguistics, any consideration of the role of 
context in the interpretation of meaning is excluded. 
Before summing up this brief. schematic survey of the 
positivist tradition in linguistics, it is important to note 
that in selecting from the full range of linguistic schools, 
generalizing about such schools and focusing on evidence of 
positivistic thinking, I have obscured often significant 
details between scholars within schools. and presented an 
exaggerated picture of commonality in 
schools. fo significant omisSion, which 
thinking between 
I shall remedy by 
mentioning it now, is that some schools, such as the London 
school, have always accepted lower levels of idealization. As 
Coulthard (1977:3) notes, Firth, the founder of this school 
urged linguists to study the total verbal process in its 
context of Situation, while Halliday (1978:52), probably the 
most notable scholar working in this field, argues that it is 
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necessary " to impose as low a degree of idealization on the 
facts as is compatible with systematic inquiry". Then too, 
there have always been groups of scholars who have not been 
swept up by the various epistemological and ontological 
revolutions in the discipline. Thus, for example, 
historically speaking, there has always been a group of 
scholars who have not accepted Saussure ' s argument that 
language change (historical language variation) and 
contemporaneous language variation lack the essential 
systematic character which make scientific study possible, 
and have sustained the tradition of diachronic linguistiCS, 
started by the Neo-grammarians, to the present date. It was 
these scholars who realized that historical and 
contemporaneous variation are two sides of the same coin in 
the sense that some contemporary varieties, or forms within 
them, are "older" and some "younger". Historical linguistics 
spawned dialectology, which meant that when some linguists in 
1960s and 1970s became dissatisfied with the constraints of 
the Chomskyan definition of the domain of linguistics and 
began investigating aspects of language which require 
reference to social factors. they were able to build on the 
findings and methods of what was an early form of 
sociolinguistics. 
Despite these limitations. this survey does, I trust, show 
how strong the influence of positivistic thinking has been in 
the discipline. As I have noted, the most significant 
consequence of this influence from the point of view of the 
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research reported on in this thesis. has been the exclusion 
of any consideration of the role of contextual information in 
the produc t ion and interpretation of utterances. a 
" compl ication " which is avoided by ideal izing the object of 
study to exclude everything except isolated and 
decontextualized sentences. ( I distinguish here. as 
elsewhere. between sentences. which are abstract theoretical 
ent i ties defined within a theory of qrammar, and utterances. 
which are activities performed by speakers in actual contexts 
of use.) 
The limitations of linquistics which confines itself to 
deconte x tualized sentences can be demonstrated by examininq 
the followinq exchanqe (adapted from one supplied by 
Widdowson 1984:203 ): 
A: What ar e they doing? 
B: Worki ng at their tab} es . 
In accordance with the procedure of deco~textualization. the 
sentence fraqment underlyinq 8 ' s utterance could be made less 
dependent on context by beinq converted to a full sentence as 
follows: 
Thev ar e wor king at their tables . 
However. it is apparent that. even with this chanqe , a 
knowledqe of the linguistic siqns and their rules for 
permissable combination i.e. linquistic competence in the 
Chomskvan sense) would not be sufficient for interpretation 
• 
and that an appeal would have to be made to various kinds of 
contextual information (about which more information is qiven 
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in chapter 2 ). For one thing, without contextual information 
a hearer would not have access to the referent of "they", or 
be able to establish what kind of table is being referred to. 
As Widdowson (1984:204) tellingly observes, there is nothing 
in the semantics (the sentence meaning), "in the symbolic 
signification of these expressions that prevents us from 
calling up images of children setting out place-mats and 
cutlery, or of waiters calculating their tips or their tax 
returns, or of either group taking part in a carpentry 
competition, or working part-time as croupiers in a gambling 
casino" . 
It was considerations such as these, and a restlessness 
amongst linguists about the narrow definition of scope of 
linguistics given by Chomsky, which some felt reduced 
linguistics to "an abstract methodological exercise in 
formalization which 
. ) 
has no ultimate validation by reference 
to actual behaviour" (Widdowson 1979:114). that contributed 
to the development of sociolinguistics. This Downes (1984:15) 
defines as · " that branch of linguistics which studies just 
those properties of language and languages which require 
reference to social. including contextual, factors in their 
ex plan a t i on ... 
While all sociolinguists argue for a wider definition of the 
scope of linguistics, some see themselves less as challenging 
the oractices of what, to distinguish it from 
sociolinguistics. I shall call core linguistics, than as 
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building on progress made in core linguistics in accounting 
for the linguistic system, something they see as a necessary 
prelude to examining how this system engages with social 
contexts. Others reject the practices of core linguistics on 
the grounds that they distort the true nature of language by 
excluding, 
language. 
as they do, most socially relevant properties of 
As Hudson (1980:3) expresses this, they argue that 
since language " is ( obviously) social behaviour, to study it 
without reference to society would be like studying courtship 
behaviour without relating the behaviour of one partner to 
another " . For such scholars sociolinguistics is linguistics 




However, in the section which follows, I shall 
in so far as it is no less pOSitivist in 
the sociolinguistics of even the latter group 
ooes not represent as fundamental a departure from approaches 
traditional l y employed in linguistics as is often supposed. I 
shall also argue that, because early sociolinguistics was 
positivistic in orientation, it is only with the advent of 
interactional sociolinguistics that linguists have begun to 
account adequately for the role of context in the production 
and interpretation of utterances. 
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1:4 POSITIVISM IN SOCIOLINGUISTICS AND THE HUMANISTIC 
ALTERNATIVE 
A number of scholars have used the macro/micro distinction to 
distinQuish sub-fields within the field of sociolinquistics. 
For Fishman (1971) the distinction relates to whether the 
concern is principallv linQuistic or socioloQical. For him. 
the Qreater the linQuistic orientation the more likely it is 
to involve micro-level analysis. and the qreater the 
socioloQical orientation the more likely it is to involve 
macro-level analysis. For Bell (1976) the distinction hinqes 
on the philosophic Question of the nature of individuality. 
Whereas the micro-sociolinQuist emphasizes differences 
between individuals. and focuses on interaction rather than 
Qroup membership. the macro-sociolinQuist sees the individual 
as a point of intersection between a number of Quantifiable 
variables. He tries to account for linQuistic diversity in 
society in terms of such contextual cateqories as aqe, sex, 
culture. occupation. 
income and so on. 
The distinction I 
levels of education. ethnic qroup, 
draw between sub-fields within 
sociolinQuistics. while overlappinQ with those of Fishman and 
Bell. relates less to disciplinary alleqiance and notions of 
individualitv. and more to differences in the philosophies of 
science which inform the sub-fields. The first sub-field is 
informed by positivistic thinkinQ and includes all studies 
which. in terms of the Fishman and Bell definitions. belonq 
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to macro-sociolinquistics and also certain 
micro-sociolinquistic studies (see for example studies of 
praQmatic failure discussed in chapter 3 in which strateQies 
to realize individual speech acts are correlated with 
cultural/lanQuaqe identity). The second sub-field. which. to 
distinQuish it from micro sociolinQuistic studies informed by 
positivistic thinkinQ. I term interactional sociolinQuistics, 
is informed by a humanistic philosophy of science. 
Early modern sociolinquistics. which dates from Labov ' s 
famous studY of Martha's Vineyard (carried out in 1961). 
represents. as I have noted above. a challenQe to traditional 
ways of doinq linquistics and. in particular a wideninq of 
the scope of what linquists see as leqitimate data. It does 
not. however. represent a challenQe to the fundamental 
positivistic assumptions that human and social phenomena are 
just as real and "law-Qoverned" as the material phenomena 
which are the concern of the natural sciences, and that the 
facts of human and social phenomena have to be objectively 
discovered by methods developed within the natural sciences 
or mathematics. What these early sociolinquists did was 
merely to substitute for one positivistic interpretation of 
science. namely the hypo-deductive approach to scientific 
exolanation (referred to on oaqes 7-10 and 19-23). the 
equally oositivistic exolanation favoured in socioloqy at the 
time. namely. 
oaqes 8-9). 
the probabilistic explanation (referred to on 
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Early sociolinguistic studies, and most subsequent studies 
wh i c h. according to the Fishman and Bell definitions, fall 
within the realm of macro-sociolinguistics, involve the 
combination of traditional structural analysis of language 
with methods develoced within sociology, with the objective 
of showing how linguistic variables relate to measurable 
social variables in the macro conte x t of the wider society. 
This is evident. for example, in Br ight ' s ( 1975: 11 ) 
definition of the task of the sociolinguist, namely, "to show 
the systematic covariance of linguistic structure and social 
structure - and perhaps even to show a causal relationship in 
one direction or the other " . Macro-sociolinguists do relax 
traditional idealization procedures to the extent that they 
admit as acceptable. non-standardized data. They also attempt 
to show relationships between variables at different levels 
of linguistic organization (p hono 1 og i cal, morpho 1 og ica 1 , 
svntactic. semantic) and factors in the social context (for 
example class, gender, occupation) which constrain their use. 
However, it is clear that the Quantitative methods employed 
involve a high level of abstraction. The variable rules 
proposed by macro-sociolinguists (see for example Labov 1972> 
are statistical abstractions which attempt to show how one 
set of facts (the rules of the grammar) relate to another set 
of facts (the social characteristics of groups). The 
particular linguistic features which sociolinguists count are 
abstracted from their verbal and situational contexts, while 
the factors in the wider social context are analyst ' s 
categories rather than the information speakers and hearers 
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draw on in making sense of one another's utterances. 
Consistent with positivistic thinking, macro-sociolinguistics 
attempts to provide causal explanations; that is, answers to 
WHY Questions. Causes and effects tend to be conceptualized 
in terms of an input-output model. The causes or independent 
variables are input factors, and the effects are the output 
or deoendent variables. The task of explanation is fufilled 
by providing measures of the strength of the relationship 
between independent and dependent variables. 
Macro-sociolinguistic studies thus provide useful information 
about general trends in behaviour. 
More recentlv. in research which reflects a further widening 
of what linguists consider legitimate data for linguistic 
study, some macro-sociolinguists have tried to carry 
explantion further by going beyond showing relationships 
between variables in the macro social context and the 
characteristic linguistic features of lects. to showing, 
again by statistical means, the relationships between the use 
of these features and the social consequences for the user. 
Thus, for example, O ' Barr and Aitkins (1980) show that the 
use of features of what they call " powerless language" 
( features identified previously by R.Lakoff ( 1975) as 
characteristic of women ' s speech) correlate strongly with 
negative evaluations of the users as witnesses in courtrooms. 
Such studies suggest that the variety of language used 
affects an individual ' s ability to be heard, and that the use 
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of " power-less language" not only r-eflects the power-lessness 
of the user- but actually r-einfor-ces it. However-, as Gumper-z 
1982:28 obser-ves, what they do not explain is why and how 
these var-ieties became stigmatized in the fir-st place, and 
why stigmatized pr-actices per-sist despite such changes in the 
macr-o context (str-uctur-al changes) as univer-sal education and 
mass communication. Another- way of expr-essing these 
limitations is that macr-o studies do not provide insight into 
what goes on in the " black box" between input and output 
factors. Without an under-standing of the pr-ocesses at work 
within this box, it is possible to measur-e the str-ength of 
the cor-r-elation between input and output factors, but not 
explain it. Not unrelated is the limitation of probabilistic 
explanations highlighted by Hudson (1980:147). He obser-ves 
that while statistical techniques can suggest a causal 
connection between two factors, they can never pr-ovide proof 
of such. He substantiates this argument by pointing out that 
it would be easy to find a statistical connection between the 
ability to do mathematical operations and height, but that 
this does not mean that the latter- is the cause of the 
former. 
gr-owing 
Instead both ar-e a part of the general pr-ocess of 
uP. This, again. suggests that the task of 
explanation can only be complete when the findings of macr-o 
studies are ver-ified (or- not) by micr-o studies which identify 
the inter-actional mechanisms in terms of which the var-iables 
in the macro studies can be said to work. 
It is. then, to deal with questions not answer-ed by macr-o 
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context. that sociolinguists have turned 
to the study of the micro contexts of 
interactions. As I explain in chapter 2. many 
scholars have assumed that the relationship between language 
and micro contexts could be investigated using much the same 
methods as are employed by sociolinguists who investigated 
the relatioship between language and the macro context of the 
wider society. thus continuing the positivist tradition in 





came to the conclusion that to adequately 
such uniquely human accomplishments as 
quite different methods are needed. 
sociolinguistics. therefore. represents a much 
stronger challenge to methods traditionally employed in 
linguistics in that it rejects the positivistic assumption 
that linguistic inquiry should be modelled on methods 
developed within the natural sciences and mathematics. In 
common with other approaches informed by humanistic 
interpretations of science. interactional sociolinguistics is 
informed by the basic ontological assumption that human 
beings are fundamentally different from the phenomena which 
are the object of study of the natural sciences. Following 
the lead of Weber. they see social action rather than 
social 
beings. 
facts as their subject matter. They see human 
not as being acted upon by social facts. but as 
actively creating through negotiation with other social 
actors. the SOCial reality in which they live. Applied to 
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conversation. which is the object of their study, they see 
the social context of discourse as something which is created 
by the participants as the interactions unfold. and. 
therefore. as dynamic rather than pre-existing, fixed and 
perceived by the participants in the same way. Moreover, they 
see interactional meaning as not so much inhering in 
specifiable features of the verbal and non-verbal behaviours 
of the participants, as interpretable in terms of the 
developing context. Since, according to interactional 
sociolinguists, the context is not necessarily perceived by 
the participants in the same way. and since the meaning of 
signs ' is potentially ambiguous. the participants are obliged 
to engage in considerable negotiative work in making 
themselves 
goals. 
understood and achieving their communicative 
Accordingly. interactional sociolinguists have little use for 
methods modelled :>n the na tur a I sciences which abstract 
"fac ts" in the form of rules or statistical measures. Such 
methods. they claim, analyse out those features which make 








impose an analyst ' s or 
observer ' s perspective. Since. in their view, social reality 
is constantly in the process of being created, rather than 
merely historically given, they focus not on the facts, or on 
causes and effects. but on the process of reality 
construction. In other words. their focus is not on input and 
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output factors, but on the "black box" in between. with the 
object of contributing not answers to WHY Questions, but to 
HOW Questions . Thus, for example. interactional 
sociolinguists are not content to demonstrate that the 
features of 
ratings of 
"powerless language" correlate with negative 
the users as witnesses. Instead they attempt to 
show how such a situation came about. and why it often 
oersists after 
the users has 
the social. economic or political status of 
improved. To develop this point further. 
whereas macro - sociolinguists attempt to establish that such 
contextual factors as the social value placed on various 
language codes, accents and styles determine both what is 
said and how it is interpreted and evaluated, interactional 
sociolinguists try to identify the interactional mechanisms 
by means of which such socio-cultural knowledge enters into 
the interpretation of intent and evaluation of motive and 
abilty as the interactio"n unfolds. 
They argue that this is to be accomplished by means of 
analyses which differ considerably from those sociolinguistic 
studies informed by positivistic thinking. As the methods of 
interactional sociolinguistics are outlined in detail in 
chapter 3. I shall refer here only to a few of the the most 
distinctive features of these analyses . One such is that an 
attempt is made to analyse the interactions from the 
perspectives of the partiCipants. rather than impose an 
observer ' s or analyst ' s point of view. Then too. instead of 
abstracting Quantifiable " facts " from a large number of 
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studies. interactional sociolinguists attempt detailed. 
fine-qrained qualitative analyses of a few interactions. 
Perhaps most significant of all. in analysinq. interactional 
sociolinquists tend to emphasize the contribution of context 
to the interpretation of meaning. which is why interactional 
sociolinquistics has. potentially. so much to offer to the 
understandinq 
context. 
of the relationship between language and 
1.5 SUMMARY AND OVERVIEW OF REMAINING CHAPTERS 
In this chapter. then. I have explored the theoretical 
siqnificance of interactional sociolinguistics by identifying 
the distinctive nature of the methodology of interactional 
sociolinquistics and showing that it is based on a philosophy 
of science which differs fundamentally from the various 
versions of positivism which. over the years. have informed 
linquistics. including most sociolinquistics. I have 
explained why this positivist tradition has inhibited the 
investiqation of the relationship between language and social 
context. and why interactional sociolinquistics has more to 
offer in this respect. 
In chapter 2 I pursue the theme of the contribution of 
interactional SOCiolinguistics to the understanding of the 
relationship between language and context by comparing 
interactional sociolinguistic studies of that relationship 
with studies which. to various degrees. are influenced by 
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positivistic thinkinq. In the process I attempt to show why 
the former is able to contribute more fruitfully to our 
understandinq of how socio-cultural information enters into 
the interpretation of intent. and evaluation of motives and 
abilities than the latter. This chapter also serves as a 
survey of relevant literature. and reveals the source of many 
of the notions which fiqure prominently in interactional 
sociolinquistics. 
In chapter 3 I outline the methods used by interactional 
sociolinouists qenerallv. and in the research reported on in 
this thesis: methods which are consistent with the 
methodoloOv outlined in chapter 1. I also discuss the 
limitations of these methods. To further illustrate the 
contribution of interact iona 1 sociolinouistics to the 
understandino of the relationship between lanquaqe and 
context. I compare interactional studies of the relationship 
between • lanquage and power. with studies informed by 
positivistic principles. I present evidence which suqqests 
that the latter mislead in suqgestinq that the interpretation 
of such discourse phenomena as interruption and topic control 
are forced bv the presence in the talk of certain structural 
features (e. q. syntactic or prosodic features). and that 
those who have power in the wider society also dominate in 
the micro contexts of conversations bv interruptinq and 
controll inq the topic. I arque that interactional 
sociolinquistics suqqests an alternative explanation of the 
relationship between what takes place at micro and macro 
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levels of social life. Accordinq to this explanation. 
inequalities in the distribution of power are created and 
reinforced because. in the context of unsuccessful 
intercultural communication. members of subordinate qroups 
interactinq with members of superordinate qroups find it 
difficult to neqotiate access to power. 
In chapter 4. the first of two chapters in which 
intercultural miscommunication in South Africa is examined. I 
report on the analyses of three post-examination interviews 
involvinq a South African English (S.A. English) speaking 
academic and one Zulu-Enqlish speaking and two S.A. English 
speaking post-qraduate students. These analyses contribute 
further to the overall theme of the contribution of 
interactional sociolinguistics to the understanding of the 
relationship between lanquaqe and context by suqgestinq that 
differences in socio-cultural. contextual knowledge in the 
form of interactional styles contribute to miSinterpretation 
of intent and misjudqement of motives and abilities. and 
suqqest. further. what these differences are. 
suqgest how negative stereotypes of cultural 
generated in intercultural encounters. 
They also 
groups are 
In chapter 5 I report on the analyses of interviews between 
S.A. Enqlish speakinq clients and Afrikaans-English bankers 
wh i c h. aqain. suggest what sorts of differences in 
culturally-preferred 
miscommunication. 
interactional styles contribute to 
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Chaoter 6 examines exolanations offered for orejudice. 
discrimination. and inequality in South Africa and the 
limitations of these. focusinq oarticularly on the 
limitations of interactional exolanations as oerceiYed by 
those who emohasize the role of larqe-scale. 
historically-qiven structural forces. and who tend to look 
for evidence to suooort their arquments to 
oositivisticallY-orientated research. I arque that all these 
exolanations have their limitations. that not any on its own 
is likely to qive an adequate exolanation. and that it is 
more oroductive to make use of the findinqs of all three 
aoproaches, and to attempt to inteqrate them. To illustrate 
this. I sketch an exolanation which shows how. in South 
Africa. the neqative consequences of intercultural 
communication (as revealed by interactional studies) combine 
with laroer structural forces (which are the concern of 
macro-studies) and with individual sources of orejudice 
(which are the concern of studies of the osycholoqy of 
individuals) to achieye a neoative self- reinforcinq cycle of 
discrimination. I also aroue that such an exolanation 
suoqests that the most effective solution to the oroblem of 
discrimination will be one which takes into account the 
structural, individual and interactional sources of 
discrimination rather than o r v one. 
Finally, in chaoter 7. orooosais are made for courses based 
on interactional sociolinquistics which have as their qoal 
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the reducino of discrimination bv imcrovino the Qualitv of 
intercultural communication. Such courses. I sUQQest. will be 
effective where structural reform has occured. and where the 
individuals involved are less. or have been assisted to be 
less prejudice-crone. 
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2.0 THE INTERACTIONAL SOCIOLINGUISTS ' TREATMENT OF CONTEXT 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
As a first step in explorinq the potential of interactional 
sociolinquisti~s to make a major contribution to a better 
understandinq of the relationship between language and soc i al 
context, I arque in 







principally because it is informed by a methodoloqy which 
represents a major break with positivistic thinkinq. While 
acknowledqinq that a number of sociolinquistic studies which 
are informed by positivistic thinkinq do address the issue of 







limitations of positivistic 
qiven in them needs to be 
supplemented by interactional sociolinquistic studies. 
In this chapter I explore further the unique contribution of 
interactional sociolinquistics to the understanding of the 
relationship between lanquage and conte x t. by comparing 
interactional sociolinquistic stUdies of the relationship 
with stUdies which are informed by positivistic thinkinq. 
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The qroup of studies which are most obviously influenced by 
positivistic thinking. are those belonging to what has come 
to be referred to as macro-sociolinquistics. and which. as I 
explained in chapter 1 (see paqes 29-31). use Quantitative 
methods to correlate variation in lanquage with such features 
(variables) of large scale (macro-cosmic) social settings as 
class. qender. ethnicity. and so on. Interactional 
sociolinquistic studies differ from these studies not only in 
respect of methodoloqy and methods (see page 108 for the 
distinction between these terms). but also in respect of the 
scale of the context that they are concerned with. Whereas 
macro-soCiolinquists are concerned with the relationship 
between lanquage and larqe-scale social structure. 
interac tiona 1 sociolinquists are concerned with the 
relationship between lanquaqe and context in the sense of 
small-scale (micro-cosmic) conversational settinqs: with how 
participants ' interpretations of intent. and evaluation of 
ability and motive. at any staqe of a conversation. depend on 
the speech settinq. the meanings of the other parts of the 
conversation. and the backqrounds of the participants. 
However. not all studies of micro-contexts can be accurately 
labelled as interactional sociolinquistic studies. since. 
althouqh d irec t I y or indirectly most have influenced 
interactional sociolinquistics. many are clearly informed by 
positivistic thinkinq. Moreover. a neat cateqorization of 
studies into those that are informed by a positivistic 
interpretation of science and those informed by the 
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humanistic interpretation of science outlined in chapter 1. 
would be a qross oversimplification. since even within what 
have become fairly clearly defined approaches to the study of 




one finds studies of both kinds. It is. incidently a 
analytic strategy of positivists to categorize 
into two (idealized> opposing categories e.g. 
synchrony/diachrony; competence/performance; deep 
structure/surface structure and so on. The humanistic 
alternative view is that reality is a continuum and that our 
categorization of it is relatively arbitrary. and may. 
therefore. constitute a distortion of that reality. (I am 
indebted to Auqust Cluver - personal communication- for this 
insiqht. ) 
In the review which follows. I order these various approaches 
so as to reflect what I see as a continuum between. at the 
one pole. approaches that are stronqly influenced by 
positivistic thinking. and. at the other pole. those that are 
little. or not at all influenced by positivistic thinking. No 
attempt is made to give an exhaustive account all approaches 
to the studv of micro contexts. the ones selected being those 
that have contributed directly or indirectly to interactional 
sociolinquistics. A siqnificant omission in this respect is 
the ethnomethodoloqical approach. As noted on page 121. in 
arguinq for an alternative to positivistic approaches, the 
ethnomethodoloqists made an early and significant 
contribution to interactional sociolinquistics. This approach 
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is not reviewed only because the contribution of 
ethnomethodoloqists is dealt with at some length in chapter 
3. In the review I sketch some of the distinctive features of 
these different approaches. and highlight those features 
which are of particular relevance to the analyses of 
intercultural encounters reported on in chapters 4 and 5. I 
then attempt to ' sum up what this survey reveals of why 
interactional sociolinguistics is able to contribute more 
fruitfully to the understanding of the relationship between 
languaqe and context than positivistically informed studies 
of micro-settinqs, and what unique insigh~s are offered by 
interactional sociolinquistics. 
2.2 DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO THE STUDY OF MICRO-CONTEXTS 
2.2.1 ANALYSIS OF SPEECH EVENTS 
An approach to the study of micro-settings which, I argue, is 
stronqly influenced by positivist thinking. is that concerned 
with the analysis of speech events. It has its home in 
anthropoloqy. 
(ethnoscience, 
as systems of 
or, more specifically. the "new ethnography" 
ethnosemantics) in which cultures are viewed 
knowledqe. An adequate ethnography in these 
terms is a cultural " grammar " which will "properly specify 
what it is that a stranqer to a society will have to know in 
order appropriately to perform any role in any scene staqed 
by the society" (Frake 1972:87). 
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Scholars such as Hvmes have recoqnized that an important part 
of this knowledqe is how to communicate appropriately, anQ 
that knowledqe of how to communicate extends beyond the 
qrammatical (linquistic) competence that linquists followinq 
the lead of Chomsky have focussed on. namely the knowledqe 
that underlies the ability to produce and understand any and 
all the sentences of a lanquaqe. As a first step towards the 
qoal of characterizinq this knowledqe. Hymes (1974:34) calls 
for taxonomies of speakinq and descriptions of ways of 
speakinq in a wide ranqe of speech communities. The latter he 
sees as servinq the dual purpose of supportinq and testinq 
the adequacy of the taxonomies and of supplementinq the data 
of traditional qrammatical 
contextual 
description by specifvinq the 
knowledqe that members of a socio-cultural. 
culture reQuire in order to be able to contribute 
appropriately to particular communication events. 
To understand what Hvmes means bv communication or , speech 
events. it is necessary to examine the relationship which he 
sees as existinq between the notions of speech situation. 
speech events and speech acts. Speech situations. accordinq 
to Hvmes. are contexts of situation such as ceremonies. 
fiqhts. hunts. meals, and so on. which may comprise both 




such a situation is more abstract than the actual 
settinq; it "is a recurrinq institution in a 
a 'form of life', in which actions are intelliqible 
r 
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and meaninqful". A speech event. such as an interview. a 
lecture or an arqument is also a social institution, but one 
which constrains the interpretation of the verbal actions of 
the participants only. As Hymes (1972a:52) expresses this, 
the term is "restricted to activities. or aspects of 
activities. that are directly qoverned by rules or norms for 
the use of speech". To complete the account of the 
hi erarc hica 1 relationship between situation. event and act. 
he explains that speech events consist of one or more speech 
acts. Thus at a party (speech situation) a conversation 
(speech event) mav take place in which a jok~ (speech act) is 
told. 
As a means of formulatinq rules of speaking which will 
characterize the contextual knowledqe a Speaker requires in 
order to choose appropriate languaqe for specific speech 
events in a culture. Hymes proposes a taxonomy of general 
(what may eventually be shown to be universal) contextual 








For mnemonic convenience. he groups 
the headinqs that beqin with the 
SPEAKING. To briefly summarize. these 
Settinq and Scene. Setting refers to the concrete phYSical 
circumstances in which a speech act takes place (i.e. the 
time and place) while scene refers to the abstract 
psychological situation; to the recurring social 
institutions such as 
above. 
" a date" or " a seminar" referred to 
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Pa~ticipants. Othe~ info~mation ~elevant to the app~op~iate 
pe~fo~mance and inte~p~etation of a speech act, is to whom 
the act is add~essed, and who utte~s it, and what 
communication ~oles a~e assiqned to each within the 
particular cultu~e. 
Ends ~efe~ to two aspects of pu~pose, namely, the 
conventionally ~ecoqnised and expected outcomes of an 
exchanqe of speech acts, as well as the pe~sonal qoals that 
the pa~ticipants seek to accomplish in it. Thus, fo~ example, 
the expected outcome of a medical consultation is a 
diaonosis. but within it docto~, patient and any othe~ 
pa~ticipant will have diffe~ent personal qoals. 
Act seouence ~efe~s to the fo~m and content of the message; 
to the topics and "ways of speakinq" (e.q. marked ~hythm, use 
of specialist vocabula~y and so on) which a~e conventional in 
ce~tain speech events (e.g. a cocktail pa~ty, a lectu~e, an 
interview and so on). 
Key ~efe~s to the tone, manne~ o~ spi~it in which the act 
is done i.e. whether mockinq, se~ious, p~ecise, pedantic and 
so on. 
Inst~umentalities ~efers to the channels (whethe~ spoken. 
written. read aloud. chanted, sung and so on> and to fo~ms or 
varieties (lanquaqe, dialect, reqister) chosen. 
No~ms of interaction and interp~etation. Norms of 
inte~action refer to conventional ways of inte~actinq in 
specific events. such as norms for turn takinq, loudness and 
so on. Norms of interpretation ~efer to the interp~etation 
that would normaly be expected for the speech event takinq 
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place. 
Genres refer to utterances wh i c h can be clearly 
distinguished from " unmarked" casual speech by the high 
frequency of characteristic formal markers. such as one finds 
in a poem. advertisement. sermon. proverb and so on. 
As is evident from this brief summary. Hymes. in attempting 
to find a solution to the problem of accounting for the 
relationship between language and context in a descriptively 
) 
adequate way ( i . e. by means of methods which are empirical 
an d ob j ec t i ve) • adopts what. despite the lower level of 
idealization of data. is still a typically positivistic 
solution. From the infinitelv larqe range of contextual 
features which may be relevant. he abstracts out those 
features which are putatively general (universal?); features 
which enter into the specification of communicative 
competence. Contextual features not captured by the grid of 
his taxonomy. such as those which are negotiated by the 
participants as they interact (see 2.2.5) are presumably 
matters of communicative performance and .thereby. excluded 
from his description. Moreover. no attempt is made to include 
the oarticioants ' oerspectives (see page 35). The features he 
identifies are analyst ' s categories and represent information 
partiCipants might draw on in making sense of one another's 
utterances rather than what they do draw on in actual 
situations of use. This is acknowledqed by Hymes(1974:65) who 
arques as follows: 
Ultimately the functions served in speech must be 
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derived directly from the purposes and needs of human 
persons engaged in social action. and are what they are 
: talking to seduce, to stay awake. to avoid a war. The 
formal analysiS of speaking is a means to the 
understanding of human purposes and needs, and their 
satisfaction: it is an indispensable means. but only a 
means. and not that understandinq itself. 
The positivistic orientation is evident also in the 
resemblance between the accounts of the relationship between 
language and micro contexts provided by ethnographers of 
speaking and the probabalistic explanations of the 
relationship between 
macrosociolinguists 
language and macro contexts offered by 
(see pages 29-31) , a resemblance 
commented on by Gumperz (1982a:155): 
They tend to see speech events as bounded units. 
functioninq somewhat like miniature social systems 
where norms and values constitute independent 
variables. separate from language proper. The task of 
sociolinquistic analysis in this view. is to specify 
the interrelationship of such variables in events 
of particular social groups •.• The characteristic 
principal qoal is to show how social norms affect the 
use and distribution of communicative resources, not 
deal with interpretation. 
Another way of puttinq this is that the analysis of speech 
events. like other positivistically orientated research is 
concerned with facts rather than action (see page 34). 
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is ~elevant to the formulation of rules of 
These ~ules expl~in WHY utterances take on the 
(a~e interp~eted as) certain speech acts which 
together constitute the speech event in Question. They do 
not. however. attempt to answer HOW ~uestions i.e. they do 
not attempt to identify the interactional mechanisms by means 
of which contextual information ente~s into interpretation as 
the interaction unfolds in real time. They do not deal with 
the Question of how participants are able to recognize what 
speech event is involved and when a boundary between one 
speech event and another has been reached. 





2.2.2 ANALYSIS OF SPEECH ACTS 




An aoproach to the study of mic~o-settings which does deal 
di~ectly with inte~pretation. but which. nevertheless. tends 
to be almost eaually oositivistic in orientation. is the 
analYSis of speech acts ca~ried out by philosophers, 
linquists and others working within the area of pragmatics. 
Speech act theory had its origins in the philosophic writings 
of Wittgenstein and Austin who Questioned the assumption 
widely held by linguists and natu~al language ohilosophers 
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that the basic function of language is to convey 
propositional meaninq i . e. "the context-independent. 
invariant meaninq expressed in a sentence" (Brown and Yule 
1983:107) which corresponds to what one has to know about the 
world to know whether what is expressed by the prOPOSition is 
true or false. They argue that the meaning of an utterance 
often derives from its use; from what it ~. From this 
kernal idea has developed the notion of speech act. 
Austin ( 1962) suqgests that in producing an utterance a 
speaker is simultaneously performing three acts: 
As 
(a) a locutionary act which is the act of saying 
somethinq: of producinq a meaningful utterance; 
(b) an illocutionary act which has to do with the 
intent of the speaker e.g. a directive where the 
intention or illocutionary pOint is to get the hearer 
to do somethinq: 
(a) a perlocutionary act which is the act performed 
when the utterance affects the behaviour. beliefs. 
feelinqs. attitudes of the hearer. The effects may be 
intentional or unintentional. Thus a hearer may supply 
the oerlocutionary uptake (the intended effect) of a 
directive (the illocutionary act) by doing what the 
speaker wants him to do. but he may instead ignore the 
directive or do or say somethinq quite different. 
Downes (1984: 309-310) explains. the "concepts of 
illocutionary and perlocutionary force jOintly describe two 
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intentionality of verbal 
for how sceech acts are 
intercreted. sceech act theorists have tended to focus on 
illocutionarv acts. 
Searle (1969.1976) crocoses a taxonomy of sceech act tvces 
and scecifies rules for the cerformance of these acts. which 
take the form of a set of conditions which are necessary and 
sufficient 
utterance. 
for carticular acts to be cerformed bv an 
These correscond to the rules of sDeakinq Hvmes 
(see caQe 46) refers to. The conditions which have to be 
satisfied in the context if an utterance is to count. for 
examcle. as a request. are that the sceaker sincerely wants 
the hearer to cerform the intended cerlocutionarv act 
(sinceritv condition): that the hearer is able to cerform 
that act and that s/he would not do it in the normal course 
of events (orecaratorv conditions): that the act must be a 
future act of the hearer (crocositional content condition): 
and that the utterance counts as an attemot to qet the hearer 
to oerform that act (essential condition). Take. for examcle. 
the utterance: 
Please cl ose the door. 
A hearer who. quided bv such exclicit linquistic cues to 
illocutionarv force as the coliteness form and the imcerative 
mood. suscects that the sceaker intends a request. would be 
able to accomclish the task of intercretation bv checkinq the 
context to see whether. in it. the conditions for the act 
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are met. Thus. for example. if the hearer is unable to carry 
out the perlocutonary act because the door is already closed 
(preparatory condition). all the necessary conditions cannot 
be said to have been met for the utterance to count as a 
reouest. 
What this account does not explain is how the hearer would be 
able to interpret the utterance "Please close the door " if 
the linquistic form (politeness form and mood) was not a 
reliable quide to its illocutionary force. Scholars working 
in this field have recoqnized that there is freouently not 
a one-to-one relationship between linguistic form and 
illocutionary force of utterances. To take the example of 
qrammatical mood. while one of the most explicit ways for 
speakers to siqnal that their utterances are directives, is 
to use the imperative mood (e.q. "Close your desks"), it is 
possible for them. also. to use interroqative and declarative 
moods (e.q. "Could you close your desks? " : " Your desks are 
still open. ") . By the same token. a particular mood can be 
used in the performance of a wide ranqe of speech act types. 
For example. the declarative mood can be used in the 
performance of: 
declaratives (speech acts which brinq about chanqes in the 
world throuqh their successful execution) e.q " I resign. " : 
representatives (speech acts which express how things are) 
e.q. " It · s raininq ouside. ": 
directives (speech acts whose illocutionary pOint is to qet 
people to do somethinq) e.q."Your desks are still closed.": 
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commissives (speech acts whose illocutionary point is to 
c~mmit the soe~ker t~ sc:.me futLtre act ) e.t;I. " I will do my 
homework. " : and so on. 
In attemptinq to answer the Question of how a hearer is able 
to interpret what was intended by the speaker when the 
linquistic form of the utterance does not signal 
unambiquously its illocutionary force. Searle (1975) argues 
that many utterances have two kinds of illocutionary force. 
He qives as an example the utterance: 
have to studv for an exal. 
This utterance contains the illocutionary force indicator 
(declarative mood) of a statement. but which. as a response 
to the utterance: " Let ' s qo to the movies tonight." may mean 
not just a statement. but also a refusal. Such cases where 
one illocutionary act is performed indirectly by way of 
performinq another, he refers to as i nd i rect speech acts. 
Searle arques, further, that the startinq point for the 
interpretation of indirect speech acts is the literal meaning 
of the utterance as signalled by exolicit, formal 
illocutionary indicators such as mood. In the manner outlined 
above, the hearer can check the context to see whether in it 
the conditions for the act to count as a question are met. 
Finally, to exolain how the hearer moves from the 
interpretation of the direct speech act to the interpretation 
of the indirect speech act. Searle makes use of the notion of 
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the co-operative principle and its maxims expounded by Grice 
(1975) . 
Grice explains that conversation is possible because 
participants are able to assume of one another that they are 
obeyinq the co-operative principle which he expresses as 
follows: "Make your conversational contribution such as is 
required. at the staQe at which it occurs. by the accepted 
purpose or direction of the talk exchanqe in which you are 
enQaqed" (1975:45). He also lists four maxims which accordinq 
to Brown and Yule ( 1983: 101 ) underlie the efficient and 
effective use of lanquaqe and jOintly express the 
co-operative principle. These are: 
QUANTITY: don ' t provide more or less information than is 
required for the current purposes ·of the exchange. 
QUALITY: make vour contribution on that is true. 
RELATION: make vour contributions relevant. 
MANNER: be clear (brief. orderly and unambiquous). 
As Downes (1984:318) paraphrases the explanation provided by 
Grice: "when we enqaqe in a conversation with someone. we can 
assume that they are co-operatinq to sustain our joint 
activi tv: more specificallv. that thev are trying to follow 
these maxims". 
To pursue this explanation further. we can examine the 
followinq example provided by Grice (1975:51): 
A: I ell ou t of oetrol. 
B: There is a oaraQe ar ound the corner. 
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On the assumption that B is behaving conSistently with the 
maxim of relation. A is able to interpret B's utterance as 
inferring that the garage is open and has petrol to sell. 
Such an inference he terms a conversational implicature. 
which can be defined as "an inference generated in the 
conversation in order to preserve the assumption that 
participants are obeying the maxims". 
Grice notes. also. (and this is where his explanation ties UP 
with that of Searle) that speakers sometimes deliberately 
violate or "exploit" maxims in order to signal what Searle 
refers to as indirect speech acts. Grice (1975:52) supplies, 
as an example of exploiting the maxim of Quantity, the 
following referee report on an applicant. who is the writer ' s 
pupil, for a philosophy job: "Dear Sir, Mr X' s command of 
English is excellent and his attendance at tutorials has been 
regular". He explains that the relevant conversational 
implicature is arrived at by moving through a number of steps 
in a reasoning process. The reader reasons as follows: 
The writer cannot be opting out, since if he wished to 
be uncooperative. why write at all? He cannot be 
unable. through ignorance. to say more. since the man 
is his oupil: moreover, he knows more information than 
this is wanted. He must, therefore. be wishing to 
imoart informati~n that he is reluctant to write down. 
This supposition is tenable only on the assumption that 
he thinks Mr X is no good at philosophy. This, then. is 
what he is implicating. 
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As with Searle. the startinq point for the interpretation is 
the literal meaning of the utterance. 
In similar vein. Searle (1975:63) explains that a hearer 
would assume in relation to the "I have to study for an 
exam." utterance (see page 54). that the speaker is 
exploiting the maxim of relevance. A relevant response to an 
invitation is an acceptance. a rejection. a counterproposal 
or further discussion. and since the speaker's literal 
meaninq is not one of those. the hearer would infer that the 
speaker ' s primary illocutionary point is different from his 
literal one. Further inferential work would allow him to go 
from this step to the conclusion that the illocutionary point 
of the utterance is a rejection of the proposal. 
Of particular relevance to the research reported on in this 
thesis. is research which focuses on the issue of 
universality in the realization of speech acts; which 
attempts to determine the deqree to which rules that govern 
the use of language in context vary from culture to culture 
and lanquage to language. Because differences in such 
praqmatic rules are seen as a source of miscommunication in 
intercultural communication. this research is sometimes 
referred to as studies of praqmatic failure (see for example 
Thomas 1984). 
Probably the most ambitious of these studies (one that is 
still in proqress) is the Cross-Cultural Speech Act 
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Realization Project (CCSARP) . Blum-Kulke &c Olshstain 
(1984:196) sum UP the goals of this project as follows: 
The qoals of the project are to compare across 
lanquages the realization patterns of two speech acts 
-requests and apologies- and to establish the 
similarities and differences between native and 
non-native speakers' realization patterns in these two 
acts in each of the lanQuaqes studied within the 
project. 
For each of eiqht lanquaqes and varieties data have been 
collected from 200 native and 200 non-native speakers 
(comprizinQ equal numbers of male and female second and third 
vear universitv students) by means of what they term a 
discourse completion test. This consists of a number of 
incomplete discourse sequences. Each consists of a 
description of the particular context including the setting~ 
the specification of the relative social distance between the 
participants and their status relative to one another~ and an 
incomplete dialoque. In each case~ the informants are 
reouired to complete the dialoque. thus supplyinq the speech 
act aimed at in the qiven context. 
Thereafter the responses are coded accordinq to a coding 
scheme. the 
, 
dimensions of which are. putatively. universal. 
In the case of re~uests. for example. each reponse sequence 
is first analvsed into three seqments: a) address term(s); b) 
head act; adjunct(s) to the head act e.q. Pardon me (address 
term) but could you qive me a lift (head act) ~ if you're 
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going my way, as I just missed the bus and there isn ' t 
another one for an hour (adjuncts to the head act). Then each 
segment is coded in terms of the choice(s) made from the 
options available for the realization of that segment of the 
speech act. For example, it is hypothesized that, 
universally, lanquage users intending to request are able to 
choose from a finite set of nine conventional strategies 
which are realized in linquistically fixed ways. These range 
alonq a continuum between the poles of most direct and most 
indirect strategies. Since all requests are face threateninq, 
interferinq as thev do with the freedom of the hearer (see 
2.2.3. on the analysis of politeness behaviours), the speaker 
is able to minimize the imposition involved in the act by 
choosinq an indirect rather than direct strateqy, as does the 
speaker in the example above in choosing a strategy which 
refers to preparatory conditions (ability or willingness, the 
possibility of the act beinq performed: " could you"). Amongst 
the options open to speakers in the adjuncts to the head act 
segment, is the use. again in the example above. of the 
category of " c os t min i m i z er " (if you ' re going my way) in 
which the speaker attempts to minimize the sense of 
imposition bv indicating consideration of the "cost " to the 
hearer involved in compliance with the request, and the 
category of "grounder" (as I ' ve just missed) in which the 
speaker indicates the reason for the request. 
The researchers are hopeful that their analYsis, when 
complete, will be very revealing about the degree and nature 
of intercul tural variance 
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in sceech act realization. For 
\ 
examcle. in the case -of requests. the distribution of request 
strategy types for the situations described in the test 
should enable the researchers to determine qeneral cultural 
preferences for directness/indirectness. Then too. by 
comcarinq choice of strategies cross-linquistically within 
identically defined contexts. it should be possible to see 
how such social factors as power and distance differentially 
constrain the choice of strateqies by native speakers of each 
lanquage group. It is such differences which they see as 
sources of second languaqe user's praqmatic failures. 
This brief overview of the contribution of certain scholars 
to speech act analysis is sufficiently representative to 
cermit some generalizations about the extent to which speech 
act analvsis reflects a positivist orientation. 
Siqnificantly. Downes ( 1984: 340) distinguishes speech act 
analysis from macro-sociolinquistics by explaininq that 
whereas the latter provides a causal explanation. the former 
provides a teleological explanation of the relationship 
betweeen lanquaqe and context. Such explanations differ from 
causal ones in that. whereas in the former we say "This 
happened. because that had occured". in the latter we say 
"This happened in clrder that that should occur" (von Wright 
cited by Downes 1984:341).In other words. the explanation of 
actions are in terms of the agent's intention or qoal in 
actinq. Downes explains. further. that the connection between 
the mental state (intention. goal) of the actor and the act 
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is not causal but inferential. The analyst constructs an 
explanation by reconstructing the agent's reasoning. 
Insofar as teleological explanations readily accommodate the 
subjective and intentional in human social behaviour. they 
have been presented as alternatives to explanations modelled 
on those developed in the natural sciences. However. an 
examination of the methods employed by speech act theorists 
reveals that they are considerably influenced by positivistic 
thinkinq. Of particular significance is the high degree of 
idealization evident in their work. Searle not only 
acknowledges this by arguing "that an adequate study of 
speech acts is a study of langue" <1969:17> but defends 
this way of proceeding by using the classic positivist 
argument that precedent is to be found for this in the 
natural sciences: 
This method. one of constructing idealized models. is 
analogous to the sort of theory construction that goes 
on in most sciences. e.g .• the construction of economic 
models. or accounts of the solar system which treat 
planets as points. Without abstraction and idealization 
there is no systemization. <Searle 1969:56) 
Such idealization is evident. also. in the emphasis in speech 
act theory on illocutionary rather than perlocutionary acts. 
By largely ignoring perlocutionary acts. speech act theorists 
greatly decrease the complexity of the task of explanation. 
because. whereas "the act the speaker intended to perform 
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ought to be decidable on the assumption that speakers usually 
want their hearers to understand the 'point ' of what they 
say" (Downes 1984:310), the perlocutionarv effects of the act 
are unpredictable . In the process, however, they give a 
distorted idea of how interpretation is accomplished. They 
give the fallacious impression that speakers compose messages 
independantlv of hearers, and that these messages are decoded 
in such a way that speaker ' s intended meaning is recovered 
without transformation or modification of the hearer. What is 
ignored 
mutually 
is that, because speakers and hearers are not always 
aware of the relevant contextual factors, or 
perceive them in the same way, actual perlocutionary effect 
is often quite different from intended effect. As Franck 
( 1981: 227) explains. "the analysis of , real life ' 
communication shows even if cases of misunderstanding or 
parti a l misunderstandinq are excluded that the 
interactional meaning of the contributions to conversation is 
to some ex"tent subject to mutual neqotiation". 
Further evidence of idealization is the preference for 
decontextualized. often self-constructed data. rather than 
extended real-life discourse. This. too. has the effect of 
reducinq the complexity of the task of explanation. As 
Michaels and Reier (1981:179) point out, it means that speech 
act theorists are not obliqed to explain such complexities as 
how it is oossible for participants (in terms of the 
cooperative orinciple) to be mutually aware of the goals and 
directions of the conversation despite the fact that these 
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vary not merely from conversation to conversation, but from 
moment to moment within a sinqle conversation. Mutual 
awareness and consensus about goals and direction of the 
conversation are presented as somehow pre-existinq rather 
than in the process of beinq neqotiated. 
This is evident, for example, in the method of data 
collection employed in the Cross-Cultural Study of Speech Act 
Realization Patterns (CCSARP) outl ined abOVe? The 
discourse-completion test employed, by its very nature. 
cannot capture the effects of the participants ' often 
differinq and usually constantly changinq perceptions of the 
context. Nor can it capture the decisive effect that prosody 
and non-verbal behaviour can have on how acts are realized. 
Not least, 
mismatches 
it cannot capture the cumulative effect of 
in culture-specific discourse conventions over 
time on the quality of communication. Thus a difference that, 
at the beqinninq of an intercultural encounter, may occasion 
merely sliqht puzzlement and be a spur to further neqotiation 
of meaninq, may be, after a prolonged period of mutually 
stressful interactional "stumbling", the source of major 
praqmatic failure. Indeed the CCSARP study is more c:onc:erned 
with competence than performance data. It attempts to 
establish what informants feel to be the norm rather than 
what they actually say in real contexts of use. While it may 
reasonably be assumed that there is a relationship between 
perceived norms and actual behaviour, perceived norms mayor 
may not coincide with actual behaviour in particular 
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situations. 
Idealization is also evident in the way speech act theorists. 
while acknowledqing the role of contextual information in 
interpretation. present it as something of marginal 
importance which is appealed to retrospectively. and then 
only when something has "gone wrong". as in the case of 
indirectness or vagueness. Utterances with vague. implicit or 
indexical (dependant on con tex t for full explication) 
meanings are seen as exceptions rather than the rule. and use 
is made of such devices as maxims to show that their 
interpretation derives from their literal. explicit meanings. 
The hypothesis that the interpretation of indirect acts 
derives from the literal meanings of utterances has been 
challenged by a number of scholars. Levinson (1981:481). for 
example. offers the following sentence as a counter-example 
to the claim that 
illocutionary force: 
indirect sentences retain their literal 
May I rel ind YOU that your account is 0verdue. 
As he explains, this sentence "cannot possibly function as a 
request for permission to remind. since reminding is done in 
uttering the sentence without such permission being granted. 
Dore and McDermott (1982). using an interactional 
sociolinguistic approach to utterance interpretation, are 
able to show how a particular utterance in a classroom 
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exchanqe comes to take on the meaning for the participants of 
a hedqed denial of its literal meaning. Relevant contextual 
information is that the utterance is made by Rosa. a pupil 
who is far behind her peers in learning to read; that she 
frequently uses various ploys to hide her performance. such 
as looking away at turn - relevant moments. calling out for a 
turn at wronq times or using wrong words to secure a turn; 
and that the teacher and other pupils frequently cooperate 
with these ploys by. for example. offering help. aski~g 
easier questions and arranging conditions under which Rosa ' s 
contributions are useful. The utterance in question. " I could 
read it" • was made by Rosa at a time when another pupil had 
started to read. and when the group as a whole was faced with 
confusion about what they were doing together. By attending 
to Rosa's utterance. but not responding to it. and moving on 
to listening to the reader~ the rest of the group complete 
the negotiation of the context. in terms of which Rosa ' s 
utterance is interpreted by the participants as having the 
value of a confirmation that someone has started to read. 
Clearly what facilitates interpretation here. is not the 
literal meaning of the utterance, but such contextual factors 
as the attention of the partiCipants to the on-going action, 
and their shared knowledge of the usual sequence of events 
and social roles in these events. 
The notion that utterances with vague. impliCit. indirect or 
indexical meanings are exceptions has also been challenqed. 
Gumperz ( 1980: 119) argues that "we must assume that all 
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interpretations of communicative intent are ultimately 
indirect". and that the interpretation of even the most 
simple. apparently transparent utterance has to be sensitive 
to context. Franck (1981:232). too. arques that the analysis 
of natural interactive lanquaqe use reveals that vagueness is 
"an essential Quality of linguistic expression. and 
indexicality is the rule. not the exception". 
Further evidence of positivistic thinking is that. as with 
the analysis of speech events (see 2.2.1). the analysis of 
speech acts offers an analyst's rather than a participant ' s 
per spec t i ve. Speech act theory is concerned with the 
potential meaning of utterances and does not specify the 
ac tual interpretations to which the participant ' s are 
orientated. 
2.2.3 ANALYSIS OF POLITENESS BEHAVIOURS IN MICRO SETTINGS 
Research which draws heavily on speech act theory. but which 
is 1 nevertheless. less positivistic in orientation. is that 
concerned with the potential face threat of acts of 
communication and the politeness strategies which allow 
speakers to produce these acts with lesser or qreater risk of 
face loss. By face. here. is meant the image of him/herself a 
person projects and seeks to maintain in public. Thus. for 
example. the act of rejectinq an invitation may threaten the 
face of the person who did the invitinq. but the extent of 
the threat will depend on whether a high risk strategy. such 
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as where the refusal is stated baldly ( No, I don ' t want to 
go. ) or a lower risk strategy is used (Gosh, that would be 
great, but I really have to ... ). 
Scholars such as R. Lakoff (1973; 1979). Brown and Levinson 
( 1978) • and Scollon and Scollon (1982; 1983) specify the 
ranqe of politeness strategies (styles, modes) available to 
speakers. and how these are realized linguistically. They 
also identify the contextual factors which constrain the 
choice of one strategy rather than another in any exchange 
1. e. which determine which of the strategies is appropriate 
in any particular context. Of particular significance to the' 
analyses reported on in chapters 4 and 5, they attempt to 
identify what is universal and what culture-specific about 
face and politeness behaviours. 
Whereas speech act theorists tend to see utterances with 
imp 1 ic it, indexical meanings as exceptions, these scholars 
see them as the rule. They recognize that participants in 
interactions are usually as concerned with producing 
utterances which are in keeping with the relationships with 
their interlocutors, as with communicatinq information 
clearly and unambiguously. In other words. in addition to 
ideational content. their messages signal their definition of 
that aspect of the context concerned with s~cial roles, 
including respective rights and obligations. This corresponds 
to the contextual variable in Hymes ' s taxonomy termed 
" participants" (see page 46). 
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They explain that speakers are constantly concerned with 
reconciling the basic need. on the one hand. to express their 
own individuality (get the floor. get their own agenda 
attended to. protect themselves from being imposed upon by 
other people ' s ideas or actions) and. on the other hand. the 
equally basic need to be an accepted. appreciated member of a 
social Qroup. The need to show that one is an individual 
distinquishable from the group. they term need for negative 
face. while the need to belong to the social world. need for 
positive face. The reconciling of individual and social needs 
is difficult to achieve. For example, a person who is overly 
concerned with his negative face needs may impose his own 
will or point of view, but at the expense of his acceptance 
and appreciation by the group (at the e xpense of his positive 
face) e.g. he may find that his jokes are not laughed at. or 
that the topic he raises is not built upon by the other 
participants. By the same token. a person overly concerned 
with his posit i ve face needs may gain acceptance but find 
himself being imposed upon (losing negative face) e.g. 
constantly getting interrupted. having people meddle in his 
private affairs. challenging his way of thinking or doing 
things. and so on). As this example shows, what makes the 
task of reconciling negative and positive face needs 
especially difficult for a participant. is that s/he has to 
achieve this. by playing off his/her own needs against those 
of the other participants. In other words, freedom of action 
and acceptance cannot be unilaterally accom~lished. and 
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depend on the cooperation of others who also have face needs. 
That face loss does not occur more often. can be ascribed to 
the politeness systems, the rules and strateqies of which 
these scholars seek to describe. 
Buildinq on insights provided by speech event and speech act 
analysis. Lakoff (1973) postulates that there are two sets of 
pragmatic rules (or rules for appropriate use) which 
interlocutors adhere to when communicatinq. in addition to 
the syntactic or semantic rules which linquists have 
principally concerned themselves with. namely: 
A. Clarity (or conversational) rules 
B. Politeness rules 
Set A. she says correspond to Grice ' s conversational maxims. 
and arques that the reason these maxims are more often 
honoured in the breach than the obs-ervance (the reason 
speakers appear to hide their intentions) is that in most 
conversational situations it is considered preferable to 
avoid offence (to strenqthen social relationships) than 
achieve clarity; that when there is a clash between A rules 
and B rules. B take preference. The second set of rules she 
describes as follows: 
1. Don ' t impose. This rule is seen in operation in requests 
I 
for permission before askinq personal Questions (May I ask 
how much vou paid for .. ?). use of passives (Dinner is served) 
or impersonal expressions (the authorial ' we ' ), and the use 
of techn ica 1 terms for taboo subjects like sex. elimination 
or economic difficulties (copulation. defecation and 
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disadvantage) • 
2. Give options. This rule is seen in operation in the use of 
"hedges" (sort of. kind of. roughly) in which the hearer is 
left with the option of not interpreting what is said as a 
taboo topiC. and expressions such as: "It ' s time to leave 
isn ' t it?" where the speaker is not uncertain but chooses not 
to assert him/herself for fear of offending the hearer. 
3. Make your addressee feel good/ wanted/ like a friend. This 
rule is seen in operation in the use of expressions which 
make the addressee feel a more active participant. such as 
"like" . " y ' know". " I mean". the giving of compliments and the 
use of simple forms of unmentionable words. 
Lackoff explains. further. that clarity or conversational 
rules (set A) can be seen as a sub-case of the first of the 
Doliteness rules since. in . communicating as clearly as 
Dossible. one is avoiding imposing on one ' s addressee. This 
suggests that all utterances, and not just some. have a 
politeness dimension i.e. are more or less face threatening. 
Continuing her investigation of politeness phenomena, Lakoff 
( 1979) distinguishes four modes of presentation of self 
(faces) or interactional styles. These modes and their 





Each mode of oresentina self names the kind of relationship 
between the oarticipants which is sianalled by the speaker in 
choosina the forms (lexical. syntactic) associated with the 
mode or style. The order ina of the modes in the diaaram is to 
be interoreted as a continuum which "reoresents. from left to 
riaht. an increasina awareness of the addressee's presence as 
exolicitly manifested by the soeaker" (Lakoff 1979:63). The 
connectina lines indicate that. in addition to beina used in 
isolation. these strateaies can be used in combination. 
In adootina the clarity mode. soeakers focus on the 
messaae rather than the relationshios with their 
interlocutors. It is the style of classroom lectures and news 
broadcasts. and is consistent with Gricean maxims. She 
observes. interestinaly. that clarity is often seen as an 
ideal style bv many in North American culture. as is evident 
from the manv letters to the press deolorina the inability of 
oeoole to write or soeak clearly. 
In adootina the distance mode soeakers focus on the 
relationshio with their interlocutors and sianal that this is 
a remote one. The forms associated with this mode are 
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technical terminoloqy, formal polite lanquaqe and 
pedantically correct qrammar and diction. It is the style of 
politicians. bureaucrats or academics deliverinq papers. 
In adoptinq the deference mode speakers aqain focus on 
relationships. in this case by adherinq to the first two of 
the politeness rules of Lakoff ' s earlier paper: don't impose 
qive opttons. The speaker implies that the interpretation 
and outcome o f the interaction is in the hands of the hearer. 
Forms associated with this stYle include hedqes: " He ' s pretty 
ruthless I ouess". where the speaker defers to a possible 
different opinion by hedqinq his emphatic assertion 'with the 
tentative " I quess " . Lakoff ( 1979:65) explains why the use of 
this mode often leads to friction between the participants. 
While deference seems to offer choice. it in fact retains 
power, as is evident from the spea ker ' s ability to offer 
freedom. Thus the hearer often feels trapped since the 
alternatives of overt offer and covert injunction appear 
equally risky. 
Whereas deference is related to the first two of the 
p o liteness rules of the earlier paper, camaraderie is 
related to the third. namelv: make your addressee feel qood/ 
wanted / li ke a friend. A difference in this paper, however, 
is that she includes. as a means of conveyinq this style. all 
direct 
As 
expressions and not just those which convey qoodwill. 
La koff <1979:65) expresses this, "camaraderie, 
necessitatinq as it does direct confrontation. is the 
modality least 
' po 1 i teness ' . 
relationship 
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in accord with what we usually think of as 
For camaraderie explicitly acknowledqes that a 
exists and is important. whether one of 
friendliness or of hostility. " 
Of particular significance to the research reported on in 
chapters 4 and 5. Lakoff uses this model to inYestigate 
differences between what she terms women and men ' s ideal 
styles in American culture and. in the process. shows how 
differences in 
or sub-cultural 
the " targetted" styles of different cultural 
grouos can lead to the misinterpretation of 
intentions and attitudes. the miseYaluation of abilities. and 
to the emerqence and maintenance of negatiYe stereotypes of 
these oroups. 
i mo 1 i cit 1 y in 
She e xolains <1979:69) that each "culture has 
its collectiye mind a concept of how a good 
human beino should behave: a tarqet for its members to aim at 
and judqe themselves and o thers by". Thus. for example. 
traditionally. deference is viewed by Japanese and by 
American women as a target strateqy. while distance/clarity 
is viewed as the ideal by American males. When a person knows 
that a particular strategy is the target for a cultural group 
he can interoret it as conveying conventional deference. 
camaraderie or distance. but if he is not aware of this he 
can only infer real deference. camaraderie or distance. 
Conventional interpretation is not available to oeople who do 
not belono to the group and. thus. miSinterpretation from 
this source often occurs in intercultural communication i.e. 
o utsiders tend to assume that the deference. camaraderie and 
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so on. is what is actuallY felt. An example (not proyided by 
Lakoff) is the irritation experienced by foreign yisitors to 
the W. U.S.A. when Americans. after treating them (as they 
perceiYe it> almost like intimate friends at first meeting. 
> 
make little attempt to follow UP the "fl'"i endship ". Lakoff 
explains that American men often mistake conyentional 
deference in women fol'" real defel'"ence i. e. I'"eall y being 
principally concerned with what other people want. and haying 
their own choice of what to think and do heayily dependent on 
the opinion of others. She sUQgests that stereotypes of women 
as illoQical. fickle or deceitful al'"e a consequence of women 
failing to behaye in a manner consistent with the 
misperceotion. 
Lakoff outlines three further sources of misinterpretat l r 
and friction. She Doints out that. within a qroup. 
participants behave in a way consistent with the idealized 
tarqet up to a certain point in a relationship. and then drop 
conventionalized behaviour and start behavinq as they really 
feel. This is signalled in many cultures by the choice of 
address terms. What leads to misinterpretation is that 
different cultures differ in how lonq they take to drop 
convention. For example. Americans tend to start first naming 
on very short acquaintance. whereas many other cultures take 
much lonoer. Such differences contribute to stereotypes of 
Americans as brash and of members of the other cultures as 
cold and aloof. 
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Misinterpretation occurs. also. where the range of situations 
for which two or more styles seen as ideal in one culture. 
are covered by one in another culture. She gives as an 
example. the differences between American and Germanic 
culture where the range of situations covered partly by 
distance and partly by camaraderie styles in American culture 
are covered conventionally only by distance in Germanic 
culture. She hypothesizes that this difference occurs because 
there is greater movement in American culture than in German. 
and provides evidence which suqqests that the targetted style 
for American men has been shifting in recent years from 
distance/clarity to camaraderie. The idea that the grammar of 
culturally-specific interaction styles. like linguistic 
grammar. must shift and that they are always in motion is an 
important one. 
chapters. 
and one that I return to in subsequent 
A third source of misinterpretation is differences between 
cultures as to how particular acts are classified. She gives 
as an example the refusing of second helpings at meals. In 
one culture this may be classified as appropriate 
conventional deference. allowing the host to do the urging. 
while in another it may be considered distancing behaviour 
i.e. as signalling an unwillingness to be involved with the 
host. 
Brown and Levinson ' s (1978) account of the role of politeness 
behaviours is similar. They explain that it is the balancing 
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of the desire to maintain face oneself . aqainst the need to 
preserve the face of others. which provides motivation for a 
ranqe of strateqies for the presentation of self . These they 
represent diaqramatically as follows : 
Brown 
Circums tances deter.inina 




of r iSf: <
I.Without redressi v!? action. ob aldlv 
on rece,rd "1. . oo sitive Dediteness 
Do the m< . ,ith " ,rmi" acu,,<. 
4. off r~C Dr d ~ . n e ~ at ive oDlit~n!ss 
vf face 
10:·5 
1 5. Don ' t do the FTA 
Greater 
and Levinson e xplain that speakers estimate the 
seriousness or weiqhtiness (the dearee of potential face 
loss) of each act in their culture. The more an act threatens 
either t he speaker or the hearer ' s face. the hiqher - numbered 
the strateqy a speaker is likely to choose. Thus if the risk 
were very qreat. he would probably choose n o t t o encode it at 
all (strateqy 5). If the desire to communicate a very risky 
act is qreat . he would probably choose . instead. to qo 
off-record (strateqy 4). that is . communicate indirectly e . q . 
" It would be qreat if 1 could afford to qive the wife a 
Christmas present this vear " . which could be an indirect 
reauest for a loan . S i nce intention in indirect acts is 
ambiquous. the speaker avoids responsibility for the 
potentiallY threateninq action and qains credit for beinq 
tactful and non-coercive. Where risk is a little less severe. 
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he would probably qo on record and attempt to counteract the 
potential face damaqe by means of negative politeness 
(stateqy 3) e.g. " 1 JUST want to ask you if 1 can borrow a 
LITTLE sugar " where the emphasized words convey that the 
speaker respects the negative face wants of the hearer and 
seeks to impose on him minimally. With still less risk the 
speaker would probably choose. instead. to redress (or 
coun ter ac t) 
politeness 
potential face damage by means of positive 
(strateqy 2) e.g. "Come here HONEY " where the use 
of the in-group address form softens the imperative by 
siqnallinq that the speaker ' s actions cannot be interpreted 
as threateninq the hearer ' s face because. by virtue of 
co-membership. the speaker shares the hearer ' s wants values 
and goals. Finally. where risk of face loss is small or 
non-existent. the speaker would probably choose to do the act 
baldly. without any redressive action (strategy 1). An 
example is the warning "Watch out'" which is appropriate in 
circumstances in which. because of the urgent need to 
communicate with maximum efficiency. speaker and hearer 
recognize that face redress is unnecessary. 
These lowest numbered strateqies (baldlv without redressive 
ac t ion and positive politeness) correspond to Lakoff ' s 
clarity and camaraderie styles, and are grouped under the 
heading of solidarity politeness by Scollon and Scollon 
(1982 8c 1983). They also claim (1983:170), interestingly. 
that volubility is a further solidarity strategy since the 
willingness to test and negotiate their view of the world. 
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which speake~s display in beinq voluble. is an exp~ession of 
the desi~e fo~ positive face. 
The other 
politeness: 
st~ateqies listed by B~own and Levinson (neqative 
off-~eco~d/indi~ectness: and not pe~fo~minq the 
act) • which co~~espond to Lakoff ' s distance and defe~ence 
styles a~e q~ouped by Scollon and Scollon unde~ the headinq 
of deference politeness. This q~oupinq includes strateqy 5. 
not pe~forminq the face th~eateninq act. which. by cont~ast 
with volubilitv. ~eveals an unwillinqness on the pa~t of 
spea k e~s to test and neqotiate their view of the world. 
Brown and Levinson a~que that which of these strateqies is 
chosen depends on the spea ker ' s moment to moment calculation 
o f t he deqree of ~isk (weiqhtiness) i nvolved in performinq 
the act in question (Wx). This the speaker does by takinq 
i nto account three contextual factors. and the relationship 
between them. namely: social distance between the speaker and 
the hea~e~ (0): relative power of the speake~ and the hearer 
(P ) : and the rankinq (Rx ) of the deq~ee of imposition of the 
particula~ act in 
subsume alI other 
status. occupation. 
that culture. These factors. they claim. 
relevant conte x tual facto~s e.q. 
aqe and so on. They express the 
relationship between the facto~s as follows: 
Wx = P + 0 + Rx 
This fo~mula helps explain why speakers choose hiqher 
numbered st~ateqies (defe~ence po ' teness) as the seriousness 
of potential face loss inc~eases. The speaker is likely to 
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take fewer risks with people in authority (hiqh P ratinq) ~ 
with stranoers (hiqh 0 ratinq) ~ and where the imposition is 
thouqht to be qreat in that culture (hiqh R ratinq). He would 
not adopt a hiqher numbered strateqy than necessary. however~ 
because redressive action reduces the clarity of the messaqe, 
and because that would siqnal to the hearer that the act is 
more of a threat than it is: that the distance. power and/or 
imposition are qreater than they are. 
Brown and Levinson also provide insiqht into the possible 
sources of miscommunication in intercultural communication. 
They arque that the distinctive ethos or interactional style 
of a cultural or sub-cultural qroup. whether friendly and 
back-slappinq~ formal and deferential. showy or distant and 
suspicious. is a reflection of the k inds of relationships 
that predominate in that group. The particular power (P) and 
distance (0) ratings consistent with these relationships 
determine ' the qeneral level of risk (Wx) and. therefore. the 
kind of politeness which is preferred. 
They identify three distinctive patterns of politeness 
strateqies associated with the social dyads that predominate 
in different cultural qroups (what Scollon and Scollon (1983> 
term qlobal politeness systems). These politeness systems. 
Brown and Levinson (1978: 256) claim. contribute to the 
" predominant interactional styles. which consititute a 
crucial part of cuI tural ethos". In cuI tures in which status 
differences are not · emphasized (i.e. where the predominant 
B0 
dyad is not characterized by hiqh cower (P) relations / where 
relations are symmetrical) speakers and hearers tend to use 
similar politeness strateqies irrescectiYe of who is the 
super ior in status. the particular strateqies preferred 
dependinq upon whether value is placed on distance or not. 
Thus. for example, in the western U.S.A., where people tend 
to emphasize the closeness of relationships (-D), speakers 
and hearers conventionallv tend to prefer solidarity 
politeness. This sort of politeness system is represented 
oraohically in the followino diaqram adapted from Brown and 
Levinson : 
~Llea k er --------------.. .earer 
eVAD 1: -P-D SOli DA R! Y 
:learer •• -------------- soeaker 
In the U.K. where maintenance of distance is more hiqhly 
valued (+D) • speakers and hearers tend to prefer deference 
politeness: 
~oea ker------------__ • hear er 
DEFERENCE 
near2r •• -------------- 5 0 e a !~ er 
In cultures where status differences tend to be emphasised 
(+P) i.e. where relations are asYmmetrical. the more powerful 
of the conversationalists tends to use solidarity politeness 
speakinq " downwards", and the less f power ul. deferential 





hearer ~ SOLIDAR JTV _____ 
DEFERENCE__________ - hearer 
---soeaker 
Where participants share assumptions about P and 0 values 
(where thev operate within the same qlobal politeness sYstem 
/ have the same interactional styles) communication tends to 
be unproblematic. However . where they employ different 
interactional styles. confusion often ensues . Scollon and 
Scollon ( 1981 : 185) illustrate this by examininq three cases 
of miscommunication. One such is where the one participant 
(speaker 1) assumes that symmetrical. close (-P -0) relations 
exist and that. therefore. reciprocal solidarity politeness 
is appropriate . and the other (spea ker 2) assumes that 
asymetrical. either close or distant relations exist . and 
that deference politeness UP and solidarity politeness down 
are appropriate . In those circumstances speaker 1 . s 
solidarity politeness would be heard by speaker 2 as exertinq 
power oyer him. and he would tend to respond with deference 
001 i teness . This . speaker 1 would tend to oerceive as an 
insult to the closeness he has assumed. 
Brown and Levinson stress that their account of qlobal 
politeness systems is only a crude characterization of the 
interactional stYles of different cultures. and point out 
that a number of variables (and not just predominant dYadic 
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relations) contribute to the distinctive affective quality of 
different stvles. For example. they point to differences in 
the kinds of acts that are thouqht to be particularly face 
threateninq in different cultures: criticisms in a shame 
culture: compliments in a society where envy is stronq: 
apoloqies 
culture. 
in a pride culture and offers in a debt-sensitive 
Such differences can also be a source of 
miscommunication e.q. 
deference politeness 
an apoloqy which is acceptable as 
in one culture may be more risky in a 
pride culture than imposinq without redress (i.e. baldly). 
Another v ariable concerns the size of the set of persons for 
whom a spea ker feels the need to receive positive face. 
Differences between qroups in South Africa in this respect 
and the consequences of such differences for intercultural 
communication are referred t o in chapters 4 & 5. A further 
variable mentioned by Scollon and Scol lon (1983:176) in their 
discussion of the Brown and Levinson model. is deqree of 
fle x ibility in social relationships. They see Americans as 
tendina to express symmetrical solidarity relations (-P -D ) 
in a wide ranqe of contexts: family. lectures, pub Ii c 
face-to-face encounters. while the British as tendinq to 
express asymmetrical relationships in family contexts. but 
symmetrical deference relations in public face-to - face 
encounters and symmetrical solidarity in public performances 
such as a lecture. Such differences are. for example. the 
source of neqative stereotypes that Americans and British 
have of one anothers ' family relations: the British tend to 
see American children as precocious and parents weak. while 
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Ame~ican pe~ceptions of the B~itish a~e of dominatinq pa~ents 
and submissive but potentially ~ebellious child~en. 
To sum UP this approach it is evident that. in some ways. the 
account of the relationship between lanquaqe and context 
qiven by these resea~chers resembles the positivisticallv 





is p~esented as a set of 
(powe~ • distance and so on) 
sepa~ate f~om lanquaqe, fixed and p~e-existinq. 
However. where thei~ account does diffe~ from those qiven by 
speech event and speech act analysts is. fi~stly. that 
context is not p~esented as somethinq of ma~qinal impo~tance 
appealed to only retrospectively. They suqqest that all 
speech acts, and not just some, have a politeness dimension. 
and that context const~ains the speake~s ' choice of 
politeness st~ateqies. Then, too. they p~esent context as 
somethinq which is dynamic ~athe~ than static. Not only do 
they see cultu~al q~oups and even individuals as diffe~inq in 
thei~ assumptions about the Dowe~ and distance values. but 
conte x ts defined in these te~ms a~e p~esented as chanqinq 
over time. It follows that in many. if not most inte~actions. 
Da~ticipants will not pe~ceive the contexts in e xactlv the 
same way. and that a mutually acceptable definiti o n of the 
aspect of context concerned with social ~oles and respective 
riqhts and obliqations will need to be neqotiated as the 
interaction unfolds i . e. context rather than me~elv 
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ore-existinq as a backdroo to conversational interaction. is 
created throuqh the orocess of communication. 
However the notion of contexts beinq coooeratively created by 
the oarticioants is not made exolicit in their accounts. 
Also. although contexts and the tarqetted interactional 
styles associated with them are said to chanqe with time . no 
attemot is made to exolain how this chanqe comes about. The 
notion that oarticioants create contexts throuqh the orocess 
of communication orovides a oossible answer . As oarticioants 
interact they not only re-create contexts that reflect the 
social dvads that historicaaly oredominate in their culture . 
but also create contexts which reflect the contexts which are 
becominq increasinqly valued in that culture. In the orocess 
thev reinforce the familiarity of these new contexts and the 
interactional styles associated with them . This further 
assures the oarticioants of their orooriety. As the 
ethnomethodoloqists would out it. the oartic ioants 
reflexivelv create the new contexts and establish what the 
aoorooriate styles are . 
The limitations of their view of the relationshio between 
lanouaqe and context have as their source. once aqain. the 
idealization emoloyed in their research . The creative . 
neaotiative work of the oarticioants is not evident in their 
data because they tend to limit their attention to individual 
soeech acts. An exceotion is the research of Scollon and 
Sco lIon who examine extended discourse rather than merely 
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sinqle speech acts. Brown and Levinson (1978: 238) do 
acknowledqe that "conversational understandinq is achieved by 
reconstruction of levels of intent beyond and above and 
\ 
inteqrative of those that lie behind particular utterances or 
sentences" . and that " consequently some strateqies for face 
threateninq act handlinq are describable only in terms of 
sequences of acts or utterances. strunq together as outputs 
of hierarchical plans" but. other than provide a few 
illustrative examples. they do not attempt to build this 
insiqht into their the~ry. 
2.2.4 ANALYSIS OF THE ROLE OF SCHEMATA 
Another area of research concerned with the relationship 
between l anquaqe and context which is less positivistically 
orientated than. for example, speech event and act analyses. 
is that to do with the role o f structures of expectation or 
schemata in interpretation. 
The notion was first introduced by the psychologist Bartlett 
( 1932) to explain his findinq that adult ' s memory for 
narratives was characterized by inventions of new details. 
temporal transformations. selective omissions and so on. 
instead of the verbatim recall which would have been 
consistent with the then current notion of memory as the 
storaqe of previously perceived s t i mu 1 i . Bartlett 
hypothesized that memory plays a constructive. dynamic role. 
He arqued that a hearer ' s Or reader ' s memory Provides 
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structures of expectation or schemata. and that incoming 
information is interpreted in terms of what is already known 
and therefore expected. New information i s inteqrated with 
e x istinq know l edqe. thus chanqinq and adding to schemata. 
Currently there is considerable interest in this notion. or 
in notions ver y similar to this o ne (e.g. plans. frames. 
s c enes. scripts) in a wide ranqe of disciplines includinq 
linquistics (F ill more 1975. 1976. 1977: Chafe 1977a & b): 
Tannen 1979: Van Di.ik 1977: Widdowson 1983). anthropology 
(Bateson 1972 : Frake 1977). artificial intelligence (Shanks 
and Ableson 1977: Bobrow and Norman 1975: Minsky 1975). 
Althouqh the accounts qiven b y these researchers differ in 
many ways. 
( 1979: 138) 
as also do their research methods. as Tannen 
o bser ves. "all these comple x terms and approaches 
amount to the simple concept of what Ross (1975) calls 
' structures of expectation ' , that is. that, based on one ' s 
experience of the world in a qiven culture (or combination of 
cultures). one orqanizes knowledqe about the world and uses 
this knowledqe to predict interpretations and relationships 
reqardinq new information. events. and e xoeriences. " 
As it is beYond the scope of this surve~ t o examine how this 
concept is treated in all these disciolines. I shall focus on 
how it is handled in linquistics. dealinq. in particular. 
with the contributions of Fillmore and Widdowson. 
Scenes and frames are key notions in preliminanry 
J 
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proposals Fill more ( 1975. 1976. 1977) makes for an 
alternative theory to interpretative or truth-conditional 
semantics. the semantic theory associated with qenerativist 
linquistics. Fillmore ' s thesis is that as people learn a 
lanquage they come to associate certain scenes with certain 
linquistic frames. He uses the term scene to refer to "not 
only visual 
tr ansac t ions. 
institutional 
scenes but also familiar kinds of interpersonal 
standard scenarios defined by the culture. 
structur-es. enactive experiences. body imaqe" 
( i . e. 
and. 
what bodies can do: qallop. crawl. frown and so on) " ; 
in qeneral. any kind of coherent segment of human 
beliefs. actions experiences or imaginings" (1975:124). He 
uses frame to refer " to any system of linquistic choices -
the easiest cases being collections of wor-ds. but also 





get associated with prototypical 
(1975:124). In his 1976 paper he 
explains that any lanquaqe has both coqnitive or conceptual 
frames and interactional frames. He supplies as an example of 
a cognitive frame a semantic domain connected with a 
commercial event. Such a frame has the form of a scenario 
which embraces certain conventional r-o les (buYer. seller. 
qoods) • certain conventional sub-events and so on. As an 
e xample o f an interactional frame he r-efers to a qreetinq 




languaqe. the socially superior or in fer i or 
the qreetinq. and what contextual c o nditions 
choice of topics and e xoressions from the 
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restricted permissable set. He explains, further. that once 




frames activate one another. Also frames are 
in memorv with other frames because they share 
mater ial. and scenes are associated with other 
scenes because of similarities in the entities that consitute 
them or because they tend to co-occur in certain contexts. 
Suc~ associations facilitate interpretation as follows: 
In 
The first part of the text creates or ' activates ' a 
kind of schematic or outline scene. with many positions 
left blank. so to speak: later parts of the text fill 
in the blan k s (or some of them. anyway), introduce new 
scenes. combine scenes throuqh links of history or 
causation or reaso ninq. and so on. In other words. a 
person. in interpretinq a text. mentally creates a 
partially specified world: as he continues with the 
text. the details of this world qet filled in: and in 
the pr6cess. expectations qet set up which later on are 
fulfilled or thwarted. and so on. (Fillmore 1975:125). 
his 1977 paper he illustrates the role of scenes and 
frames in the interpretative process by e xamininq what is 
involved in attemptinq to determine the thematic coherence of 
the followina two te x ts: 
had trDu~le wI t" the ~ar ve ste~ a av . The car buretor was Jirtv . 
~ad tr0ubl e ~it t~e car v? ~ t e r dav . The as i-tr aY was di rty. 
He explains that the first text is easy to interpret because 
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it is possible to create a larqer scene by linkinq the car 
and carburetor scenes. and to access an interactional scene 
in terms of which the second sentence is understood as an 
explanation of the messaoe oiven in the second. The 
difficulty of establishinq the thematic coherence of the 
second text can be explained in terms of the difficulty of 
accessino or creatinq a larqer scene in which the car and 
ashtray scenes are linked purposefully to one another. 
It is evident that this account of the relationship between 
lanquaqe and context is. in many ways. different from 
positivistically orientated accounts qiven ea·rlier in this 
chapter. For example. unlike the features captured in Hymes ' s 
orid (see paqes 45-47). which are analyst ' s cateqories and 
represent knowledqe potentially available to particioants. 
scenes and frames are oarticipants ' cateoories and represent 
knowledoe that they actuallY make use of while interactino. 
Then too. whereas soeech act theorists oresent contextual 
information as something of maroinal imoortance which is 
aopealed to only retrosoectively. and then only when 
somethino has "qone wronq " . Fillmore (1976:24) arques that 
"the orocess of interoretina an utterance may depend. more 
than we are used to thinkino. on our oerceotion of the 
context in which the utterance is oroduced and our memories 
of the contexts for earlier exoeriences with the utterance or 
its constituent oarts". Moreover. he suqqests that durinq the 
orocess of interoretation of all utterances (and not just 
those that are indirect or vaoue) . contextual information is 
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appealed to prospectively as well as retrospectively . 
However. Fillmore does not explicitly emphasize the dynamic 
nature of schemata . Also . possibly because he tends to 




un i 1 a ter alI y • 
interaction. his account of their role in 
is an intrapersonal rather than an 
one (concerned with how an individual . 
interprets rather than how participants. 
toqether. neqotiate meaninq in interactions). Then too. he 
does not consider the consequences for communication when the 
experiential backqrounds of the participants are very 
d if ferent . As a consequence . he invites confusion with 
positivistic 
perceived by 
static i . e. 
accounts of context as somethinq pre - e x isting. 
the participants in mu ch 
not subject to neQotiation 
the same way. and 
in the course of 
interactions and not mod i fi ed as a consequence of the 
availabilitv of new information or experience . 
The dvnamic. interactive nature of schemata which is implicit 
in Fillmore ' s account is made explicit in Widdowson ' s 
account . as also are the consequences for communication in 
circumstances where schematic knowledqe is not s hared . 
There is a fairlv close correspon dence between the 
explanations of schemata provided by Widdowson and Fillmore . 
Widdowson defines schemata as "stereotvpic imaQes which we 
map on to actuality in order to make sense of it . and provide 
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it with a coherent oattern" (198 3 : 34) . He exolains that these 
imaaes (wh i c h he elswhere refers to as coanitive 
oatterns/structures/constructs) are derived from instances of 
oast exoerience . and that. in communication . they are used bv 
oarticioants not only to orocess incomina information 
retrosoectivelv bv relatinq it to familiar oatterns. but also 
orosoectivelv to ore~ict what is still to come . Like 
Fillmore . 
schemata: 
he distinauishes between two cateaories of 
a . the cateaorv of frames of reference which corresDond 
to Fillmore ' s coanitive frames . which are derived from 
the oarticioant ' s exoerience with objects. events and 
ac t ions . and 
oroDositional 
beina said : 
are. therefore. 
content of discourse 
relevant to the 
i . e . to what is 
b . the cateaorv of rhetorical routines which corresoond 
to Fillmore's interactional frames . which are derived 
from the oarticioant ' s exoerience of seauences of 
soeech acts in various soeech events. and are . 
therefore. relevant to the illocutionarv activity of 
discourse i.e. to what is beina done . 
However Widdowson avoids the misconceotion that schemata are 
static mental sets bv oointina out that the use of schemata 
in interoretation usuallv involves some neaotiation that 
often results in modification of the schemata themselves . He 
acknowledaes that. when the schematic worlds of the 
oarticioants over lao to a considerable deqree . it is oossible 
tt:' . as he outs it . "switch ewer- tt:' aut e atic:: pil ,: ,t and allclw 
-:·ne se l f t .: . b,=, c c' n t r c· 1 1 e d b \,: t ~ e the c ': ' m m -:> no 1 3 C e and ,.... C' LI t. 1 . e " 
( 1983 : 40) . ~o ' ''e v er he adds that . more -:>ften . oart:cipan ts 
;:;.1 1 i qn t h e '5ChemClt a t hat they match UP t o o ne anot .er 
s uf ficlenti '! for oar _'ci oants to feel t at the '! ha v e reached 
eqo~la ive w0r~ . he refers t o t e r01e 
of two ~ ' nds of jntercretative procedures which cor resG o nd to 
the 'tw·,,:, ~: :. nos .: , f 
t c·qet , er . se!'" ··/ E' 
~J :-I : c - -. 
"' . \ . f :. ::: i en _: ./ i r t c"' 
·-:·ne tha t 
sense 
t E? e "0":: 
. . - -- - ---.. - -- -_._-
. - . - - - - .. -. - - . . -
:.. . - . :' : t . . __ • 
-- -----'- .. ' . . -
: . . : i I t =. t~. a :', 
s vmbc,l 1 = me3ninq 
to ab ~v e . and whi ch . 
and adjust t ~ese sche ,atc ~nG 
:nter a ctions . F rame ~roced ures are 
t- r : no coqniti ~ ~ fram es of r e erenc e 
o r ~ h e oartici~a ts be 
::: f t e 
~:;+ : =: 
-.;: -: : :: ~ -: . 
: : -: -.: :-:: ' . : . __ ._ - . : -- -. - . - --. .. 
: ~ :: :.; : : . ;: : ; - f . • -
i f 
.) tr ;..c E? 
the c c,hesi v e !inh:s (e . g . that t e "he" in the irst c:enten c e 
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is the proform copy of "our- her-o" in the fir-st sentence) one 
would be unable to make sense of it without being able to 
access a fr-ame of refer-ence which corresponds sufficiently to 
that tr-igger-ed by the title : "Columbus discover-s Amer-ica". 
Only then can inter-pr-etative pr-ocedur-es be engaged to 
establish that the thr-ee sister-s ar-e Columbus's thr-ee ships, 
that the pea k s and valleys ar-e the waves of the sea and so 
o n . 
The second kin d of inter-pr-etati v e pr-ocedur-es he r-efer-s t o ar-e 
routine procedur-es. These ser-VE? t o pr oj ect participan ts ' 
r-hetor-ical routines by br-inginq them into focus , and t o bri ng 
differ-ing r-outines sufficientl y in to corr-espondence for- the 
par-ticipants t o be able t o int er-pr-et the illocutionar-y 
intents c.f single speech acts and o f the lar-ger- routine o r-
macr-o-act that these acts in c o mbination realize . He 
illustr-ates the wor king of t ese procedures by refer-ring to 
the following e x change 
... . . ; ... . 
• : •• • .; . ... I 
Her-e 8's f irst ut ter ance apparentl y activates a conventional 
invitati o n r- o Lltine. Wo r king on the assumption t ha t A has 
access to t his r- ou tine, she is able to int er-pr-e t his 
utter-ance as an invitation r-ather- than as the pr ovis i o n of 
gr-atuitous inf or-mati on . Because their mutual knowledge about 
such r-OLl tines includes the informa tion that it is 
conventional to respond t o an invi tati on with an ac ceptance 
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or a refusal. and that if the latter is opted for a 
justification is customary. it is possible for her response 
to be interpreted as both a refusal and an excuse. 
In this example. as with the example qiven of the workinq of 
frame procedures. the procedures operate covertly i.e. they 
are mental operations. However Widdowson points out that they 
may also be realized overtly throuqh interaction between the 
participants. Thus. for example. the exchanqe between A and B 
miqht. instead. have unfolded as follows: 
A: I have two tickets for the theatre tonight. 
B: Good fDr you . What ire vou ooino to see' 
A: Measure for Measure . 
B: InterestinQ olav . Hooe VCIU en jclY it. 
Since B. in this exchange. has apparently not accessed the 
rhetorical routine which would allow her to interpret A ' s 
purpose as to accomplish a invitation sequence. A miqht 
attempt to neqotiate a return to that purpose as follows: 
A: LDOk are vou free toniaht' 
B: ! am not sure. Why' 
A: Well. ! would like to invite YOU to come to the thea tre with me . 
B: WeI.. actuallY. I1V 2xuinat ion is tClI8orroH. 
and SCI (In . 
Of particular siqnificance to the research reported on in 
chapters 4 and 5. Widdowson (1983: 45) points out that 
procedural negotiation "can be quite protracted on occasions. 
as intentions miss their mark. directions qo astray. and the 
necessary schemata are not enqaqed". and that this occurs 
very frequently in intercultural communication because the 
schemata of the participants are often very different. What 
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frecuentlv happens is that one or other participant will 
decide that the interpretative effort is too qreat and break 
off the conversation. usually drawinq neqative conclusions 
about the other ' s intellicence or inteqritv. 
Of sicnificance. also. is the relationship which he sees 
between schemata and the politeness behaviours outlined in 
the previous section. Widdowson. 1 ike Fill mor e (1976: 26) • 
sees par tic i 0 an t s ' 
on-coinc models of 
sets of interrelated schemata as their 
the world. The implications of this are 
that interpretative procedures are potentiallY 
achieve a face-threaten inc because they attempt to 
converaence of schematic worlds i .e. because participants 
are likely to perceive attempts to chance their models of the 
world as 
Widdowson. 
impositions. It is for this reason. accordinq to 
that many of ' the interpretative procedures 
participants use "are directed at ensurino that what is said 
is not only accessible but also acceptable to others" 
( 1983: 47) i.e. the procedures attempt not only to affect the 
converqence of schemata but. also. simultaneously. offset the 
sense of 
function 
imposition. For reasons noted above. this second 
of interpretative procedures is esoeciallv 
in intercultural communication. which helos oroblematic 
explain why. in such communication. there is a hiqh risk of 
miscommunication. 
To conclude this survey I turn to an approach to the studY of 




thinkino. which I sha 11 refer to as analYsis of 
interactionally constituted contexts. 
2.2.5 ANALYSIS OF INTERACTIONALLY CONSTITUTED CONTEXTS 
Scholars whose work is reviewed under this headino. see 
context. rather than as somethinq already qiven. constant and 
aooealed to only retrosoectivelY in instances of "trouble". 
as somethino which is created throuqh the orocess of 
inter ac t i on itself. Such a view of context has imoortant 
imolications for the overall ouroose of this thesis. It 
suooests not only that the role of context in interoretation 
is of central rather than maroinal imoortance. but. also. as 
Cook-Gumoerz and Gumoerz (1978 :11> ooint out. that "in order 
to study how context enters into soeakers ' and listeners ' 
judoements and oerformances in social situations. we have to 
focus Lloon how context is realized as oart of the 
inter ac t i on " • 





have been made by McDermott and 
strand in their aroument is that the 
comoetence oeoole reouire in order to function as comoetent 
members of a culture ( includino communicative comoetence) is 
more usefullv conceived of as what oeoole do tooether. rather 
than what is in oeoole ' s heads. Referrino to the ontoloqical 
assumotion of "new ethnoqraohy " . namelv. that cultures are 
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systems of knowledge (see page 44 above). McDermott and Roth 
(1978:333) argue as follows: 
Goodenough's famous definition of ethnography as the 
description of what native speakers have to know in 
order to act in culturally appropriate ways was never 
meant to call for an analysis of the internal workings 
of native minds. The rhetoric was mentalistic. but the 
methods and problems tackled consistently pointed to a 
concern for knowledqe as public displays for which 
natives hold each other accountable. 
They observe. further. that knowledge in the head is not 
directly available for analysis. and argue that an adequate 
description of knowledqe is to be accomplished by 
establishinq not what goes on in heads but between heads. 
Significantl y . with this focus. the analytic task becomes one 
of examining 
partiCipants 
the details o f interaction to discover how 
set up environments or contexts for the 
displaying of knowledge. in terms of which they are perceived 
of as competent or incompetent. As Dore and McDermott observe 
elsewhere. by context they do not have in mind " a stable 
surround or environment that exists before. after and 
independent of an utterace. much like a soup bowl in relation 
to its contents. An interactional stand expresses a quite 
different perspective according to which behaviour is its own 
context. the bowl and the soup consituting each 
other " (1982:377). 
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The view of interactionallv consitituted contexts for the 
displav of competence (in classrooms. tests and e xaminations. 
job or credit facilitv interviews and so on) has led 
McDermott and associates to challenqe explanations of failure 
in individualistic. mentalistic terms. Throuah close 
examination of verbal and non-verbal behaviours in classrooms 
thev demonstrate that success or failure of certain children 
makina slow proaress in readinq. depends not on the 
comple x itv of the task. but on how all members of the 
particular readina aroup arranae conditions under which the 
behaviour of poor achievers is either noticed o r ianored. 
interpreted as useful or as evidence of incompetence. Thev 
show. also. that how these conditions are arranaed is a 
conseauence of pressures put on the aroup. Thus thev found. 
in the case of one of the poor readers. Adam. that whether he 
would hide his performanc~s with the co-ooeration of the 
others (who would offer help. easier Questions and so on) or 
have his readina difficulties exposed to public scrutinv. 
depended on how competitive the adults encouraaed the 
children to be. McDermott and Hood araue on the basis of 
these studies that it is essential tha t " we move beyond the 
bias that the phenomenon of interest lies behind the eves of 
the individual and that we should instead beain with the 
proposition that successful and unsuccessful mo ments in the 
classroom. and their patternina over time into individual 
bioaraphies of qifted and disabled children. are the 
oraanized accomplishment of manv persons. anv one of whom is 
spotliqhted at a time for particular kinds of intelliqence 
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displav" (1981:24). 
The notions that contexts and the evaluation of oa~ticipant ' s 
motives and abilities a~e inte~actionallv accomolished is 
enla~aed uoon. also. bv E~ickson and associates. Erickson and 
Shultz (1981). for examole. point out that the comoetence for 
creatinq contexts includes the ability to assess not only 
what the context is . but also. when it is. Thev exolain that 
the contexts a~e embedded in time and are not only 
continually beina adjusted from moment to moment as the 
oa~ticioants neaotiate what activity they are enaaqed in. and 
what the social relationship between them is. but continually 
chanaina. It is. therefo~e. usually not oossible for a 
oa~ticioant to determine the exact moment when a context has 
chanaed. A participant is able to establish when a context is 
bv oerceivina that somethinu new is hapoeninq and infe~rinq 
e xoectations about what will occur then. He then monitors 
subseauent events which either confirm or discomfirm these 
exoectations. In other words. the competence involved in 
determinina when a context is. includes the prosoective and 
~et~osoective intero~etative procedures referred to above in 
the discussion of the role of schemata. 
Also. 
~efer 
buildina uoon the work of a aroup of kinesicists who 
to themselves as context analysts. Erickson and 
associates have hiahliqhted the imoortant role of timinq in 
the creation of contexts. Thev show that oarticipants 
o~qanize their ve~bal and non-verbal behaviours (oroxemic 
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conficurations. oostures. oatterns of lookino. qestures) in 
co-ooerative. rec iorocal • rhythmically co-ordinated ways to 
inform one another what the context is in terms of which thev 
can understand what thev are doinc toqether. This 
conversational synchrony is somewhat like the behaviour of 
ballroom dancinc oartners of lonq-standinq who. confident in 
the mutual knowledoe of the basic secuence of dance steos. 
and of the sicnals bv which they inform one another of 
chances in direction or temoo. move in smooth harmonv. As 
Erickson exolains. this rhvthmic oatterninq in the 
svnchronous verbal and non-verbal behaviour of the 
oarticioants enables them to judce the occurence in real time 
of sicnificant " ne x t moments " , information which thev must 
have if thev are to accomolish the orocess of conversational 
inferencinc. Fo r e xamole. in Enclish. t onal nuclei and other 
accented svllables tend to bccur at e venlv soaced intervals 
across time and at ooints when the soeaker is introducinq new 
informational content ( i , e. what is not oart of the 
oarticioant ' s shared. or alreadv necotiated and, therefore 
"old" informational content). This enables soeakers to siqnal 
and listeners to anticioate when sicnificant next moments 
\ 
wi 11 orobablv occur. such as when new information is likely 
to occur. when turn chance is aoorooriate. or where an answer 
to a oreviouslv asked cuestion is likely to be qiven. 
Erickson ( 1978) shows how crucial this timinc is to the 
orocess of conversational inferencinc and. therefore. to the 
interoretation of intent and evaluation of ability. by 
llZllZl 
analysinQ interaction in a screenino test involvinq an adult 
tester. 
another 
the testee. a kinderoarden child. Anqie. and Rita. 
chi ld who has just comoleted the test. Rita breaks 
into the interaction between tester and testee and throws 
their mutual timino off. As a consequence. when AnQie 
suoo lies the correct answer twice. but at interactionall y 
" wrona" times ( i . e. not in exactlY the correct rhythmic 
slots> . this is not heard by the tester. When Anoie infers 
from the aooarent non-acceotance of the answer. and the 
tester ' s recyclino of the or o mot f o r an answer. that her 
answer was inc o rrect. and suoolies the wr o nq answer a t t he 
"rioht " time (c o nversati o nal synchr on y havinq. in the 
meantime been re-established ) . this is heard by the tester. 
Of oarticular sionificance to the research reoorted on in 
chaoters 4 & 5. 
more accuratelY. 
the notion 'of conversational synchron y . o r. 
its antithesis. asynchrony. has been 
oarticularly useful in exolainino why miscommunication is 
frequent ln intercultural c o mmunication. As a oreat number of 
studies have shown (Erickson 1975. 1976. 1978: Gumoerz 1982a. 
1982b: Pride 1985). intercultural communication is frequently 
character i zed by a series of asychronous. unc o mfortable. 
stressful moments 
feel clumsy. and 
in which the oarticioants look. sound and 
often miss one another ' s sionals because 
they occur at une xoected moments. Erickson. for e xamole. 
found that because of differences in the ways of listeninQ of 
white counsellors and black students in two junior colleoes 
in the U.S.A •• the counsellors frequently inc o rrectly 
in fer-r-ed that the students not listening or- did n o t 
under-s tand . The subsequent r-citer-atinq c· f e :-: p 1 ana t ions . 
u sual ly at a l o wer- level o f abstract i on . was per-ceived by the 
students as insulting " ta lkinq dc·v-m" . TI"1US in the cc,nte -..: t (:. f. 
thes"e mutually stressful. asynchr- ~nous encounter-s o s_u dents 
c "") Ll n s e' 1 ':' r- :; 2nded UP :n i ~ e '/ a 1 u a tin g r::one 
abilities anj a ttitu des . 
e an alysis o f inter-act icna l: y 
been made b'/ Gumper-: d:-lj 
ass o c i at e::: , ~,S e :~ plair. . 
Gumoer-: s :' '1 €:? :)t- .::f .::c·r ,; e t-s a ::_ n.;l l inf er-encin q . "par-tiCl iJ2l ts 
an d e ": chanqes f r- _.tT', 
Der SDec t i '," ec:: :::' 1 ul t ", eC'US]·i . :-el v lnq b c· t h on 
e "/ pec t "t t i ·: ,n s s~ ee c , ac t i v i t ies ~r r~u tine s aE wE .l a s 
t h e iT' -:-'1 e n 1:. .:. t c e·n v e r--:;ati c.r "l · : :_\''''5'' 
e :·: oec t E. t j 0 ns abou t 
ac t i vi ties II Widd o ws o n " s t- he te·r i cal .. " r- U,- l r.es 
r- e D e t- t G r Y ') f ;j i sec· u r- :; esc h em at", f: r s U c h t h i n q :; a s r, a 1- 1- a t 1 . g • 
debati n q . I e = t i..l r- i n Q • discuss i;-.y . c t-,att L- q . " ~" t- mc·r-e -:; pe c i fo i i.: 
ar.d Peir 198 1 : 1 7 c:n . Siqn i f cantly , Gu mp e r- : ( ! 982e' : 131 ) 
E ;~ D 1 a i ri5 h e u s e s t h i s term t o emo .asic::e " h c."'tt sue , a 
schema .. is a structur e . but rat er r eflects a 
dynamic pl- "..,ces s dev e lc.os and chanqes t h e as 
oat-ticioants in tet- ac t .. ( 198:::21. : 131 ) F u r hermcr- f? II-; . "i ' e t . <-52 
e x pectati ":::-:ns channel in fer- E'nc'?s by br-inqinQ intc 
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certain interpretative options and interactional moves. the 
participants cannot rely on them fully to interpret what they 
are doing together and what the meaning of their discourse 
is. (This recalls Widdowson ' s observation about not usually 
being able to "switch on to automatic pilot".) To move from 
expectations to moment to moment inferences and moves. the 
participants have to read conversational or. 
frequently refers to them. contextualization cues. 
as Gumperz 
Contextualization cues include a range of linguistic. 







lexical and syntactic 
sustaining and closing 
conversations. address terms. nodding. eye-gaze and so on) 
a consequence of previous which are associated. as 
co-occurence in the participants ' experience. with 
propositional content and particular speech activities. These 
cues contribute to the contextualization process (to the 
process of interactionally constituting. ratifyinq. modifying 
and changing the context) by enabling the participants to 




what activity they see themselves as engaging in 
and how what is being uttered relates to the 
theme (by signalling such things as what is given 
information. and what is new information, what is the main 
par t of the message and what is subsidiary. contrasting 
emphasis and so on). Gumperz, Kaltman and O ' Connor (1981:6) 
illustrate the role of contextualization cues by using 
the following example: 
'-"'" /'"'. "- ~ 
S' ! ! "ary ~ i r v 8i:! 
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The conte x tualization cue provided by the intonation contour 
(together with other cues such as appropriate gestures and 
directiC'ns of gaze) signals that the activity the 
participants are enqaged in is an introduction. on the basis 
of which hearers ar-e able to interpret the message as a 
coherent whole (to tr-ace its thematic development) by filling 
in inf o r-mation nC't e xplicitly e xpressed i . e . 
-.(. ~ .. . : . :. 
Gumper-z (1982a : 131 ) 1 ' e XO ... alns that t he signalling value of 
conte x tual cues deoends on t~e par-ticipants ' tacit awar-eness 
of the i r- meaningfulness, and that, unli ke the meaning of 
wor-ds, ar-e seldom discussed Oll t of c o n te :< t. This has 
impor-tant i mp I i cat i on s for- the c onsequences of 
mise ommlln i cat i on f r-om this source . It means that when a 
par-ticpant does not per-ceive a conte x tualization cue, or 
interpr-ets it in an une xpected way , the differ-2ncE? in 
in ter-or-eta t i c.n tends to be per-ceived in attitL'dinal r-ather-
than c ommunicati o n terms i . e . instead o f diagn o sing the 
pr- o blem as a mismatch in their- discour-se con v e n tions, they 
tend to see the o ther perso n as r-ude, unc o-ooer-ative . 
difficult. unfr-iendl v and so on . 
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Of particular relevance to the research reported on in 
chapters 4 and 5. Gumperz and associates have produced 
evidence of cultural lv-specific. svstematic differences in 
interpretative schemata and contextualization cues. and have 
shown these to be important sources of miscommunication in 
intercultural communication. Thev have also addressed the 
Question of why such differences should exist. particularly 
in cases where participants are competent speakers of the 
same lanquaqe and share similar qrammatical intuitions. The 
answer they supply is that such discourse conventions "are 
acquired as a function of a speaker ' s lonq term interactive 
history as a member of a particular linquistic community and 
particular network of associations. Where these networks 
differ. as amonq different ethnic or social qroups. 
conversational cueinq conventions a n d discourse schemata 
differ as well" <Michaels ' and Reir 1981:181). Where such 
discourse conventions are not shared. participants find it 
to establish what it is that they are doinq difficult 
toqether. and to co-ordinate their behaviour in reciprocal. 
co-operative ways e.q. they tend to interrupt one another and 
to fail to produce utterances which the other participant<s) 
consider coherent contributions 
Because. as noted above. this 




interpreted in attitudinal terms. the oarticioants. tend to 
perceive one anothers ' intentions. attitudes. motives and 
abilities in very neqative terms. 
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2.3 SUMMARY 
As a means of further exolorinq the unioue contribution of 
i nterac tiona 1 sociolinouistics to the understandinq of the 
relationshio between lanquaqe and context. this chaoter. 
then. orovides a survey of aooroaches to the study of the 
relationshio between lanquaoe and small-scale conversational 
contexts. ordered such that it represents a continuum ranoinq 
from aooroaches areatlY influenced by oositivism to those 
little influenced by it. I t focuses on d i f ferences between 





oositivistic thinkinq and 
informed by humanistic 
and hiohliqhts asoects of 
oarticular 
encounters 
relevance to the analYses of intercul tural 
contributes. 
interactional 
reoorted on in chaoters 4 and 5. It also 
further. to an understandina of why 
sociolinauistics is able to contribute more 
fruitfully to the understandina of the relationshio between 
lanauaae and context than oositivisticallY-orientated 




inter ac t ion. 
most val'uable uniaue insiaht orovided by 
sociolinauistics is that conte x ts for 
rather than indeoendent of discourse . are 
interactionally constituted. Insofar as this inSioht suaqests 
that. in order to aet an understandina of how conte x t enters 
into the interoretation of intent and evaluation of motive. 
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attitude and ability. one has to studY the orocesses of 
contextualization (i.e. the discourse itself) . it proyides a 
very oowerful arqument for the study of context beinq 
considered a central rather than frinqe concern of 
linquistics. It suqqests that the boundary between linquistic 
and extralinquistic (contextual) ohenomena is fuzzy rather 
than clear-cut (which is the picture qiven by oositivistic 
accounts of contexts in terms of sets of social norms and 
values). It. moreover. provides as emoirical data for the 
investiqation of the relationshio between lanauaae and 
context. discourse itself. data that linauists by virtue of 
their trainina are well eauiooed to analyse. 
Allied to the notion of interactionallY- constituted contexts 
is the insiaht that the role of conte x t in interoretation is 
a more substantive Cine than is suaaested by 
oostivisticallv-orientated studies. The latter suqqest that 
meanina inheres chiefly in soecifiable lexical. syntactic and 
even discoursal features 0f interactions . and that context is 
consulted only in cases o f indirectness or ambiauity. By 
contrast. interactional sociolinauists suaaest that these 
features merely cue conte x tual presuooositions. and that. in 
terms of the context which is realized as part of the 
contextualization orocess. all utterances and not just 
those that are " troublesome" are interpreted . This 
contribution is e x amined more fully in chaoter 3. 
Another important related insiaht is that contexts do not 
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merely ore-exist as backdroos to conYersational interactions . 
but haye to be neootiated throuoh interaction . This does not 
mean that all contexts are uniaue . By incorooratinq notions 
of interoretatiye schemata in their theory . interactional 
sociolinouists oroyide an exolanation of the role of memories 
of oreyious contexts . They. howeyer. emohasize that the 
exoectations qenerated by such memories merely oroyide 
auidelines or channels for the orosoectiye and retrosoective 




imoortant insiahts are that contexts are continually 
adjusted from moment t o moment . 




that timinq chanaina 
(svnchony) 
this task. 
is of crucial imoortance in the accomolishment of 
However . most i moor tan t. 
research reoorted on in 
from 
this 
the ooint of view of the 
thesis. are the insiqhts 
oroYided about the role of contextual <social and cultural> 
knowledae in the interoretation of 
the 
intercultural 
communication . One such . is that orocess of 
contextualization is difficult to acc o molish in i n tercultural 
encounters because mismatches in the schematic knowledae and 
contextualization conventions oarticioants rel y on in 
interoretina . make it difficult for them to establish what 
soeech activity thev are enaaaed in . and to build coherently 
uoon on one another ' s contributions . Other imoortant insiqhts 
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are that asvchronv tends to be perceived of in attitudinal 
terms. and that it tends to be interpreted in this way 
because the meaninos of discourse conventions are. for the 
most par t. imp 1 i cit i.e. because the participants are only 
tacitly 
insiohts. 
aware of their meaninqfulness. It is on such 
in particular. that the analyses reported on in 
chapters 4 and 5 build. 
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3.0 METHODS USED BY INTERACTIONAL SOCIOLINGUISTS AND WHAT 
THEY REVEAL ABOUT THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LANGUAGE 
AND POWER 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this thesis I make a distinction between methods which 
are techniques for qatherinq and processinq data. and 
methodolog y the task of which is to "describe and analyse 
these methods. throwinq liqht on the limitations and 
resources, clarifYinq the presuppositions and consequences, 
relatinq their potentialities to the twiliqht zone at the 
frontiers of knowledqe " (Kaolan 1964:23). The methodoloqy of 
interactional sociolinquistics is the subject matter of 
chapter 1. while in chapter 2 I show what studies informed by 
this methodoloQY contribute uniquely to the understandinq of 
how soci o -cultural, contextual 
interpretative process. 
information enters into the 
In this chapter. I outline the methods employed by 
interacti o nal sociolinq ~ ists qenerally, and in the research 
reoorted on in chapters 4 and 5, and discuss their 
limitati o ns. Also. to further illustrate the unique 
contribution of interactional sociolinquistics to an adequate 
understandinq of the relationship between lanquaqe and 
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J comoare interactional studies of - the relationshio context. 
between lanquaqe and the contextual feature of oower. in 
which interactional sociolinquistic methods have been used. 
with studies in which positivistic methods have been used. I 
focus on two linquistic phenomena whic h , putatively. have 
much to do with the e xercise of power in conversation. 
namely. interruotions and topic control . 
I also present evidence which suoqests that positivistically 
soci o l inauistic studies tend t o mislead in orientated 
suqqestino too direct a relationship , on the one hand. 
between cues 
particioants ' 
in the form o f structural regularities in the 
utterances and the interpretations of the 
discourse phenomena of interruption and control o f tooic . 
and . on the o ther . between these disc ourse phen o mena and the 
e xercise of power. use in terac tional s c,ci o l inq uistic 
studies t ha t pa r ticip ants rely more heavily o n 
conte ~ tual informa t ion than o n structural cues in determininq 
whether the~ have been interruoted o r n o t . and who controls 
the t ooi c. I present evidence from these studies to show that 
who controls the topic and who interrupts is not always a 
measure of who wields power in an interaction . and that those 
who have oe,wer in the wider SOCiety (macro level o f social 
life) do n o t necessaril v disolav this domination at t h e mic ro 
level of conversati onal interaction throuqh interruotion and 
t opic control. 
Finally. to anticioate a t OPic I develop more fully in 
1 1 1 
chao ter- 6 . I or-esent an alter-native account of the 
r-elationshio between what takes place at micr-o and macr-o 
levels of social life to that sugqested by studies in which 
oositivist methods have been used . This alter-native account 
builds on the findinqs of inter-actional studies . It suqqests 
that what takes olace in inter-actions does affect the 
distr-ibution of power- in the wider- society. but not in the 
ways suaqested by studies in which positivistlc methods have 
been used. 
METHODS EMPLOYED IN INTERACTIONAL SOCIOLINGUISTIC 
RESEARCH AND THEI R L I MITATIONS 
In t er- ac t i c·n a I s o ci o linauists attemot to c o llect authentic 
in t er- ac t i o n a I data in natLir-al situations . This task is 
fr-auqht with difficulties . For- example . people often have 
neqative feelinqs about what thev consider- a kind of 
eavesdr- o poinq . This is oar-ticular-Iy tr-ue in the case of 
inter-actions that ar-e usually of most inter-est t o the 
r-esear-cher-s. namely . those wher-e one or- mor-e of the 
oar-ticioants has somethlnq i moor- tan t to lose or- qain 
dependina on how the inter-action unfolds . Pesear-cher-s. 
ther-efor-e. o ften e x oer-ience qreat difficult y in qettinq 
permission to collect data in situations ) n which . for 
example. one oarticioant . by vir tue of his / her institutional 
role. has much more cower than the o thers e . ~ . doctor- -
oat i en t • suoer-visor- wor ker. law enf or-cement officer 
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accused . interviewer job applicant and so on . Such 
encounters . because they involve a more powerful person 
determininq whethe r or not a less powerful person is to qet 
access to power in the form of a qreater share of resources , 
riqhts and resposibilities. freedom of action and so on . are 
sometimes referred to as gate-keeping encounters (see 
Erickson and Shultz 1981 ) • Researchers usually have more 
success in qaininq permission when they are one of the 
participants . though this raises doubts about the objectivity 
of their interpretations . This is somethinq I discuss below . 
. 
An alternative procedure for securinq suitable data is to set 
UP simulated encounters (see , for example . the research 
reported on in chapter 5 ) . The advantaqe of this arranqement 
is that researchers can . to some e x tent . control the 
variables and theref o re ensure that they secure examples of 
the features which interest them e . q . they can prescribe to 
the participants the nature of their previous interactional 
histo ry. the topic and perhaps even their communicative 
qoals . Of course. in the process . they partly eliminate the 
unpredictable, open-ended nature of the interaction. which is 
an essential char ac ter is tic of natural c o nversation . This 
distortion can be reduced . to some e x tent. by ensurinq that 
the prescribed roles are ones that the participants actually 
ta ke o n in real life. and that the communicative qoals are 
o nes they do frequently set themselves . What helps . also . is 
if it is only qoals and roles that are prescribed . and not 
the outcome or the manner in which this outcome is to be 
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accomp 1 i shed. Then, too. use can be made of the opinions of 
the participants and of informed non-participants. about how 
authentic the interaction is. This provides a mechanism for 
excludinq data not felt to be authentic. 
Another difficultv associated with the collection of 
authentic data is that manv people do not behave naturallv 
when thev know that someone is eavesdroppinq. using recording 
equipment. Fo rtun a telv. after the conversation has gone on 
for a few minutes. mo st peo ple tend to forget about such 
(especiallv when it takes the form o f 
relativelv unobtrusive sound recordinq. such as took place in 
the project reported o n in chapter 4). Tannen (1984:34) finds 
internal evidence in her data to support this qeneralization 
in the form of surprised comments such as "Are vou still 
tapinq?" However. this raise's the eth i cal problem of whether 
one reallv has the informed consent o f the participants if 
thev have forqotten that thev are beinq observed. As a 
solution. she suqqests obtaining consent after. rather than 
before an interaction. 
In qatherinq this data. interactional SOCi o linguists also 
attempt t o provide for "r'etrievabilitv of data " (Mehan 1978 ) . 
Thev use film. video or sound tape to preserve the 
interacti o ns in as close to their oriqinal form as POSSible, 
partly to provide an e x ternal memorv which will allow for 
repeated close examinations of the multi-levelled behavi o urs 
of the participants. and partlv to allow for other 
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interpretations of the same data by the researcher himself or 
by those who find the interpretation given unconvincing. 
Tannen ( 1984: 34) acknowledqes that such recordinq leads to 
distortion of the sort we become aware of when we examine 
snapshots of ourselves. hear a tape of our voice or see a 
videotape of ourselves for the first time. For this reason 
she sugqests that the analyst should acknowledge that such 
recordinqs are each but one possible view of the reality of 
the interaction . She e xplains. by analogy, that "had the 
photoqraph been snapped a second later . the nose miqht have 
looked shorter and the cheeks less hollow, thouqh they would 
be. nonetheless . the same nose and cheeks composing the same 
f ac e " • 
Further distortion stems from the f act that any recorde~ 
interaction. however lonq. is plucked from the context of its 
time sequence. What occurred before, and how it has 
influenced the interpretations of the participants. is to 
some e x tent obscured. Moreover. the conversation is made 
permanent whereas. as Tannen (1984:35) points out, "the very 
essence of talk is that it disappears as soon as it is 
uttered and can be imperfectly reconstructed but not 
retr ieved " . 
Distortion stemminq from deconte x tualization is of course 
greater in the case of sound recording than video or film 
because of the loss of the other Channels. However Tannen 
( 1984: 36) claims that this is not too serious, because 
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information conveyed in the other channels freouentlv 
reinforces the messaqes communicated verbally rather than 
conveys differ ent information. 
The interactional sociolinquists ' analyses of the data. once 
collected . 
treatment" 
take the form of what they term "exhaustive data 
(Mehan 1978 : 37). As far as possible they attempt 
to be data-driven rather than hypothesis-driven in the sense 
that . at least initially. they view all aspects of the 
interaction as potentially siqnificant . Thev do this rather 
than select out those aspects which support their hypotheses . 
so makinq it impossible to search for evidence to support 
alternative interpretations. Thev tend. therefore. to 
playback the entire recordinq a number of times to become 
more familiar with it . and to qet a s ense of what sections 
they wish to analyze close)v . Tannen (1984 : 38) states that 
for her purposes what she refers to as an "episode". bounded 
bv chanqe of topic or activity. is the most useful unit. This 
allows her to observe how the participants set about pursuing 
their communicative qoals. 
interactive work are. 
and what the effects of their 
Thereafter . the chosen episodes are transcribed. Such 
transcriotion is essenti~l if a close-qrained analysis of the 
recordinqs is to be made . However . both the isolation of 
certain episodes and the transcription process are further 
steps away from the oriqinal interaction . Tannen (ms : 4) 
ooints out that when we look at a transcriot we see more and 
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less than ac tua 1 I y took place . We see more , because the 
" inherent indeterminancy " of speech , the hedqing. slurrinq 
and ambiqLlity , is l o st. We see less because much o f the 
source o f meaninq is not the actual words spoken . Althou q h 
interacti o na l s o ci o linquists ma ke u se of transcripti on 
con v en tion s t o i ndi cate v ar ious pr o s o di c and paralinqu i s tic 
features. ot her feat u res such as accent . pitch and amplit u de 
are fi l t er e d ou t . To en s u r e t hat the interaction the anal v st 
(or an y o ther inf o rma n t ) re-creates in his head as he reads 
the transcr i pt. matc hes t he o riqinal . it is essential that he 
refreshes h i s memory b y pla y inq - back the recording fr o m ti me 
to time . 
Finall y . interacti o na l s o c io linquists attempt to " obtain 
con ver q ence between t he researcher s ' and participants ' 
per s pec ti v es " ( Mehan 1979 : 3 :7) • Gumoe rz and asso ciates (see 
Gumperz 1982 a & b ) , f o r e xample . attempt t o elicit the 
particioants ' 
transcribed 
interpretati o ns of what is qoinq on in a 
eois o de . t o deduce what socio-cultural 
e xpectati o ns and assumoti o ns (schemata ) the participants 
re lied on in determininq what was meant at any point in the 
inter v iew. and t o establish empiricall y what linquistic. 
orosodic or oaralinguist i c siqns were perceived o f as salien t 
by the oart i cioants. The y first trv to elic i t from 
indepen d ent listeners . s o me o f whom share a nd s o me who d o n ot 
share the s o ci o- c ultural bac kqr o unds of t he particioants . a n 
interoretati o n o f what is q o inq on qenerally, f o r example. 
what was u ltimatelv i ntended. what went riqht or wronq and so 
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on. Thereafter thev test their hypotheses about the 
oarticioants ' overa 11 ourooses . the illocutionary value of 
oarticular utterances. and the interoretation of the 
participants by askinq Questions which obliqe the listeners 
to relate their judqments to the details of what thev have 
answers are followed uo with elicitation heard. Listeners' 
technioues to yield hvpotheses about what features of the 
messaqe form (or as Gumoerz exoresses it . what 
"conte x tualization cues " ) are actually processed by the 
oarticioants and what. in each case. the paradigmatic range 
o f alternat~ves 
interoretations 
is. in terms of which the participants ' 
are made. These elicitation technioues 
include Questions such as. " What is there about the wav that 
oarticioant speaks that makes you think .. • ?" " Can you repeat 
it in the wav he said it? " 
wanted to ask a Question ?" 
" Is it p o ssible that he merely 
" How wo uld he have said it if 
he • . • II "How did the. answerer interoret what A said?" "How 
can you tell that he interpreted it in that way?" 
Mc Dermo t t • Gospodinoff and Aron ( 1978) suqgest that 
research~rs can ensure that their interoretations of what is 
qo i ng o n converoe with particioants ' interpretations . by 
notinq the different ways in which the oarticioants attempt 
to make clear to one another what they are doing. These ways 
include e xolicit statements of what is reouired . such as 
complaints by a oarticipant that he has not been qiven a 
turn. and postures taken uo j Ointly to indicate the task in 
hand. What is particularlv significant is the behaviour of 
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the participants in the absence of expected behaviour . In 
these circumstances participants usually struqgle to get the 
interaction "back on track " . often call ing on non-conforming 
participants to conform. and formulating explicitly what has 
to be done . 
Tannen ( 1984) has oreat faith in what she calls "the aha 
fac tor " . If the analvst ' s interpretation is correct (i.e . 
corresponds to that o f the participant) the listeners on 
hearinq it will e xclaim in trleir heads " Aha !" . recoqn izi nq 
that it ha~ made e xplici t somethinq that they intuitively 
sen~ed. and thereby verifv the analyst ' s interpretation . 
The objective of converqence between analyst and 
participants' perceptions is. in some ways. easier to achieve 
when the analyst is one of the partici pan ts . and in some ways 
more difficult . While ~uch analysts have special insight into 
at least one participant ' s view of what they were doing 
toqether . what his/her assumptions and communicative goals 
were. what siqns he/she processed . and what his/her feelings 
were ab out the outcome . it is difficult for such a person to 
be c ompl etely obj ective aboll t his/her own and other 
participants ' behaviours. However . provided the '- ' alysts 
honestlv ac knowledqe the ' possibilit y of bias. so that critics 
can be alert to it. and provided they check their 
interpretations aqainst those of the o ther participants and 
outsi de observers in the usual way . this danqer of 
subjectivity can be minimized . In addition. Tannen (1984 : 33) 
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warns aqainst the deception involved in referring to oneself 
in data in the third oerson, and advocates drawinq the 
reader's attention to the danqers and benefits of the 
researcher ' s involvement in the interaction by usinq first 
person forms of reference. My own view is that, since first 
oerson forms are still used soaringly in academic discourse, 
they may be seen by many readers as marked forms used by the 
writer to siqnal that the subjective element in the researc h 
is t oo great f o r the findings to be taken seriously. As a 
conseQuence, althouQh 1 have been scruoulous about informi n g 
readers whe~e in the data I am o ne of the oarticipants, in 
the analyses o f these data I have referred to myself in the 
third oerso n. 
BeforE? leavinQ this account o f the methods of interactional 
s o ci o linquistics. I need to add that interactional 
soci ol inquists are aware that their methods as also the 
methods of other research oersoecti v es. has inherent 
limitations. Because of these limitations some (e.g. Eric kson 
1975) use a combination of Quantitative and Qualitative 
methods. while most. if not actual lv emoloying methods 
asso c i ated with o ther research oersoect ives. includinq thos e 
inf o rmed by oositivist orinciples. ma ke u se of f i ndinqs o f 
researchers usinQ them. Thus. for e xamole. Chic k and Claude 
(ms ) reo o rt o n the use of oarticioant o bser v ation methods and 
Questi o nnaires t o o btain ethnoQraohic i n f o rmati o n whic h will 
adeQuatel y conte x tualize the classroom interactional data 
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that they analyze for e v idence of culturally-specific 
interactional styles . They point out that . even where 
informants are available for consultation . researchers need 
access to ethnographic information. For example. South 
African Enqlish speaking analysts. if they do not know how 
Zulu adults and children conventionally inter ac t. may 
interpret the behaviours of Zulu teachers and Dupils in terms 
of their own expectations and assumptions. fail to understand 
what teachers and pupils are doing together . and misperceive 
the strategies by means o f which they accomplish this . 
Interactiona~ sociolinquists also make use of the findings of 
p ositivistically-informed. large-scale Quantitative studies 
to help resolve the problem that. because they study few 
subjects in a limited number of settings. they are uncertain 
as to how qeneralizable their findinqs are. They are able to 
make claims for Qeneralizability where their findings are 
consistent with those 9f large-scale Quantitative studies. 
3.3 LANGUAGE AND POWER 
Thus far I have identified some of the limitations of the 
) 
methods emploved in interactional sociolinguistic research 
and suggested that. because of these limitations they need to 
be supplemented by those of other (including positivist) 
research oersoectives . I return . now. to my original theme 
which is. essentially. to show the other side of t he coin. 
namely. why the interactional sociolinquistic research 
metho ds are required to supplement positivistic methods. To 
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give the a~gument some flesh. I focus on the exe~cise of 
powe~ th~ough lanquaqe and. mo~e specifically, on the 
linquistic phenomena of inte~~uption and topic cont~ol, 
compa~inq the ~esults of inte~actional sociolinquistic 
~esea~ch with those of ~esea~ch in the positivist mould. 
Most of the ea~ly sociolinquistic studies ~elevant to 
inte~ruption and topic cont~ol have been done by 
ethnomethodoloqists. who have been very much in the vanquard 
of critics of positivistic approaches to the social sciences. 
Because they believe that " social reality is not a ' fact ' but 
an onqoinq accomplishment. the often precarious result of 
routine activities and tacit understandinqs of social actors" 
(Giqlioli 1972:12) they arque that the principal task of the 
soci o l oaist is to identify and describe the mechanisms by 
which this is done. Indeed ethnomet hodoloqy refers t o the 
stud y o f the mechanisms (methodoloqy used by ' men (ethnics» 
t o accomplish human social practices. 
In keeoina with their sceoticism about facts, a key notion 
in their studies of conversation is inde:-:icality. This 
refers to the context or situational-dependent nature of 
conve~sational meaninq. As Morris <1977:40) explains, "rules 
or norms. or terms or explanations are seen by 
ethnomethodoloqists as having inde~·: ical i tv: thev have 
meaning in a particular situation but this meaninq may not be 
the same in another." Accordingly. althouqh the ordered set 
of rules postulated by Sacks. Scheqloff and Jefferson (1978) 
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to account for the orderliness of conversation (one speaker 
at a time with a minimum of gap and overlap between any two 
turns) are reminiscent of such positivistic approaches to the 
study of language as transformational generative grammar. the 
authors claim that these rules are "context-sensitive" and 
that " turn size and turn order are locally managed (i . e. 
turn-by-turn) • party administered (i . e . by the participants) 
and interactionally contr o lled ( i . e . any feature being 
multilaterally shaped) " (1978 : 42). 
In the circumstances. i t is ironical that many 
ethnomethod o loqists and other sociolinquists who have studied 
the phenomena o f interrupti o ns and topic control with a view 
to showing how they ref 1 ec t and assert power differences 
between participants . tend t o leave inde x icality behind. 
Instead of e xamining the participant ' s reliance on contextual 
information in determining whether an interruption has 
occurred or who controls the topic . they have tended to 
assume that there are direct relationshios between certain 
observed linquistic (or paralinguistic. orosodic or 
non-verba 1 ) features . and the interpretation of such micro-
o r interactional 
the t o pic. and 
wider (macro ) 
consistent with 
the e x istence of 
phenomena as interrupting and controlling 
between 
social 
the latter and such indices of the 
c o nte x t as oower. Furthermore. 
the positivistic paradigm, they assume that 
these relationships can be established 
thr o uqh quantitative measures . They also tend . as Tannen (ms) 
points out. to be hypothesis - rather than data-driven in the 
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sense that theY beqin with assumptions about who does and 
does not have power. and interpret the use of certain 
linquistic features in support of these assumptions. In these 
ways they impose an analyst ' s perspective rather than seek a 
convergence between analysts ' and participants ' perspectives. 
A case in point is Zimmerman and West ' s (1975) study which. 
adaptinq relevant aspects of the Sacks et al. turn-takinq 
mode I . focuses on instances of simultaneous speech and 
silences in conversation. Following Scheqloff (1973). they 
distinqu i sh between overlaps . which are not violations of 
the rules of the turn-taking model. in that the second 
speaker beqins to speak at or near a possible 
"transition-relevant place" in the first speaker ' s utterance. 
and interruptions. which are violations. in that they occur 
at a point which cannot be construed as a "possible 
completion point" fO,r the first speaker ' s turn. "Possible 
completion 
accordinq 
poi nts" or 
to the mode I , 
"transition- relevant places" are. 
identified by the participants by 
means of syntactic (and or intonati o nal) analysis. and 
c o rrespond to the end of single words. phrases. clauses and 
sentences. Aggreqating data fr o m 31 di verse c o nversations. 
Zimmerman and West find that whereas in same-sex 
c onversations both overlaps and interruntions seem to be 
equally divided between speakers, in cross - se x conversations 
nearly all interruptions and overlaps are by men (981. and 
1001. respectively). They also find that whereas silence is 
distributed more or le~s equally in same-sex conversations. 
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women are more silent than men in cross-sex conversations. 
Investigatinq the patterns of silence further, they find that 
62% of women ' s aqqreqated silence in cross-sex conversations 
followed one of 3 types of events: 
a) a delayed "minimal response" e.q. "um hmn" , "uh huh" , 
"yeh" by a man (minimum responses, when correctly 
timed, are instances of simultaneous transmission but 
are not considered interruptions because they 
function as indicators that the listener is carefully 
attending to what the speaker is saying); 
b) an over lap by a man: 
c) an interruption by a man. 
On the basis of these findinqs, Zimmerman and West conclude 
that. at least in their data, men deny women equal status in 
c o nversation by interruptinq them and so preventing them from 
fully utiliz i ng the . turns, and by not prov i ding suppor t to 
them in the development of their topics throuqh appropriately 
timed "minimal responses " . 
In this way they suggest that the relationship between 
observable structural regularities (simultaneous speech at or 
not at a syntactic or pr~sodic boundary: absence or presence 
of a minimal response, back-channel cues) and the discourse 
phenomena of interruption and topic control is direct. In 
other words, the participants are required to merely 
recognize rather than interpret. Similarly, they suqqest that 
the relationships between these micro-phenomena and power, a 
• 
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mac~o-ohenomenon. are direct and unproblematic. They see 
" interruptions and topic control as male displays of power -
a power based in the larqe~ social order but reinforced and 
exo~essed in face-to-face inte~action with women" (Maltz and 
Borke~ 1982: 192). 
Bennett ( 1981 : 173) • who adoots an interactional 
soci o linquistics oe~soective. challenqes the assumption made 
by ethn oqraphe~s that t.he inter pretations " of such discourse 
entities as ' interruptions ' • ' turn construction units ' and 
' trans i ti o n-relevant places ' are determined by structures 
which can be o bserved t o actually occur as physical 
manifestat ions i n the tal k itself, particularly prosodic and 
syntactic structures. " Usinq qualitative methods involvinq 
the elicitat ion o f p a~ tic i pan t s ' and other observers ' 
reacti o ns. and the cl o se exam i nation of specific 
interacti o ns, she is ab l e t o demonstrate that specific 
c o nst r ucti o ns are understoo d i n contradictory ways 
dif f erent i nteracti o ns: 
B: ~ n d -t ' :0,)1'1 . it ' :. 5ufDr isinq t o ~ee hOH muc h -d " i s !lien int ~r re l atEd than oecI!i !e Clf-:l ilnC ,ere 
,;r~ wil.ing c,) aj ~ i t. I melin there ' s a bi9 Ge, :a l lrim Q- , .. v'know where th2'{ ' re seoarat ~d anc 
t~ev j) ci ffer! t thin~ s, and He 're doing t~!5 ana ·here ' s a y '~ n o w 
~ € :Qerat? i . c \' a cuu~ 
in 
She p oin ts out that whereas an analyst usinq Scheqloff ' s 
d e fi ni ti o n mi q ht consider that B had been interrupted, since 
C c o mes in at what is not a p o ssible comolet ion p o int. B 
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not onlY felt that C had not interrupted him. but also that C 
had contributed co-operatively to the development of his 
topic . By contrast. in the following exchange. the instances 
of simultaneous speech which resemble that in the first 
exchanqe both syntactically and prosodically. were 
interpreted by informants as interruptions . They sa~ C as 
attempting to get the floor but without success. becau se A 
manaqes to keep going without pause or change in rhythm and 
d o es n o t respond to what C has to say. 
A: Well ~hey ' v e got com laints. is that ~ha t~h a mea' 
c: C~ffir i a !~t5 t~-
A: . \ ?V Mve C~' 11I 0 taint s, he whi te 
tommun ilv nas c.molaints t" e N~rt h Beach 
~ . rh e f ' r~ ~0t ·ololaints, they're no c O~D l ai nt 5 
A: ~ ,:, mmunltv has c ".l1Iol a in t~. The : tr a!qht :~, lon v ':.u t In t e Hal~ h . Ashburv nas : omo l a in t~. T ,e fact 
that tn?re are como lalnts from dif ferent ~0~ ~uni t i !s doe5 ~ ' t mean tnat we haVE so~e ~ind of 
irr ?c0nci lab ! t onlli c~ t~at must er uot in v i G. ~ n·e . 
Bennett does not deny that observed structural reqularities 
are part o f the informati o n required for determining. for 
e x ample. that one has an instance of i nterruption. b u t arques 
that t h i s interpretation is not c o nveyed or " f o r c ed ' by these 
observed phenomena but arises o ut o f the assu mptions and 
expec ta t i o ns (i.e. schemata ) whic h the part i c i pants bring to 
the interaction and which evolve in the c ourse o f it. So me o f 
these assu mptions and e xpectations. she suggests. are very 
qeneral and possibly universal . Such a general assumption 
might be that participants o ught to be polite and therefore 
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not threaten one another ' s faces by denying them the option 
of a fair share in the control of the topic . Other 
assumptions. she suggests. are culturally-specific. For 
example. Bennett suggests that in the following exchange, the 
perception that B was less fluent and well educated than M. 
and the cultural assumption about the appropriate treatment 
of underdogs, contributed to the interpretation that M's 
"Sent b y whom" is rude: 
~ : ~ 0 H ~r B!whit is your Yi~ w ! ! 
B: ~e l l l ; i,2- ;Ier = . . . n hit',' E? r,ere!a ;; ~ t ::! f:v~ h na r2~ j c.bs i that wer~ ! s ent t ·) t e are; / HI H' n ter ~ 
Po:nU! 
A third fact o r affecting interpretations. according to 
Bennett. is familiarity with particular rhetorical patterns, 
includ i nq the pr o sodic and syn tac tic si g ns <what Gumperz 
terms c o nte x tualizati o n cues) referred t o by the 
et hnometho doloqists in outlining their turn - ta k ing model. 
Participants ' heavy reliance on conte x t u al information (in 
the f o rm o f schemata) which they bring to the interaction to 
determine. for example, whether an overlap constitutes an 
interruption or not. o ften shows UP dramatically in 
interacti o nal sociolinquistic studies of intercultural 
misc o mmunication . For example. in the study reported o n in 
chap ter 4. I present evidence which suggests that the extent 
to which the interpretative schemata partiCipants bring to an 
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inter-act ion match u p t o on e another . o r- can be br- o ught into 
a ll ignment w i th o ne another- dur- i ng the cOLlr-se an 
inter-~ction. c r-ucial y determines whether over lapping speech 
is interor-eted ~ s ~n i nter-r- up ti on o r- not . In the c~ se of one 
the three p o s t.-exami nat ion inter-views e x ~m i ned . n~mel y 
in vc· lv in q Jane . D ost-gr-~du~te student, and the 
c ou r-se -co- or- din ~t or . Geor-ge . ( b o th n~ ti v e South Afric~n 
Eng is spe~ ~i ng -w~ite~ ) there is inter-n ~l evidence th~t ]~ne 
a~:; umptions ~bout what t hey are din;;) 
t o gether- . wh~t t h e q0als of the activity ar-e and how t h e y ar-e 
to be accomolished . ThIS is evident in t h e way she engages in 
the e ~ pected behavi o u r without pr-eamble or- pr-ompt : 
. -!: . 
'C . . ': : -.. --- ' . .  ··· · ;· :~ ~; ~ ·~:~;;l~: " · · : .~ 
-\. . 
In e :.-: c hanqe and Jane co-oper-a t i v el y fit t h e ir-
contr-ib u tions to a developing theme which matc es 
aSSL mp t i Clns abou t wrat c· f ..:I C t i v i tv they ar-e 
enaageC! in . Consequentl y neither Georg e nor Jane inter-prets 
t r 'e ins tances o f =imultaneous speech in line5 32 . 37 and 40 
as i~ter - UD t · on s . which is what Scheqloff ' s de finition would 
pr '?dic;: . 8 v e ': ,ntrast . l' n .=> c:~ccnd ' t . . 1 = -,- • In er- "'/ 1E'~>J lnvc- vin '] Geor- ge 
and Bongan 1 . 
- ~ - - -~. -' .. : :' 
a Zul u post-qradu~te st udent 'a : u! u -~nq. :s~ 
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guided in the interpretation by a quite different schema . 




: - I 
In lines 73 and 74 , Bongani i s suddenly more voluble than at 
an y prevI ous' point in the interview, p o ssibly because George 
for t he firs t time, appears t o be conforming t o his 
(Bongani ' s) e xpectati o ns o f the activit y , namely , to pr ovi de 
his view of the strengthS a nd wea ~' n esses c· f par" ti c Ll I a r 
an s wers . Ge Co I~ ge, however , instead building o n t his 
c on tr ibut ion , b rea l-'s-, into it . thu s p r eventing Bo ngan i from 
deve loping this theme or topic further . 
Ther e is further evidence here t h at ·Gee.rge and Bonc~an i 
int~rp r et the simultaneous speech in lines 74 and 75 qu ite 
di fferen tlv . 80ngani will probably h ave e xperienced George ' s 
behaviour as face-threatening, denying him , as it d o es , an 
eq u a l role . o r at least a s har e in negotiating the direction 
o f tal k . Gee.r ge shows ,that h e is aware lhclt breaking in may 
be percei v ed of as rude bv using the politeness strategies o f 
ap o l o gizing and t h en asking permisSion , thus attempting to 
alleviate the sense of imposition . Significantl y , though, he 
does this o nly when struggles t o hold the fl oor , 
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which suqqests that Georqe did not perceive his first attempt 
to break in 
contribution 
Bo nqani has 
as an interruption . Possibly because Bonqani ' s 
is irrelevant to the theme that Georqe believes 
implicitly aqreed to develop . Georqe apparently 
does not see breakinq in as a denial of Bonqani ' s riqhts, 
particularly as the pause which follows "performance " is lonq 
enouqh, in terms of S . A.E. norms, to suqqest that Bonqani has 
possibly c o mpleted his turn . 
This analysis suqqests. not only that the question of what 
c o nstitutes an interruotion is less one of recoqnition than 
of internretation in the liqht of socio-cultural conte x tual 
informati o n. but also that such outcomes as interruptions are 
interacti o nally accomplished or neqotiated by all 
oarti ci pants. and not unilaterally accomplished by one. 
Tannen ( ms a» makes a similar observation about topic 
con tro 1 . She points out that while it is commonly assumed 
that the oerson who controls the tooic is the perso n who 
controls the interaction (i.e. wields power ) . the determininq 
of who controls the topic is no more straiqhtf o rward than 
determininq whether an interruption has taken place or not. 
She f o und in her data (Tannen 1984 ) that on~ could n o t just 
assume that the person who raised the topic controlled it . 
because a tooic did not become a tooic just because it was 
raised: it had first to be built upon by other participants. 
This brinqs me to my final point, whic h is that just as 
interacti on al sociolinquistics shows that it is misleadinq to 
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assume too direct a relationship between structural 
regularities and interactional phenomena such as interruption 
and topic control, it shows, also, that it is misleading t o 
assume too direct a relationship between the latter and 
power . Tannen (ms a) , for example , points out that 
"continuing to focus on someone else ' s topic may give them 
power, but it may be seen to reflect the power of the 
attention - giver " and that while one can point to ' utterances 
where the ability t o o bstruct by interrupting grows out of 
people being powerful, one can also point to instances where 
those who 
substantiates 
Tannen m. s. ) 
interrLIPt are those who lack power . She 
this by referrinq to Varenne ' s study (cited i n 
in which, whenever the husband and wife start 
developinq a conversation. the children interrupt them . For 
the wea k participants in this interacti o n, in terrup t i on 
constitutes a last reso rt bid for attention. 
Clearl v , i f sociolinguistics is to account adequately for the 
lin k between the macro and mi cro levels of social life and 
Show how differences in the language used by different groups 
(gender, ethnic, racial) relates to their differential access 
t o power in the wider SOCiety, it will need to go beyond 
making the assumption that whoever has power in the real 
world wi 11 display this domination through such discourse 
phenomena as interruption and topic control. and seek to 
substantia t e this assumption by means of counts of certain 
linquistic devices . 
Interacti o nal socioling ~.dstics suggests an alternative 
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explanation of the relationship between the micro and macro 
levels of social life in terms of the quality of 
communication between people who belong to different 
sociolinquistic sub - cultures or cuI tures. As I explain in 
chapter 2. because people who belong to these different 
groups are guided in their interpretations by different 
schemata (expectations and assumptions) and tend to perceive 
different features of the surface message form as salient (as 
contextualization cues) • they often find it difficult to 
establish and 
Consequent 1 y . their 
asynchronous and 
maintain conversational 
interactions are often 
co-operation . 
uncomfortably 
misinterpretation and misevaluation is 
frequent. In chapter 6 I attempt to explain the relationship 
between asynchronous interactions between members of dominant 
and dominated qr o ups (micr o level o f social life) and the 
structural features of the wider South African society (macro 
level of social .life) e . g . s o cial stratification, 
distribution of power. The essence of this explanation is 




(such as the qatekeeping encounters) contributes 
to the maintenance of a negative self-reinforcing 
discrimination and inequality . I t is in such 
in terac t ions that members of dominated groups often fail to 
neqotiate access to power with gatekeepers who usually belong 
to dominant qroups i . e . fail to negotiate a qreater share of 
resources . freedom of action. rights and responsibilities and 
so on . 
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On a more positive note~ I also claim in chapter 6 that~ just 
as miscommunication between individuals from different groups 
can contribute to a negative self-reinforcinq cycle of 
discrimination and inequality~ so successful~ synchronous 
interactions can break into this cycle. In the context of 
synchronous interactions, interpretation of motives and 
e XDlanations . of ability are usually accurate. and these tend 
to erode neqative stereotyoes and discrimination. In saying 
this . I am in no way sugqesting that i mprovement in 
communication is a s u bstitute f o r structural reform. However, 
I am arquir:")g that. just as historically-given structural 
fac tors, in informing the interpretative frames of reference 
of the participants. strongly influence the outcomes of 
interactions at the micro level. so the outcomes of millions 
of such interactions affects. either negatively or 
positively. wha t takes D 1 ace a t a macro 1 eve I. I ndeed the 
survival of discrimination in societies in which statutory 
d i scriminatory laws have been removed. suggests that it may 
be naive to believe that discrimination in So uth Africa can 
be eliminated by structural reform alone. 
What this account suggests is that. although it is misleading 
to suqgest too direct a relationship between structural 
reqularities and discourse phenomena such as interruption and 
topic control. and between the latter and the exercise of 
Dower in the wider SOCiety. what takes place in the 
micro-settings of conversational interactions. does affect 
the distribution of Dower, at the macro level of social life . 
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3.4 SUMMARY 
This chapter provides an acccount of the methods employed in 
interactional sociolinguistics. Furthermore, building on 
arguments provided in ear 1 i er chapters as to why an 
interactional perspective is essential if the goal of an 
adequate acc o unt of the relationship between language and 
context is to be achieved, a comparison is made between 
interactiona~ studies of the relationship between language 
and the conte x tual feature of power and studies of this 
relationship in 
This comparison 
which positivistic methods have been used. 
reveals that the latter impose an analyst's 
perspective and mislead by suggesting that interpretations of 
such inter ac t i on a 1 phenomena as interruption and topic 
control are " forced " by the presence of certain structural 
reqularities, and that those who have power in the macro 
context of the wider society display this dominance in the 
micro-contexts of everyday conversations by means of such 
interactional mechanisms as topic control and interruption. 
The methods asso ciated with in terac tiona 1 studies, which 
attempt a convergence between analysts ' and participants ' 
perspectives. suggest that what crucially determines whether 
these structural reqularities are perceived of as salient or 
not, and what interpretation is given to them, is the 
schemata which participants bring to the interactions and 
that are negotiated in ~he COurse of them. They also suggest 
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that while who interrupts and who controls the topic is not 
always a reliable guide as to who has power or as to how one 
sets about gaining it. what takes place in conversations does 
affect the distribution of power in the wider society. Of 
particular importance to the research reported on in chapters 
4 and 5, is the difficulty of accomplishing an accurate 
interpretation of intent and evaluation of attitude, motive 
and ability in intercultural encounters, and how this 
adversely affects the life chances (the access to power) of 
individuals, and the relationships between members of 
different cu~tural groups. 
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4.0 SOURCES AND CONSEQUENCES OF ASYNCHRONY IN SOUTH 
AFRICAN ENGLISH - ZULU ENGLISH INTERACTION 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The accounts of the methodology (c hapter 1) and methods 
(chapter 3> of interactional sociolinguists, and of the 
unique contribution of this emerging field to the 
understanding of the relationship between language and 
context (chapter 2) provide a necessary background to the 
analyses of interactional data reported on in this chapter 
and chapter 5. 
In this chapter, I report on a project involving the sound 
recordinq and analyses of comparable intra- and intercultural 
encounters involving native speakers of English and Zulu. 
Consistent with the major goal of the research rep o rted on in 
this theSis, namely t o show what inter ac tiona I 
Soci o linguistics has to contribute to a better understanding 
of the relationship between context and language, I focus on 
how contex tual information in the form of culturally-specific 
schemata and contextualization conventions ( including 
politeness conventions) contribute to asynchrony (see chapter 
2> and to the misinterpretati o n o f intent and misjudgement of 
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attitude and ability. To further develop discussion about the 
relationship between what takes place in the micro contexts 
of everyday interactions and features of the larqe scale or 
macro context . I focus . also . on how neqative stereotypes of 
cui tural and racial qroups <features of the wider society) 
are qenerated in micro contexts. or. when already existinq. 
confirmed or reinforced . 
4 . 2 WHAT IS MEANT BY INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION 
Before providinq backqround information about the project 
reported on in this chapter. I wish to clarify what I mean by 
intercultural ccommun icat i on. It is particularly necessary 
in the South African situation to define what one means by 
this term as manv people are justifiably suspicious of 
e xplanations in terms of cultur-e. and therefore also in 
terms of what takes place in inter-cultural communication . 
Amonqst other reasons . this is because culture is so often 
equated with traditional culture onlv. because cultures are 
c o nceived of 
cultures of 
as static rather 
indiqenous people 
than dvnamic. because the 
have often been labelled as 
primitive. and because cultur-al differences have been 
e x agqerated 
seqr-eqation 
advantaqes 
in order- to provide a rationale for enforced 
and discr-imination . Indeed . because of the 
to the dominant qr-oup of such labellinq. ther-e 
have been attempts on the par-t of authorities to 
" re-tr-ibalize" indeqenous peoples i . e . refuse to accept 
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evidence of the evolvinq and merging of cultures. 
Prosser (1978 :6 ) defines culture as the "traditions . customs. 
norms. beliefs. values. and thouqht patterninqs which are 
passed down from qeneration to qeneration". This definition 
overlaps with what I mean by culture to the extent that it 
conveys that it is covert rather than overt behaviour (easily 
visible like dress or artifacts) that is of interest. and 
emphasizes the historical dimension i. e. that culture is 
transmitted . However . it does not convey how the culture is 
transmitted i .e. it does not hiqhliqht the close relationship 
between 
culture. 
communication (and particularly lanquaqe) and 
As I understand it . not only are spoken and written 
discourse the primary means of transmitting culture. but 
knowledqe of lanquage (the meanings o f words and sentences 
and discourse conventions such as how to open a conversation 
or obtain a turn to speak) are important parts of the 
cultural content transmitted. It also fails to highlight 
the f ac t that individuals who share similar cultural 
backqr o unds perceive themselves. and are perceived of by 
others. as a oroup. This is why judqements about the 
behav iours of individuals tend to be qeneralized to the group 
as a who le . 
A definition which corresponds more closely with the sense in 
which I use the term in this thesis is that supplied by 
Tannen (ms): 
Culture is everythinq YOU have ever learned about how 
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to communicate and how you think about things - which 
comes down to the same thing. You lea~n all this in 
p~evious and on-qoing inte~action by talking to 
othe~s. obse~ving how they talk to vou , and obse~ving 
how othe~s ~eact to you~ ways of talking. 
What needs to be added. is that such is the dive~sity of 
cultu~es in la~qe u~ban setttinQs, that many people a~e bi-
o~ e v en multi -cultu~al. Also. in keeping with the 
inte~actional sociolinquistic notion that schemata fo~ 
contexts (cultu~al expectations and assumptions) a~e 
inte~actiona l lv constituted . cultu~e is constantlv in the 
p~ocess of beinq c onfi~med and chanqed by the membe~s of the 
g~ouP as they i nteract with one another and with members of 
other gr o ups . 
To t u rn t o the n o ti o n of intercultural communication , the 
gist o f most definiti o ns is that it is communication between 
indi v iduals whose communicative backqrounds are significantly 
different. Such definitions. however , beg the Question of 
have to be for that just h o w diffe~ent these backgr o unds 
diffe~ence to be significant. Tannen ' s ~esponse (1984 :194 ) is 
that "to the e x tent that no two pee-ole ha v e e :..: actl y the s ame 
comm u n ica ti v e b ac ~ Qr ou nd . t o that e x tent. a l l c o mmuni c ati o n 
i s c~ Cos s- c: ul tu~a l . " ~owev e~. it is Do ss i b l e t o disti n quish 
be t wee n e n c:ou nte~'5 i n WhICh the p artiC I P a nts ' c o mmun i cative 
bac k q~ ounds corr esDo nd closel v . and o nes in which they are 
verv different . ThllS. when I refer, in this theSis, to 
intel~cul tu~al c o mmunication . I mean inte~action which may be 
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viewed as takinq up a position close to the pole of q~ e atest 
diffe~ence alonq a continuum ~anqinq f~om g~eatest to least 
diffe~ence in communicative backg~ound . 
4.3 BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 
The~e is much anecdotal evidence that inte~cultu~al 
communication in South Af~ica . pa~ticula~lv between whites 
and blacks . tends to be ~elati velv unsuccessful . Fo~ example . 
compensato~v educational p~oq~ammes fo~ blacks in te~tia~v 
education o~ in business and indust~v inva~iably include a 
communication component . This . of cou~se, not only suggests 
that the~e is widesD~ead ~ecoqnition that the~e is a 
communication D~oblem . but also that the D~oblem has been 
as havino . as its s c·u~ce • communicative 
inadecuacies of blacks . 
MV ~eadinq of inte~actiona l sociolinguistics suggests an 
alte~nati v e diagnosis in te~ms of which misc o mmunication is 
mLI tua 11 v accomplished by all Da~ticiDants. ~athe~ than 
unilate~allv accomplished bv one . It also suqqests that 
inte~cultu~al encounte~s tend to be mo~e asvnch~onous t h an 
int~acultu~al ones . and that majo~ sou~ces of such asvnch~ony 
a~e diffe~€?nces in cultu~allv-sDecific schemata and 
conte x tualization cues bv means of which the Da~ticiDants 
identify these schemata . 
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In order to investigate whether. indeed. culturally-specific 
schemata and contextualization cues are sources of asynchrony 
in interactions between Zulus usinq Enqlish (Zulu Enqlish 
speakers) and native Enqlish speaking South African whites 
(S . A. English speakers). and what the consequences of this 
asynchrony are. I made sound recordings of post-examination 
interviews involvinq a S .A. Enqlish speakinq academic 
(Gee· r- ae ) and twelve postqr-aduate students. includinq S.A . 
Enqlish . Indian English and Zulu English soeakers. 
The students who are all mature. experienced English-language 
teachers (either teachinq Enqlish as a first or second 
lanquaqe ) had recently completed two three-hour papers at the 
end of the first year of a two - year, part-time honours course 
in applied linquistics for language teaching. A month prior 
to the e xamination. they had been inf o r-med in general terms 
what 
final 
topiCS would be e xamined. thouqh they did not see the 
wo rdinq of the auestions until thev were in the 
e xamination room. After · the papers had been mar ked, the 
students were informed bv post whether thev had passed or 
fai l ed . At the first class meeting of the ne x t vear . they 
were invited to ma k e appointments to discuss their papers 
with the c o urse co-ordinator. Georqe. Thev were told that the 
e xaminers felt that manv students did not do well in the 
e xamination. not because they did not have the necessary 
but because they were abilitv o r had not prepared well, 
apparentlv unsure of the examiners ' expectations. They were 
told . further. that, when they met. the discussion would 
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focus on the extent to which expectations were shared . 
Other relevant background information is that most of the 
teachinq in the course was throuqh seminar discussion. and 
that the people responsible for teachinq the course often 
felt dissatisfied with the quality of discussion . As they 
expressed it . they felt that they were beinq constantly 
pressured by the qroup to adopt less eqalitarian leadership 
roles than they were comfortable with . The Zulus and Asians 
apparentlv found it difficult to use the first names of those 
for teachinq the course. thouqh they were responsible 
frequently invited to do so. and despite the fact that 
differences in the use of address terms in different 
lanquaqes and cultures were examined in the sociolinguistics 
component of the course. Moreover. the Zulu Enqlish speakinq 
students seldom offered unsolicited contributions. and 
invitations by name to contribute were sometimes followed by 
what the S.A . Enqlish speakers perceived as embarrassinq 
pauses. 
e x tended 
The Zulu Enqlish speakers seldom developed an 
line of arqument partly because. so it seemed to 
those responsible for teachinq the course. the S . A. English 
spea k inq students took over at the first oDPortunity . 
Since a possible alternative explanation for what took place 
in the intercultural encounters studied below is that the 
c o -ord i nator is prejudiced aqainst students of colour. it is 
important to note that enrolment by blacks in this course is 
hiqhly valued by the staff responsible for teachinq it . Quite 
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aoart from the conviction that universities should have the 
right to admit whoever has matriculated . irresoective of 
colour . race or creed . they are motivated bv the recognition 
that such oarticipation qives them access to information 
necessary for research such as that reported on here . 
Initiallv two of the recorded interviews were chosen for 
closer analysis : one with a female SA . English speaking 
student . Jane. that George felt intuitively was the most 
successful interaction . and the other with a male Zulu 
Enqlish spea ker . 
least successful . 
Bonqani. that George felt was orobablv the 
(The names used here. as elsewhere . are 
fictitious to orotect the an o nym i ty of the oarticioants.) The 
o f this oart of the analysis was to establish : i ) object 
whether there was greater evidence o f asynchrony in the 
i nteracti o n 
Geor g e and 
between Georqe and Bonqan i than in that between 
Jane (which c o uld account for Georqe ' s feelings 
about the relative success of each ) and . if so. ii) whether 
t he relati v e asynchrony of the interviews could be accounted 
f o r in terms of differences or similarities in schemata and 
conte x tual i zation cues . 
Howev er . since an e xaminati o n of all the i nter v iews suggested 
that differences i n c o mmunicative bac kq rounds was not the 
o n ly fact o r affectin q the relative success o f the interviews. 
a third inter v iew was cho sen f o r cl o se analysis . This was one 
in which the cultural bac kqr o unds o f t he oarticioants were 
v er y similar. but which Georqe e xoerienced as very stressful 
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and judged almost as unsuccessful as the interview with 
Bongan i . The interview in this case was with Peter. a male 
S . A. English speaker . 
interview was . aqain. 
The object of the analysis of this 
to account for asynchrony, but. this 
time. in a situation where differences in socio-cultural 
backqround could not be hypothesized as the cause. As will be 
explained more fully below. what emerged from the analysis is 
that it was problems relatinq to strategies employed by the 
participants in tryinq to save face that contributed qreat]y 
to the asynchrony of the interaction between Georqe and 
Peter. This prompted further examination of the other two 
interviews to see whether face considerations also needed to 
be brouqht into the e xplanation of the very different 
outcomes of these two interviews. 
4.4 METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 
The methods of data collection and analysis used are those 
outlined in chapter 3 . To ensure a hiqh level of 
authenticity . the interviews selected for study were those 
that would have taken place even if there had been no need to 
collect suitable data. Then too , although the partiCipants 
were aware that they were beinq taped . a small. unobtrusive 
tape-recorder was used , and the information that the 
interviews were to be used for research as well as 
pedaqoqical purposes was qiven . and consent obtained, only 
after the interViews had been completed . 
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While . c·n the basis of mv reading. I did hypothesize that 
culturally-specific schemata and contextualization cues were 
sources of asvnchrony in the interviews. in mv analvsis. I 
was data- rather than hvpothesis-driven (see page 115). in 
the sense that. initial Iv. I viewed all parts of all the 
interviews as potentially significant , and played the entire 
interviews. or large sections of them to mvself and 
independent informants. thus avoiding selecting just those 
parts which supported mv hyp o theses . This open-ended appr o ach 
c ('· n tr i bu ted t o the finding that the effect of face 
considerations needs to be added to any account of the 
s o urces of asynchrony in intercultural communication. 
something that interacti o nal soc i 0 Ii nqLti sts (other than 
Sco 11 en and Sc o llen ) have not tended t o foc us o n . To ensure 
tr,at read er s can look for evi _ence o f alternat ive 
interpretat ic.ns . substantial p o rti ons o f the interviews ( and 
not j u s t tho s e e '< tracts se l ected for closer analYSis) have 
been transcribed and inc l uded in appendi x A. 
Futhermore. in the analysis. I attempted to achieve a 
converqence between my interpretation and those of the 
participants themselves. bv u sinq methods modelled on t hose 
used by Gumperz and associates (see p 116 ) and by f o ll o winq 
McDermott in notinq what partiCipants do in the absence o f 
e x pected behavior ( see p 117) . 
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4 . 5 DIFFERENCES I N SCHEMATA AND CONTEXTUALIZATION CUES AS 
SOURCES OF ASYNCHRONY 
In the case of the Georqe Jane and Ge orq e - Bonqani 
interviews . then, the methods described above were used to 
test hypotheses about 
1 . the relative asvnchronv of the interviews : 
2 . the interpretative schemata the participants relied on in 
determininq what was meant at any point in the interviews (as 
noted above schemata . because they are based on participants ' 
experience of similar situations in their culture or 
subculture. constrain their interpretations by causinq them 
to predict the li kely manner in which the interaction will 
unf o ld . and selectively perceive which permutations of 
behav iours at particular staqes in the interaction constitute 
contextualization cues) : 
what features of the message form were p e rceived as 
salient. and what are possible systematic differences in 
the conte x tualization cues S . A. Enqlish and Zulu-Enqlish 
spea kers relv on in making sense of what is qoinq on in 
c o n versations . 
All the listeners (who c o mprised both male and female : staff 
and stu dents: Zulu-English and S . A. Enqlish-speaking) were in 
aqreement that the interview between Georqe and Jane was more 
successfu l than that between George and Bonqani. They felt 
that there were n o uncomfortable moments (see paqe 100 ) in 
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the Georqe - Jane interview , that Georqe and Jane understood 
one another and probably ended the interview with an enhanced 
opinion of one another and with a sense that their goals 
(aqendas) had been achieved . By contrast . the George-
Bonqani interview was described as very stressful, with the 
participants frequently misinterpreting one another, with 
little proqress beinq made with the agenda of either party, 
and with both parties probably arrivinq at the end of the 
inter v iew with a poorer ooinion o f one another. For example . 
when asked what Bonqani orobably thouqht of Georqe by the end 
of the interview . one Zulu informant responded, "Son of a 
bitch!" 
There is also evidence that the difference in levels of 
asynchrony of these two interviews can be accounted for. in 
part. in terms of culture-specific schemata or frames . Georqe 
and Jane appal~entl y have access to a schema in which the 
participants review the preparation of examinations 
retrospectively, analytically and evaluatively . To refer 
aqain to a sequence examined in chapter 3 . Jane signals that 
she shares Georqe ' s assumptions and expectations about what 
acti vity (see Gumperz 1982a : 131. 166) they are enqaqed in, by 
enqaqinq in the tarqeted (or expected) behaviour without the 
preamble or or o mots orovided by Georqe in the other two 
interviews selected for closer study . 
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very stronol y that I'd done 
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GEORGE : " 0 
remarkably short 
I f:l' 
u: h b ett~r "j ~ erf GrmEd much ~ettir 
ha~ :O ~ ': :; fir 5t 
BEORSE: I r i ~h· 
time. George and Jane achieve 
conversational cOClperation. fitting their individual 
contributions into an overall theme which fits the activity 
that they have implicitly agreed upon. Further evidence of 
the matching of expectations and the high degree of 
conversational synchrony is George ' s observation (lines 
58-60) : 
i! ': weI' I'm ~' .: \. 'i':'U" = =r;r,roa. i j ' O. : : 'r-:,i!l t .io: : ,::nt (I f "!l "i'I 
~e :aus e that :; m~r a 1r ! es5 th~ ; i~u i tiJn I w a nt? ~ to ~ut 10U in 
and the way in lines '66 and 67 George and Jane "duet" (Falk 




:ci'l find · .. ·;.ur 
Th is overlap. rat her than interrupting the smooth flow of the 
conversation , actuall y contributes to the synchrony because 
the oarticioants jointly make the same point. This 
incidently, is further evidence f o r the claim made in chapter 
3 that participants rely more on contextual information than 
on structural regularities or irregul ar ities (such as 
overlapping speech) to :determine whether or not they have 
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been inte~~upted . 
By cont~ast, Bongani does not appea~ to have access to this 
schema . Evidence of his assumptions and expectations about 
the activity appea~s only in lines 149-53 . 
149. 
lS0. 
Mo~e impo~tant . since even in int~acultu~al encounte~s common 
themes have to be negotiated and expectations adjusted, 
Geo~ge and ~ongani ma ke little p~og~ess in achieving the 
t:onve~sational coooe~ation which would facilitate this 
negotiation . Thev fail to confo~m to one an o t he~ ' s 
e >: pec tat i o ns. to bui Id on one anothe~ ' s signals, and to 
develop a consistent . cohe~ent theme. to such an e x tent, that 
Geo~ge feels const~ained to attempt t o ~enegotiate what they 
a~e doing togethe~ as late as lines 149-64. Continuing f~om 
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This lack of p~og~ess can be Da~tlv accounted fo~ in te~ms o f 
systematic diffe~ences in conte x tualization Cues the S . A. 
English speake~ and the Zulu-English speake~ ~ely on . As was 
e xplained in chapter conte x tualization cues a~e 
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"constellations of surface features of message form" which 
are "the means by which speakers signal and listeners 
interpret what the activity is, how semantic content is to be 
understood and how each sentence relates to what precedes or 
follows" (Gumperz 1982a: 131) . 
Though Bongani ' s responses in lines 7-27 (see Appendi x A) are 
not very informative, they are apparently synchronous and 
appropriate enough to assure George that agreement has been 
reac.hed as t.o what they are doing together, for George 
proceeds to signal (line 44) the first discourse task (see 
Gumperz 1982a:208) consistent with that activity. namely that 
of comparing Bongan i . s assessment of his performance on 
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considerable evidence in this extract that Bongani 
is \ uncertain of 
I 
what George wants them to do together . For 
e >: amp 1 e. there is Bongan i . s hedged, tentative reSDonse in 
1 i ne 46. Then, t oo, there the way he interprets 
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"happiest", which George uses to signal again the 
culture-specific interpretative schema (see page 147), as 
"least difficult . " Perhaps most interesting is his 
interpretation of George ' s utterance in line 58 . Possibly 
because Bongani has responded tentatively (l ines 56-57), 
George asks him to reconsider his judgment of which Question 
was more difficult. Bongani however interprets this as a 
request to reconsider whether both questions were difficult 
or not . 
An important contributing factor to Bongani's interpretation 
is his apparent failure to "read" the implicit cue provided 
by the accentuation of "equally" ( line 58). George ' s 
utterance here is marked as a single tone group or 
information unit with the nucleus p l acement - a rise fall 
pitch movement - on "equally": 
In terms of the contex tualization c o n ventions of S.A. 
Eng li sh. by contrasti vely accentuating " equally, " George 
signals that it is this part of his message that he would 
li ke Bongani to build on. After listening carefully to the 
sequence 54-58 and then being asked whether, in 58, George 
was querying the information that Bongani found the questions 
difficult to answer, or that Bongani found the questions 
equally difficult, S.A . English informants, without 
exception, opted for the latter interpretation . Significantly 
Br az iI, Coulthard and Johns (1980:56) note that in British 
English a fall-rise tone (or major pitch movement) marks the 
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information expressed in the utterance as doubly new, as 
having the meaning the equivalent of something like "That 
alters my world view " . It apparentlv has the same signalling 
value in S . A. English, for Georqe uses it to signal that he 
is surprized (or fascinated) to learn that Bonqani found the 
questions equallv difficult (something he had n o t 
anticipated ) . This meaninq Bonqani also fai Is to "read" . 
As Gumperz ( 1982a) and Gumperz. Aulakh . and Kaltman (1982) 
h ave shown for Amer ican Enqlish, the ability of partiCipants 
to effect smooth turn c hanq e o r build o n o ne a nother's 
ce·ntr ibut ions in de v elopinq an arqument o r theme deoends 
cruciall y o n shared as s umpt i on s or e xp ectat ions ab o u t how 




le x ic al 
(e . g •• l oud ness and rate of soeech ) 
and svntactic choices to siqnal. for 
e x amp l e. soeaker tr ans it i o n pOints and relationships amonq 
different oarts of the interaction . Smooth interactions also 
deoend o n particioants ' assumotions / e xo ectations about the 
balance of the siqnalling l o ad carried by choices at the 
var ious l e v els (syntactiC . le x ical . prosodic) . Bonqan i ' s 
response to George ' s u tterance i n li n e 58 is but one of a 
number of i nstances that suqqest that George and Bongani d o 
not share such e xoectati o ns . Gi v en that the orosody of Zu l u . 
a t on e lanquage . is very different fr om that o f Enqlish, and 
that few adults master the proso d y o f a second languaqe. it 
should n ot be surorisinq t o find that there are systematic 
differences b etween S . A. Enqlish and Zulu-English in this 
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respect. Pending further investigation. I hypothesize that 
1. the signalling load carried at the prosodic level is less 
in Zulu-English than in S.A. English; 
2. Zulu-Enqlish speakers do not rely on prosodic cues to 
carry out such discourse functions as those outlined above 
for American English (whereas S.A. English speakers do). 
Support for such a hypothesis comes. also. from Lanham (1984) 
who points out that research t o date suggests that syntax and 
the lexicon play the ma jor role in expressinq discourse 
functions in southern Bantu languages. and who suggests that 
this is the source of a certain category of "errors" which 
characterize a form of South African Black English (SABE) . On 
the basis of his analYsis o f data obtained by means of the 
ora I reading of te x ts by " t ypic al speakers" of this form of 
SABE. Lanham ( 1984:223) finds" that prosodic distinctions 
and their placement in the SASE " of his subjects "do not 
serve discourse functions" . 
To continue wit h the anal ysis. the failure to build upon one 
another ' s siqnals is evident in the sequence from lines 66-76 
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nur ~ ueE~ i '! n 2 
Bmj6n~:: '--'-''''''--. 
wa~ ~ _ as ~ V(U o a~sed ~u e;t icn 5 
. BON6A~H : I van 
v(:u :=::e~ .JU?t;tl(,n 2 out v·. u i : ' led :J:J?:ti::,n i rat:r . adl v 
) ~ : ! see ' ~ e r~5:: n n0W ~1~~ ~ u i~ tiQn ~ . thi~ ' : said ;~met hinq 
a ::! ·:· t!~ i)erfc·rmance ... E ncuq .. (BONGANI :cl ntinue~ tt) ~ n Ea k - un ~ i ear ! 
EOXSE: do '1 ~ 'L: '1 <ih !~. I.l kne:w YOU :0(,k2 2· 0U ••. • se,rrv 
can i c u ~ 1.1 thl?r2 
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Bonc~an i apparently interprets the 
information supplied by 
George as an indirect, implicit request to explain his poor 
performance in question one rather than to consider why his 




fa i 1 ure of 
poor progress in achieving conversational 
and negotiating a common theme is as much a 
George to conform to the expectations of Bongani 
and build on his signals as the reverse . As noted in chapter 
3, a plausible explanation for Bongani 's greater volubility 
here 
for 
than elsewhere in the inter v iew, is that he sees George 
the first time as c o nforming to his (Bongan i . s) 
expectations of the activity . namely for George to orovide 
details of the strengths and weaknesses of particular 
answers . Because George does n o t share these expectations . he 
fa i Is to see the relevance of what Bongani says, and breaks 
into his contribution rather than helps to develop it 
fur ther . As was argued in chapter 3, the oarticipants' sense 
of interruption derives not directly from observed structural 
regularities (see Bennet 1981 ) , such as speech overlapping at 
what is not a possible completion pOint, but from their 
interpretations in terms of assumptions and expectations 
which thev bring to the interaction and which evo lve in the 
course of it. It is likely, therefot-e, that whereas Bongani 
wi 11 probably have experienced this as a rude interruption, 
George ' s perceptions will have been very different. (See 
pages 129-130 for a fuller discussion.) 
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This aqain points to the possibility of systematic 
differen ces between Zulu Enqlish and S .A. English in the 
signallinq 
information 
load carried via prosodic cues and in the sort of 
signalled prosodically . There is anecdotal 
e v idenc e that Zulu-Enqlish speakers. on averaqe. speak more 
slowl y than S . A. English speakers (or are perceved by both 
qr o ups to do s o) . that pauses o f relati v ely sho rt duration do 
not f unction as t u rn e xchange siqnals in Zulu English . and 
that Zulu Enqlish spea ke r s are generally more tolerant o f 
e x tended mon oloque than S . A. Enqlish speakers are . Such 
characteristics o f Zu lu Enqlish may be related to the 
survi v al o f a s tr o nq o ral traditi o n, since Zulus have a 
sho rt histo r y o f Ii terq.cy . and to targeted relativel y 
behavi o ur 
e xplained . 
wi thi n that c u lt u re . As one Zulu informant 
what is hiqhl y va l ued within his culture is 
b ehav iour which oroceeds at a stead y . measured, dignified 
Dace . A perso n who speaks fast or without qreeting is 
percei v ed by Zul us as rude . By contrast, tarqeted discourse 
behav i ou r within S.A . English culture is that which is 
c o nsistent with Gricean ma x ims 
brief and to the point . 
(see Grice 1975 ) . that is, 
S u ch differen c es could account for the l i mited c o ntributions 
o f Zulu Enqlish soea kers in the hon o urs seminar meet i ngs 
described above , and for the more qeneral perceptions by Zulu 
Enq l ish spea kers that the y are often interrupted by S . A. 
Enqlish spea kers. and by S.A . English spea kers that Zulu 
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English soeakers are ooor contributors . The results on two 
items o f a questionnaire that I conducted with S . A. English 
and Bantu English undergraduates (most of whom were Zulus ) 
are v ery revealinq (see aopendi x B for further details >. 
As ked to choo se from four different qeneralizations about 
turn e xchange behaviour when interactinq with the other 
gr o up, 50 oercent of S . A. English speakers chose the 
genera li zat ion that Zulu Enq l i s h soea kers fail t o ta ke the , 
ooportu nitv t o s oeak when g i ven a turn, while 39 percent 
chose the qeneral iz ati o n that Bantu English soeakers fail to 
produce a whole coherent idea . By contrast. 69 percent of 
Bantu En qli sh soea ke r s cho se the qeneralization that S . A. 
Eng li s h s oea kers i n terr u pt them before they have completed 
their p o i n t. As ked t o choose fr o m three descripti o ns o f the 
behaviour o f members o f the i r o wn grouo when meeting for the 
f i rst t ime at a s o c i al g at hering . 6 0 percent of the S . A. 
Enqlis h soea kers cho se the descrioti o n that they would be 
unc o mf o rtable with e v en short silences. while only 15 oercent 
o f Bantu English soeakers chose this opti o n. 
Retur n in g t o the analysis once more, it i s siqnifi c ant to 
n o te that Bongan i seems unsure as t o ho w t o interoret 
Geo rge ' s request ( lines :84-86 ) and then qives a reol y which 
is c o nsistent with the theme he tried unsuccessf u lly to 
de v e loo in l ines 7 2 - 73. namel y the e xolan ati o n o f his p oor 
oerf o rmance. 









GEORGE: lean ~ iS K °/,)U 'IOU ri:membi:f 
the ~ut;i~ E ~Er! 
BONG ,~~~ I : I yes 
"'~ 'R'ic t I -an ~S ~: ve·i ' o) ,- °o li .. . L.._' _o __ _ 
George apparently considers this reply insufficiently related 
to his own theme/agenda to build on it , which he does by 
signalling that Bongani ShOL~ 1 d continue by using, in 
conjunction with other cues . a fall rise tone ( maj or pitch 
movement) : 
Significantl y . Brazil, Coulthard and Jo · n 5(1980 : 5 1 ) note lhat 
in British English. a f a I 1 -.. r i s e (what t h e y t erm 
referring t o ne ) , that has as its g enera l function to mar ~ the 
croo osi t i_n s e xpressed in the t on e unit as part of the 
sha red . already negc.tiated common bac kg rOLlnd of the 
participants at a particular moment in the on-going 
interaction , may also be used to signal solidarity. The cue 
would appear to have the same fLlnction in S . A. English . 
However. o nce again, it is evident that George and Bongani ' s 
expectations in respect o f prosodic cues are not shared. for 
Bongani apparently interprets George Os "yes " not as meaning 
"continue . " bLlt as a sort of pre-closure , meaning " I see. " 
A similar problem arises when George , in line 91 , attempt s to 
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continue with the development of a theme which Bongani has 





: ~ I 
GEORGE: 
BONGAN 
GEORGE: y,)U lIean y')U ••• YOU 
t he r E'adi.\j~ YC'U didn ' t ~; n w what t he readi n ~ We:· 
BONGANI: ~arts tG soeakl 
~ONGAN ! :l1 __________ '_fe_s_s ir 
Partl y because he is beginning to reply subsequent to 
" reading, " ( line 92) and partly because he does not share 
George ' s prosodic conventions, Bongani sees George as 
rec y c 1 i nq his interpretation of what Bongani said in lines 
86-66, rather than querying which of two alternative 
interpretati o ns is correct . This demonstrates the unfortunate 
c o nsequences of asynchron y in intercultural communication. 
Because the second alternative comes "at the wrong time " (cf. 
Erickson 1978) , namely when he has already started to speak 
himself, and because Zulu English speakers apparently do not 
use accent placement to signal contrastiveness, Bongani 
misses the significance of the accentuation of " know . " 
George decides (probably incorrectly) that Bongani ' s reply 
relates to the second alternative but has so little success 
in pursuing this sub-th~me that he feels obliged once again 
(line 110 ) to recycle his task initiation of line 84 ( ~ ,; n 
Bongani's response: 
t ·., 
.. . i I 
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suggests that he is just as unsure of what George is trying 
to get them to do together as he was at the beginning, while 
George (line 149) is still guessing about Bongani ' s 
assumptions and expectations 
Thus far, 
(sorr v to 
~ E fir ing 1 ~ do ' t know if ~ ou E ~ c ected ~ e tc \ "' . 1 
I have oresented evidence which suggests that the 
relati v e asynchrony o f the George - Bongani encounter in 
c o mparison with the George - Jane encounter can be accounted 
for in terms o f differences in culturally-specific 
interpretative schemata and c o nte x tualization conventi o ns . As 
I e xplained earlier, I had hypothesized before starting to 
analvze that no f ur ther e xplanation would be required, but 
was o bliged t o rec o nsider this after ana lyzing the George -
Peter encounter, to whi ch I now turn . 
4.6 FACE THREATENING BEHAVIOUR AS SOURCES OF ASYNCHRONY 
Since mismatch of culturally-specific schemata or 
conte x tualization conventions cannot be posited in the case 
o f the George - Peter encou~ter, I was initially at a loss as 
to what was responsible ' for the asy nchr o ny . A clue was 
provided by a Zulu informant who commented that Bongani 
seemed to be devious . Furt~er questioning revealed that what 
he meant was that Bongani was trying, at any cost, to save 
face. Looking at all three encounters in terms of potential 
face loss, I rec ogniz ed, for the first t i me, that the George 
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- Bongani and Geo~ge - Pete~ encounte~s we~e potentially mo~e 
face th~eatening than the Geo~ge - Jane encounter because, 
whe~eas Jane had fa~ed very well in the examination, Bongani 
and Pete~ had fared poo~ly . When pe~sons have just 
e xperienced loss of face . acts which in other ci~cumstances 
a~e not particula~ly risky become, for them, face-th~eatening 
acts . Thus close e xamination of the George - Peter encounter 
reveals that the asy nchrony is a function not of different 
conte x tua l ization c u es and /o~ mismatch of cultu~e-specific 
sc hemata, but of different "readings" by Ge o rge and Pe.ter of 
how face threatening t he activity Geo~ge signals he wants 
them to engage in t og eth~r, ~eally is. 
The key t o understanding this. is the insight provided by 
studies o f politeness behaviours rep or ted o n in chapter 3 . 
Thi s namel v . that part i c ipan ts . in i n te~ ac t i on all y 
const i t u t in g conte x ts f o r thei~ tal k . sig nal to one another, 
no t merely what is happening ( the a cti vi t v ) . but also wh.:. 
each 
what. 
is at each moment in the un f ol ding of the interaction : 
for e xample, their relative status is and hence what 
are their communicative rights and obligations (including 
ri ghts to the floor) and how close or distant their 
relat ionship i s . In the :George - Peter encounter, as in the 
Geo rge Be-.ngan i and ~eorge Jane encounters, George 
consistently uses what are l o wer numbered st r a tegies in Br o wn 
and Levinson ' s diagram o n page 7 6 what correspond to 
La koff" s c larit y and camraderie styl es or mod es of presenting 
self and what Scollon and Scollon refer t o as solidarity 
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pol i teness) • apparently to signal his view of that part of 
the context concerned with the relationship bet 'Neen the 
participants . This is, namely . the relationship associa t ed 
with the symmetrical solidarit y p oliteness system (- p ower. 
- distance) desct~ ibed by Brown and Lev in s on (see ch~pter 3 . 
page BIZ» Such a relationship is consistent ~"i t h the 
democratic style of t.eaching used in the course . However, 
this view of their relati o nship and rights and obligations 
Pet.er (li nes 57-67 ) appears to challenge . and in the process 





; ; I 
" ;'; 
I nternal evidence that George e xperiences Peter's behaviour 
here as face- threatening is his metacomment in lines 68-70. 
which also suggests that George sees the inter ac t i on a 1 
trouble the y are e xp eriencing as having t o do with Peter ' s 
view of their relationship . However, cl oser e ~ amination of 
not only t.his e x tract but of other parts o f the transcript 
suggests an alternative explanati o n . Putting aside f or the 
moment their definition of the relationship between them . 
there are o ther ' reaso ns f o r George e xper i enc i ng P etet" s 
behav i OL.\r in t his as face threalening . For one 
\ 
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thing . Peter challenges George "s assumption that what they 
should be doing together is retrospectively reviewing the 
preparati o n of the examination in which he fared so poo rl y . 
by attempting to short-circuit this activity ( lines 64-67 >, 
Then too. he denies George t he floor by means o f the 
strategies o "f increasing volume and speed ( line 57 > and o f 
PLI t t i ng words in George "s mouth ( lines 64 - 67> . Perhaps mo s t 
i mpc·r t 3. n t, i f Peter were attempting t o redefine that part o f 
t he c onte ~ t c o ncer n ed with their relationship. he wo uld ha v e 
u sed p o l i ten e s s s t r ateg ies whi c h signa l such a relati o n sh i p . 
Ho we v e r h e is c o nS i stentl y v o luble and shows a preference f o r 
1 o w--n u mber"e d . pa rt. icular I v b ald -on - rec o rd . s o lidar"ity 
s t rategies i . e . similar str ategies to those used b y Geo rge 
and c onsi ste n t wit.h a symmetri c al s o lidarit y po liteness 
s y stem . To retur n t o the q u e s ti o n o f thei r vi ews of t he 
relat ionship between them. what Peter a ppear s t o be d o ing in 
" " 
t h is e x t ract i s n o t s o mu ch cha l lenging Ge o r g e "s as sumpti o ns 
a b o u t p o wer a n d distance v al u es . as impl y ing that Ge org e. in 
i n s i sti ng t hat they pa i nst a k ing ly wor ~ thr oug h a proce s s 
whi ch Pete r f ind s very face threa ten in g. is be i ng 
u ns y mpat hetic. i . e . behaving in a way n o t consistent wi t h the 
re l ati o ns h i o thev bo th a ssume to be i deal . The idea that 
s o l i darit v be h a v i o ur includes direct e xpressi on s not o nl v o f 
g oodwil l but. also host i lit y . i s c o mmented o n in chap t er 3 
( see pa g es 7 2-7 3 ) . 
In t he 1 i ght o f what I had observed in the Ge o rge - ~eter 
enc o unter, I re - e x a mined the George - Bongani e ncounter and 
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disc o vered that face considerations played an important role 
in that interaction as well . 
Whereas Peter consistently uses what are low-numbered 
strategies in Brown and Levinson ' s diagram on page 73 




( wh i c h 
Bongani 
correspond 
tends to use high-numbered 
t o Lakoff ' s distance and 
deference styles and which Scollon and Scollon refer to as 
deference p o ] iteness ) incl ud i ng not performing the face 
threatening <'le t i . e . beinq taciturn . These strateqies are 
consistent with tho se used b y the less powerful particpant i n 
the asymme h~ ical politeness system ( +power, +distance ) 
described b y Brown and Lev i nson (s ee paqe 80). A clear 
e x am p le i s his USE' o f the add r ess t er m "siy-" (line 93) , a 
absenCE? of 
hiqt1-numbel~ed st l~ateg y which contrasts wit h the 
an y address term earlier in the interaction, and 
which represents an attempt t o deal with what is bec o ming an 
ever mo re stressful encounter by signalling that he does not 
wi sh to c hallenge George in an y wa y . Then t o o , Bongani's 
fai lure t o claim the floor, and t o resist attempts by George 
t o ta k e i t from him, may be seen as going o ff - record or 
avoidinq performing face - threatening act s i . e . beinq 
tacit urn (strateqies 4 & 5 in Brown and Levinson ' s diaqram on 
pag e 7 6 ) • I ron i cal 1 y • while deference strateqies, and 
taciturnity are intended to avoid imp o sition of 
neg otia ti ng o nes view of the world (see page 7 8 ) . Bongani ' s 
deference challenges George ' s vi ew o f the part of the con te x t 
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concerned with their relationship . by disputing the values he 
assigns to distance and power . 
We see . then. that an important source of asynchrony in both 
the Georqe Bongani and Georqe Peter encounters is 
behaviour which participants e xperience as face - threatening . 
However an important difference is that whereas George and 
Peter seem to share assumptions about the nature of that part 
of the c o nte x t concerned with relationships, and about 
appropriate 
strategies ) 
met tK' ds of presenting se 1 f < po 1 i teness 
in such a context, George and Bongan i ' s 
assumpti o ns are very different . 
4 . 7 CULTURALLY-SPECIFIC INTERACTIONAL STYLES AS SOURCES OF 
ASYNCHF.:ONY 
No d oubt a numb~r o f explanations can be of fered for Bongani 
consistently optinq for deference strategies in circumstances 
where Jane and even Peter <also a male s t ud ent who had not 
fared well in the e xamination) conSistently opt for 
s o l idar i ty strategies . Included amongst these might be 
e xplanations in terms o f the pers o nalities of t he 
participants, including their attitudes to people of 
different s o ci o- cultural bac kgrounds fr om the ir o wn, and 
t heir past interactive e xperience and re lationships . Without 
den y ing the possiblity t hat suc h factors might have played a 
r col e, want t o suggest that Bongani behaves as he does 
because this behaviour is consistent with what is 
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viewed as a desirable interactional style in his culture and, 
therefore , a style that he has been socialized into . I want 
to suqgest , further , that this style tends to be preferred 
because it offers its users certain (especially short-term) 
benefits , but that its use in intercultural communication 
c o ntr-ibutes to asynchr-ony and to the generation of negative 
cultur-al ster-eotypes. 
Bef o re de v eloping this argument fur-ther- . I wish to str-ess 
that b y style, her-e, d o not mean a distinct code with its 
o wn ph o nol o gical gr-ammatical r-ules, or- even a var-iet y 





of those senses is an analyst's categor-y . 
mind, is a par-ticipants ' category i.e . 
Dr-edispositions to behave communicat i v ely in certain way s 
r-ather- than other-s o and ther-efor-e the ten dency to see cer-tain 
featur-es of the s urface form of messages (markers of style) 
r-ather- than other-s 
pr-edispositions ar-e 





signalling value . Such 
a Dr-oduct of previous 
but renegotiated in the cour-se of 
e ach inter-action i . e . style in this sense is dynamic r-ather-
than static.. 
As was noted in chapter- 2, Br-own and Levinson ar-gue (page 79 ) 
that patter-ns of 
sor-ts of social 
politeness str-ategies associated with the 
r-elationships ( dyads) which predominate in 
par- tic Ltl a r- cultur-al grOLtps contribute to distinctive 
in t er ac t i on a I styles which constitute a crucial part o f the 
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cultural ethos of that group. These styles. as Lakoff 
explains. become a target for the members of the group to aim 
at and to judge themselves and others by , since they 
represent that group's notion of how a good person should 
behave. I hypothesize that an important characteristic o f the 
targeted interactional style of Zulu English speakers is the 
pattern of politeness behaviours associated with the third 
p o liteness s y stem identified by Brown and Levinson i.e. 
solidarit v politeness and. therefore. volubility used by the 
more powerful participant speaking "down" and deference 
p o liteness used by the less powerful participant speaking 
II L\D" : 
.. .. +.' 
Other distinctive fe~tures of this style I hypothesize are 
the sets of schemata and conte x tualization cues Zulu English 
spea kers make use of in interacting. some o f which are 
identified above. 
Ev idence that wt1at is , represented in this diagram is the 
predc'minant type of social relationship amongst at least one 
Zulu commu nity c o mes from ethnographic findings reDorted on 
by Chic k and Claude (1985) . They point out that studies o f 
family relationships in the Valley o f a Th ousand Hills a rea , 
a densel Y' :lopulated rJ eri - - Ul~ ban area o f KwaZ ulu . I~ e v ea l t h at. 
as y mmet r i ca l r e lat i 0n sh i ~5 between parents and ~hildren ar e 
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t . , and that the asymmetr y is particularly marked in the .yp 1 C a .l , 
case o f fathers and children . They report , further, that 
according to Zulu informants, such relationships e x tend 
beyond the family as well , and are true certainly of the 
relationships between male adults and children in general . 
Thus it is regarded as acceptable for adults to as k any 
chi ld , including those who are strangers, to run errands for 
them, and for an adult t o chastise a child who is not his 
o wn. Significantly , Chick and Claude also find evidence of 
the "l ea k age" of the interaction style associated with such 
relati o nships into the Zulu English interaction of classrooms 
in the area . Such interaction is characterized by teac hers' 
volubility and pupils ' individual taciturnity (most o f the 
pupil ' s contributions taking the form of group chorusing ) . 
Sinc.:e, as the George - Bongani encounter illustrates , the 
consequences c) f using deference strategies are not always 
favourable , it is worth speculating about why deferenc.e 
behaviour should have become, for Zulu English, the targeted 
behaviour o f persons ta king on subordinate roles in 
interacti o ns. and why it apparently continues to be such even 
in urban area s where there is more opportunitv for 
interaction with members of groups who use different s tyles. 
One reasc'n could be t heir status as a dominated group in 
Sou th Afri can S OCiety o v er many Years . As Brown and Levinson 
argue, the diff erent gl ob al politeness systems are created as 
a con s equence of the different ways groups typically treat 
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the f a ctors D. P and W (see page 79) . When the lowly sta t us 
of a group per s i s ts over a long period of time, deferenti a l 
behaviour associated with the less powerful participant in an 
as y mmetrical politeness system can become a conventionali~ed . 
tarqeted communication style . 
Related to this reason is another . namelv . that deference 
politeness brings short-term benefits to people in relatively 
powerless positions in societ/ . The high-numbered . deference 
strategies appear be survival strategies ad op ted 
consistent ly by members of dominated gr oups in their 
i nteracti on s with members of d o mina n t gr oups . It helps ensure 
that they do not seem t o be challenging the authority o f the 
more powerful persons they are interacting with, nor to be 
familiar . Even when interacting wi thin their own gr o up , 
deference strateqies seem t o o ffer benefits . Chic k and Claude 
show that a teacher and pupils in a classr o om in the Valley 
a Thou sand Hills area co-ordinate their v erbal and 
non-vel~ba I behavicours in accomplishing the chOI~using 
sequences so typical of classroom interaction in this area , 
in a rema kably synchronous wa y . They hypothesize that this is 
possible because they are able to draw on their shared 
imp I i cit knowledge of the conventions associated with their 
culturally-preferred interactional sty le . Significantl y , they 
show , further , that this style serves i mpor tan t social 
func tions . They pOint out that universally the p o tential f o r 
face loss in classr ooms is great, but that tt,is is 
particularl y so where rela,tionships are asymm~' trical. This is 
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because, in such circumstances , impositions tend to be 
treated ver-y seriously . Chick and Claude show that the 
chorusing behaviour referred to earlier, enables the pupils 
t o par-ticipate in ways that ar-e not likely to occasion face 
loss . At the early stage of the lesson they anal ys e , pupils ' 
opportunity to talk is reduced to group chorusing, which, for 
the most part. takes the form of confirmative responses . 
r esp onses which are merely repeating infor-mation on the 
chal k b o ard . o r information which has been re - cycled a number-
of times by the teacher-. The indi vi dual pupil ' s need to save 
face is accomplished b y the repetition of information which 
reduces the chances of being wr-ong in public . and by allowing 
him t o participate (to feel that he belongs) but within the 
safe~y of the group . 
Deference could have become targeted conventi o nal behaviour 
f o r Zulu English speakers in subordinate r oles for an other 
reason: anecdotal evidence suggests that for- them. despite 
the er osion o f ki nship ties. particular-Iv in urban areas, the 
set of persons they want to be similar to and liked b y (as 
o pposed to the set they want merely to admire a special trait 
or abilit v they have) is larger than it is f o r S . A . English 
speakers (see Brown & Levinson 1978 : 249) . The first set for 
S . A. English speakers usually in clud es only immediate family, 
close friends , and a select group of colleagues , wherea s for 
Zulu English speakers . it usually includes k inship o r Deer 
group . This m~ans that competitive, baldly o n - record, 
solidarity strategies are more ris ky for Zulu English 
17 0 
spea kers than for whites , which could account for stereotypes 
of Zulu English speakers as unwilling to innovate or to ta ke 
ris k s and responsibilities . Significantly, 29 percent of S . A. 
English 
Appendix 
speaker respondents to the questionnaire (see 
B) described Zulu English speakers ' behaviour as 
" mo dest and respec t fu I" whenever the latter were as k ed by 
someone in authority about their ( the Zulu English spea kers ' ) 
k n o wledge, abilities, o r achiev ements ; 28 percent described 
t hem a s " rather unsure o f themselves . " Only 4 percent chose 
t he resp o n s e that the Zulu Engl ish speakers were " rather' 
boastfu l o r c o c ky , " a nd o nl y 3 percent that they we r e 
" c 0n f i den t and pLlr oose fu 1. " 
An o ther I~eas c, n f o r d eference becomin g targeted be haviou r 
cc.u 1 d be t he he a vy weighting in terms 0 f potential fa c e loss 
gi v en to certain acti v ities b y Zulu speakers (see Br o wn & 
Lev in son 1978 : 249) . F o r e x ample , Go wlett (1979 : 7 ) has pointed 
o ut tha t. rather than ri sk the potential face loss of a 
confrontation with an employer, many blac k s leave without 
n o tice, thus sacrificing their jobs. The querying of 
superi o rs instructions, according to Gowlett, is similarly 
fa c e t hreaten i ng, which c o uld acc o unt for the tenden c y for 
b lac k s t o interpret as be~ t they can instructi o ns they d o not 
f Ll I 1 y u nder' s tand, I~ ather than as k f o r c I ar i f i cat i on . 
Sev enty-nine percent o f S . A. English spea kers who comp l eted 
the questionnaire referred t o above cho se the opti o n that 
Bantu spea kers " gi v e the impression that they u nderstand when 
they d o n ' t," in preference to the o ption that they tend " to 
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be so concerned with the facts that they often fail to sense 
what YOL mean" or the option that they "say so if they don ' t 
understand what you mean or want." Misunderstanding o f 
intentions and motives from this source may underlie 
stereotypes of black employees as irresponsible and as 
lacking in initiative, self confidence, and openness . 
Thus far I have attempted to explain why the deference 
identified as the behav i c'ur associated with what I have 
distinctive interactional style of Zulu English speakers in 
sub o rdinate roles has been preferred. and have pointed to a 
number o f benefits it offers its users . To conclude I want t o 
suggest that a stvle which serves Zulu English spea kers well 
in s o me circums ances, often creates problems f or them when 
interactinq wit h S . A. English speakers . 
Despite the fact that George and Bon gani 's communicative 
backgr o unds overlap far less than d o those of George and 
Peter, the encoLlnter between the latter pair is no less 
synchr o n ous than that between the f o rmer . Howevel~ , 
siqni ficantly, the outcomes of these encounters are very 
different . The asynchrony in both enc oun ters is stressful for 
the particip~nts, but the degree of misc o mmunication is far 
great.er in the George - Bongani encounter than in t he George 
- Peter encounter . Whereas at a late stage in their interview 
Bo nqani is still uncertain as to what it is that George wants 
them to do together , Peter is clear at a very earl v stage of 
their interview what Geo~qe ' s intentions are . The asynchrony 
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in the latter stems not from uncertainty about the activity, 
but from Peter ' s disputing as to whether this is something 
that Georqe should put him through . Perhaps most important, 
is the effect of these encounters on George ' s evaluation of 
their attitudes and a bilties. While, as a consequence of the 
interview . George judqes Peter as over - sensitive, he d o es no t 
see him as less able than he i s . Bv contrast . h i s int~r v iew 
wi t h Bong ani leads Ge o r c e t o per c eive h im, p r ob ab. v 
as having fe w i d e as o f hi s o wn a n d as be i n g 
unl i k e ly t o b e ab l e t o ta ~e initi ati v e f or h is own learni n g. 
On it s o wn t he interacti o n between George and Bongani i s n o t 
very s ignificant e xcept f o r the partiCipants . However . it is 
Dossible to see tho. t a number of such unsatisfactor y 
enc o unters can, o ver time . contribut e to biographies o f 
st u dent s in wor k situati o ns of empl o yees ) as les s 
c ompetent 
( and 
than t hey are . judgements which can "lea k " i n t o 
mc're f o rma l evaluation pr ocedures . St i 11 more important . 
negative evaluations of indi v iduals when they recur over a 
number o f interactions tend to be genera l ized to the gr oup as 
a whole . an d where such generali z ation s are already a part o f 
a per son ' s c u ltu ral knowledge, they tend t o be confirmed . In 
this wa y . I s u ggest, negative cultur al stereot y pes at-e 
generated and confirmed . 
Mv e xperience suggests that there are a number o f Sit u ati on s 
(many of them gatekeeDing situati o ns - see page 111 ) s uch a s 
j o b inter v iews and u ni v ersity s eminars and tutorials i n wh i ch 
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t h e targeted style for S .A. English speakers is symmetrical 
solidarity behaviour (that which is consistent with the first 
of the dyads illustrated by Brown and Levinson - see pag e 
sen . In such situations S .A. English speakers who hold most 
of the positions of power tend to expect the less powerful 
par-ticipants (the student or job interviewees) to "exh ibit" 
or "display" (see Scollon and Scollon 1981 ) i . e . t o be 
v,=oluble and to risk sharing their schematic worlds. Zulu 
English speakers . however, tend to a~sume that it is the mo re 
pc·wer f u I 
defet~er ce 
participant who sho uld be voluble , and that 
is appropriate behaviour from less power-ful 
participants. What potentiall y compounds the confusi o n is 
Ulat t h e solidarity behavioLlr consistent with the symmet r' ical 
so l idar i ty politeness system preferr-ed by S .A. English 
in these situati on s is often in distinguishable from 
ttat associa ted with the mo re power-ful participant in the 
as v mmetr-ical system pr-efer-red by Zulu English speakers. Thus 
solidaritv behaviour by S . A. English spea kers is sometimes 
~ercei v ed of by Zulu English spea ker-s in terms of their own 
patter n , as power play e.g. banter or teas ing is frequently 
mis in tercreted . By the same t oker , when ZLI]U English speakers 
show deference where S . A. English speakers are e xpecting 
s o lidarit y . they are often perceived as silent . withdrawn and 
insufficiently assertive . Since, in trying to repair such 
situations , S .A. English speakers usually o pt for further 
solidarity and Zulu English speakers for further deference, 
the asynchronous effect is often cumulative. 
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This account suggests a partial e xplanation 
for the 
percepti o ns (stereotypes?) of white supervisors in the Durban 
area o f their blac k employees (see Griessel and Schlemmer 
1985: liZ)) tha t 
they find it difficult to give instructions to 
whites: 
they behave t o ward s whit es in a deferential way (i . e . 
li ke child ren ) : 
the y do n o t relate 0 n a person-to - person level to 
whites : 
the y lac k a sense of humour : 
they do n o t mi x social Iv : 
they do n o t questi ~n superiors . It often bec omes 
clear that bl ac k employee s do not understa n d 
instructions, y et t h e y hardly e v er query instructions 
or q ive feedbac k in the communication process . 
Bef o re c l os ing, I need t o add that 1 recogni z e that this 
acc o unt o f culturall y-spec ifi c styles i s a gr o ss 
oversimp lifica ti o n . Clearl v it will always be possible to 
point t . a particular Zu lu English speaker whos e 
interac . ie.n al styl e does not correspond to thut described as 
t vpic al fo r the gr o up . Ev en if one were t o ignore t he 
possibilitv that there is movement in what a particu ' ar g roup 
cons iders an ideal style at anyone time ( and here o ne needs 
to all ow f o r t he p ossi bil i t y that t he pace of mov ement is 
greater ur ban than i n rural areas) the st y le of an yone 
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individual is likely t o be more o r less typical. This is the 
s o urce o f qenerali z ati o ns about individuals as , for example, 
e x tr- o verted or introverted . Such j udgements are clearl y made 
in terms of the targeted behaviou r o f a particular cultural 
gr oup. so that a person who in terms of conventions of a 
particular culture is viewed as e x tr o verted may in terms of 
the very different conventi o ns o f another be perceived of as 
intr overted. An o ther s o urce o f inc o nsistency is that 
tar g et ted s t y les are usua l l y no t c o nsidered appr o priate in 
all conte x t s o r situ ati o n s . Thus a spea ker who behaves in an 
appr op riatel y deferent i al manner i n a wide ran ge o f 
s it ua t ions when i nte r a c ting wi th member s o f his o wn c u ltu ral 
g r oup. ma y f i nd it "na t u r al " and c o mf o rtable t o " displa y " i n 
d i fferent s i t u a ti on: an d be re wa r d ed by h is gr ou p f o r d o ing 
s c,u rc. e o f i nc o n sisten c y i s tha t, as La k o ff 
o bse r v es ( s ee p age 73 ) commun ic at ion s t y les are 
con v enti o nali z ed be h a v i ou r an d that i n t h e c o nte x t of 
l o ng - st and ing relati o nships p arti c i p ants come t o feel that it 
i s s afe t o dr o p this c o n venti o nali z ed behaviour and behave as 
t he y real l y feel. Inc o nsistenc y fr c.m t h i s sou rc e. incidentl y 
is a fLlr t her s OLlrce o f miscommun icati o n . S . A. English 
s p ea ke r s 
di spl a y ed 
somet imes d o n o t reco g nize t h a t t he defer-en ce 
by Zul u En gl i sh s pea k er s i s in fa c t c o nventi o nal 
·::, r c ustomar y ra t he r than wha t 1S r eall y fe l t . Whe n . then . 
Zu lu s ref use t o b e " tr eated as d oorm a_ s , " as t heir 
b e h a v i o u r a p pears t c· i n v i t e, o r subm i t de fer en t i a 1 
r esen t f u 1 1 v t o it , t h e v ar e p ercei v e d as un re l iable, fi c k l e, 
i nc o nS i stent, o r e v e n ill o gical. 
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4.8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The focus of this chapter is on what the analyses of 
data following methods developed by in t er- ac t i on a 1 
interactional sociolinguists reveals about the sources and 
consequenc e s of miscommunication in Zulu English - S . A. 
English encounter-s o This adds to our understanding of the 
relati o nship between language and conte x t by revealing how 
s o ci o -cultural inf o rmati o n enters into the interpretation . 
The fine-grained analyses of two intracultural encounters and 
o ne intercul tLlral encounters reveals that intracul t u ral 
intercultural c ·:-,mmu n i cat i on may be as asynchron o us as 
communicati o n . They also show . howeve r . that the sources o f 
suc h asynchrony, in each case, are very different , as also 
are the c o nsequences of the as y nchrony . There is evidence in 
this data that culturally-sp ecific schemata . systematic 
differences in contextualizati o n cues and different preferred 
modes for presenting self (politeness behavi ours) are major 
sources o f asynchrony in intercultural c o mmunication . Such 
differences. r hy po thesize , characterize cultur- ally-preferred 
inter- ac t i on a 1 styles , so that asynchr o n y in intercultur-al 
encounters ma y be explained in terms of mis - matches of 
interactional 
intracultural 
e x tent, 
s ty les 
shared 
in t h e 
styles . There is also eviden c e that in the 
encounters the partiCipants . 
assumptions about preferred 
to a mar k ed 
interacti on al 
interview situ ati o n, so that c o nf l ict r a ther 
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than a mismatch of styles needs to be oosited as the source 
of asvchronv. Another waY of exoressino this difference. is 
that whereas asynchrony in one of the intracultural 
encounters (that between Georoe and Peter) is not accomoanied 
bv sionificant miscommunication. miscommunication is marked 
in the intercultural encounter. as a conse~uence of which the 
Zulu Enol ish student is judoed as less comoetent than he is. 
It is suqqested that where such neqative evaluations of 
i ndividuals recur over a number encounters. they tend to be 
qeneralized to the cultural qrouo as a whole. In this way 
neqative cultural stereotvoes. features of the wider macro 
context. are interactionallv oenerated in the micro contexts 
of everyday conversational exchanoes. 
Of course. because they are based on the findinos of the 
analYsis of a limited data samole. these conclusions need to 
be seen as tentative onlY. In order to further test the 
adeouacv of the exolanation of the sources and conseouences 
of asynchrony in intercultural communication. it is 
necessary. I suooest. to analyse not merely further Zulu 
Enol i sh S.A. Enol ish encounters. but also. for reasons 
outlined in chaoter 5 (see oaoe 224). encounters between 
members of these orouos and members of other qrouos. With 
th i sin 
involvino 
mind. I carried out a further case study. this time 
Afrikaans Enol ish S.A. Enqlish encounters. I 
reoort on this research in chaoter 5. 
N.B. I al 6eoroe in the interviews. 
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5.0 SOURCES AND CONSEQUENCES OF ASYNCHRONY IN AFRIKAANS 
ENGLISH - S.A. ENGLISH INTERACTION 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
To further examine the contribution of interactional 
sociolinguistics to the understanding of the relationship 
between language and context I report, in this chapter, on a 
project involving the video recording and analyses of a 
number of intercultural encounters between, in this case, 
native speakers of Afrikaans (Afrikaans English speakers) and 
of English (S.A. English speakers). 
In chapter 4 an explanation of this relationship is offered 
in terms of how socio-cultural information in the form of 
culturally-specific interactional styles contributes to 
asynchrony in intercultural encounters, in the context of 
which participants are misinterpreted and misevaluated, and 
negative cultural stereotypes generated. The main purpose of 
the research reported on in this chapter is to investigate 
whether this explanation holds also for Afrikaans English -
S.A. 
test 
English interaction. In other words, the purpose is to 
the assumption that in such encounters, also, 
culturally-specific interactional styles contribute to 
asynchrony, 
misevaluation, 
which results in miSinterpretation, 
and the generation of negative cultural 
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stereotypes. A secondary purpose is to establish what some of 
the distinctive features of such putative styles are i.e. 
what schemata and contextua l ization cues do the two oroups 
rely on in establishino what activity they are enqaqed in. 
and in establishino the coherence of their talk. and what 
ways of presentino self (politeness strateqies) do they 
prefer in constitutino that part of the context concerned 
with relationships. 
5.2 BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 
The opportunity to collect data which would enable me to 
inYestioate whether culturally-specific interactional styles 
were sources of asychrony in interactions between Afrikaans 
Enol ish and S.A. Enol ish speakers. and. if so. what the 
nature of these styles is. was provided by Enqlish lanquaqe 
courses which. toqether with two colleaoues. I desiqned and 
conducted for an Afrikaans bankino oroanization. 
Before desiqnino the course we were informed that the bank 
was attemotino to exoand from its base in predominantly 
Afrikaans-soeakinq areas of the country. into 
Enolish-speakino ones. Proqress towards a qreater share of 
the Enolish-speakino market was slower than the bank deSired. 
and its trainino department had identified as one of the 
inhibitino factors the poor ouality of interaction between 
manaoers and senior personnel. and Enolish-speakino clients. 
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This they saw as caused by what they perceived as the 
bankers' inadequate knowledge of the English language. and 
expressed the view that a language laboratory programme might 
be a suitable solution. 
From the beginning we were sceptical about both the diagnosis 
and suggested solution. Though the training department had 
more information about their personnel than we had access to. 
we found it difficult to perceive them in deficit terms. For 
one thing. they are people who have completed at least ten 
years of study of English at school; who probably have had 
considerable exposure to English television. and who 
possibily. for various periods of time. 
predominantly English-speaking communities. 
have lived in 
They are also 
people who have risen to relatively high positions in their 
profession and therefore can be assumed to be more than 
reasonably competent in the communicative aspects of their 
jobs. at 
clients. 
least when interacting with Afrikaans-speaking 
We therefore guessed that they would have a high 
level of linguistic competence in both English and Afrikaans, 
and that they would be pragmatically competent in terms of 
the socio-cultural norms of the Afrikaans community. if not 
those of the English community. Evidence from their 
performance in written and spoken tasks during the course and 
the post-course evaluations suggested that we had guessed 
accurately. 
Perhaps most important. we were dissuaded from a deficit view 
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of the needs of these bankers by our reading in interactional 
sociolinguistics. Interactional sociolinguistics, as was 
noted in chapter two, presents a view of communicative 
competence <which embraces both linguistic and pragmatic 
competence) as less what is in individual heads ( i . e. 
knowledge) or even what an individual displays in 
interaction, and more what is mutually accomplished by all 
the participants in an interaction. What this means in the 
particular circumstances of these bankers, is that 
culpability for unsuccessful interactions between the bankers 
and S.A. English-speaking clients would need to be ascribed 
to both parties, and not to the bankers alone. 
METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION AND THE LIMITATIONS OF THE 
DATA COLLECTED 
From our point of view as course deSigners, and from my point 
of view as researcher, data collection would, ideally, have 
taken the form of video recordings of interactions between 
the bankers and their S.A. English speaking clients in their 
actual working situations, and completed early enough for the 
findings of the analyses of the data to have informed the 
course design. Because we did not have the resources <time 
and money) for such a procedure, we chose the "option of video 
recording simulated banker-client interviews which were 
scheduled early in the courses. Each course was a week in 
duration. 
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As is noted in the discussion of methods of data collection 
in chapter 3 (see page 112), what is Questionable about 
simulated interactions as sources of data. is how authentic 
the data collected in this manner really are. To try to 
ensure that the interviews were as close to those experienced 
in their work situation as possible, the bankers were 
encouraged to bring to the interview anything that would make 
the situation more like it would be at work. Then too, 
although the roles were prescribed (those of banker and 
c lien t) the topics for discuss lon, the goals of the 
participants. and the manner in which those goals were to be 
arrived at were left very open-ended. The bankers were told 
that prospective clients would be coming with genuine 
opening reQuests for information concerning overdrafts, 
accounts. investment possibilities and so on, and that they 
were to treat the clients ' reQuests as authentic ones, and 
give the type of advice/information that they would normally 
give, and make the judgements they would normally make. The 
"clients " 
for them, 
were asked to choose what was a real life problem 
in relation to which they would welcome the 
advice/information/services supplied by a banker. 
Evidence that some of the bankers felt that their interview 
lacked authenticity came from their claim that, in the real 
situation, they would have performed better. Then, too, it 
needs to be acknowledged that the simulated interviews 
d i f fer from what takes place in the work situation in a 
number of ways. For one thing, the very open-endedness of the 
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simulated interviews, which was intended to contribute to the 
goal of authenticity, ironically, introduced an artificial 
note. It was not possible to match up the clients with 
bankers who were experienced in dealing with their 
particular problems, something which would usually take ~lace 
in the work situation. Some of the bankers, therefore, were 
placed in the situation of having to deal with a matter they 
were insufficiently well informed about. Related to this, is 
the fact that some of the bankers were obliged to grapple 
with problems without the aid of props such as tables, 
prescribed forms and so on, which are available in their work 
situation. Another difference which may have contributed to 
the participants not behaving entirely naturally, was the 
recording process itself. The video-recording necessitated 
the presence of not merely a more obtrusive recording device 
than was the case with the sound recordings for the project 
reported on in chapter 4. but the presence, also. of a 
prOjectionist. Interestingly. though, although we had 
anticipated that the bankers would complain that this 
interfered with their performance. almost unanimously they 
stated that after a couple of minutes they forgot about the 
recording. 
The most significant difference. in my view. is that the 
consequences for the participants of the outcome of the 
interview were different from what they would be in a real 
situation. Although the clients were asked to bring real 
problems to the interviews. for the most part, they were not 
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anticipating that these problems would be solved in the 
interviews i.e. it did not really matter to them if they did 
not get the services, facilities. advice they were looking 
for, and this would probably have made them more tolerant of 
what they perceived of as incompetence. rudeness, and so on, 
than they would have been in the real situation. By the same 
token. the bankers knew that they did not have to suffer the 
conseQuences of unwise generosity. or of losing a valuable 
c lien t. 
On the other hand. the similarities are probably greater than 
the differences. Although the conseQuences of the outcomes of 
simulated and real interviews would probably be different. 
what would probably have made the simulated interviews as 
potentially stressful as real interviews. at least for the 
bankers, is the knowledge that their performances would 
subseQuently be observed and judged by their peers. Internal 
evidence of the authenticity of many of the interactions also 
came in the form of comments like: " I mean .•.• is your bank 
genuinely able to provide that facility?" The fact that some 
of the "clients" subseQuently went on to do business with the 
bank provided external evidence of authentiCity. The opinions 
of non-participants about how authentic the interviews were, 
were also elicited, which meant that data which were 
considered dubiously authentic could be excluded. 
In sum, although it is reasonable to have doubts about the 
authentiCity of all the data. and while portions of some 
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interviews are clearly inauthentic. I believe that there are 
grounds for arguing that there is sufficient similarity 
between them and real interviews, for at least tentative 
about how the participants behave general i zations 
illteractionally in real situations, to be based on the data 
collected 
observers) . 
(or at least that part judged authentic by 
In all, 32 interviews were recorded. Although the client. in 
each case. was a fluent English speaker. it was not possible 
to get sufficient numbers of native born S.A. English 
speakers. Thus. for the purposes of research, only the 18 
interviews that involved native born S.A. English speakers 
(or. in one case. an English speaker who, although born out 
of South Africa had lived in the country from a very early 
age) were considered. Without exception the clients were 
either academics or administrative university personell, 
staff. 
5.4 METHODS OF DATA ANALYSIS 
The presence of the bankers on campus for the purposes of the 
courses, and the fact that the recordings were used for 
teaching purposes, provided excellent opportunities for 
eliciting these participants ' interpretations of what took 
place in the interviews, thus helping to ensure a convergence 
between analyst's and participants ' viewpoints. Inhibiting 
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factors, in this respect, were the limited time available and 
the fact that, for this and other reasons, the analysis of 
the interviews had to be done initially in a group context. 
As the description of the methods in chapter 3 shows, the 
close-grained sociolinguistic analysis of interactions is a 
very time-consuming process in which analyst and informant 
have to view and review the recordings a great number of 
times. and in which the analyst has to elicit from the 
informant interpretations, judgements and other information 
about progressively finer details of the discourse. Since the 
learning needs of the bankers had to be given priority over 
my research needs, it was not possible to schedule sessions 
with individual informants during the courses. Then too, 
although it is possible to elicit the interpretations of a 
group of informants at the same time, my experience is that, 
where informants are also the particpants in the interactions 
being examined, they often find it difficult to be as frank 
and open about their interpretations in a group context, 
particularly when that group includes their peers. 
For this reason, the methods of analysis employed while the 
courses were in progress were limited to eliCiting the 
participants ' perceptions of how succesful the interviews had 
been, of whether they had achieved their goals or not, of the 
general level of synchrony/asynchrony, and of how the 
interviews affected their views of the other participant ' s 
attitudes, motives and abilities. Closer analysis was left 
until a later date. Thus, immediately after the conclusion of 
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the interviews, clients and bankers were asked to complete 
written questionnaires designed to elicit such general 
perceptions (see appendix C for further details). The 
following day the bankers were given the opportunity to view 
the recording of the interview they were involved in, and, in 
order to see whether or not their perceptions changed or not 
when thev were observers. they were asked to complete the 
Questionnaire again. In the final session of the course, the 
bankers were given the opportunity to view the interviews 
involving all 
in all>, and, 
the bankers on their course (between 7 and 1~ 
at the conclusion of each, asked about their 
general perceptions of each. Thereafter they were informed 
about the participants ' own perceptions of the interviews, 
and. to carry the analysis one stage further, were asked to 
suggest, by referring to the details of the interaction, what 
could account for such perceptions. However, because of the 
limited time available (which meant that it was not possible 
to replay the portions referred to, to check on the accuracy 
of recall and on the plausibility of the explanations) and 
the fact that, at that stage, transcripts were not available, 
what could be achieved by this means was limited. 
At a later stage certain of the interviews were selected for 
transcription and closer analYSis using the same methods as 
those used in the project reported on in chapter 4, and using 
as informants the clients and independent viewers who share 
the socio-cultural 
c 1 i ents. 
backgrounds of either the bankers or the 
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5.5 CULTURALLY-SPECIFIC STYLES AS SOURCES OF ASYNCHRONY 
Since the main purpose of this study was to test the 
assumption that a mismatch in interactional styles can 
account in part for asynchrony in Afrikaans English - S.A. 
English interactions. it was necessary. as a first stage in 
to identify instances of asynchrony. Since the analysis, 
interactional sociolinguistic accounts of interruction (see 
chapter 3) lead me to believe that measures of asynchrony are 
to be arrived more accurately by finding out how participants 
experience interactions, than by counting instances of 
structural irregularities (such as overlapping speech at what 
is not a "possible completion point " ). I turned to the 
questionnaires for guidance. The participants ' responses to 
the direct question about how stressful they found the 
interviews, and more indirect questions relating to their 
evaluation of the other participants and to the outcome of 
the interview (e. g. whether they would welcome or avoid 
future contact) were used to provide a rough and ready 
measure of the level of asvnchrony. on the basis of which the 
6 " most asynchronous " interviews were selected for closer 
analysis. 
Before outlining some of the more significant findings which 
emerged from the analyses, I wish to emphasize that I did 
not assume that a mis-match of styles would be responsible 
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for all asychrony experienced. The analysis of the George -
Peter encounter reported in chapter 4 shows very clearly 
that sources of asynchrony can be other than cultural. I was 
also aware that a potential source of discomfort for some of 
the bankers and, therefore, also for their clients might be 
an inadequate knowledge of English grammar and lexis, which, 
though not without cultural content, is possibly more 
accurately classified as linguistic than as cultural. The 
assumption I attempted to test is that a mismatch of 
culturally-specific interactional styles is the source of at 
least some of the asynchrony experienced. 
An interview which appears to provide some support for this 
assumption is one involving an academic. Mark, who in the 
interview. is introduced to the banker by title, Professor. 
and surname, and one of the bankers. Kallie, who, again, is 
introduced by title, Mister, and surname. Only a portion of 
this 
this, 
interview is examined here. though, to contextualize 
and to allow the reader to search for an alternative 
interpretation to that offered here, a description is given 
of the part of the interview which precedes it. 
The interview opens with informal discussion initiated by 
Kallie about the academic ' s disciplinary affiliation. and the 
bank ' s interest in dOing business in the Durban area. Kallie 
then asks Mark how he can help him, and Mark talks at some 
length about the source of funds he wishes to invest, and the 
fact that, and reasons why, he wants advice on how best to 
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invest the sum on a short term and then later on a long term 
basis. Kallie advises fixed interest investments with the 
bank. Mark Queries the wi sdom of this. suggesting that the 
tax may be punitive. He asks whether the share market would 
not be a better alternative, and is warned against it on the 
grounds that a layman would be out of his depth. Mark then 
suggests unit trusts. and is told that that, too, is 
inadvisable because of its link with the stock exchange. The 
interview continues: 
121. "ARK: Is that n.,t sa fe 
122. KALLIE: ~it is safe but a I think YOU haye 
123. le.re flexibility if vou stav With~ lore (unclear ) .. 
124. "ARK: I lean are YOU not a a is 
125. your bank into the share the share lar ket at aliI lean are 













no business for your bank 
KALLIE (slilinq ): I nc. certainl y I 'd l ike 
to keeo your business with Ivself 
"ARK: 
s., i lust br ing 'IOU 
bac k into a fi xed interest inYestlent with oursel ves 
"ARK: I I see ... 
bu t J (Quic kenino uo) tean are YOU thinkina orincioal lv 
• )f your interest 'or IV interest in' this r~nClear ) , .. 
KALUE (sliling ): no obviousiy 
the client 's interest is oaralount so I lust give 
YOU the best oackaQe which J believe is a .•.•... 
Quite apart from the participants ' own reports on the general 
level of asynchrony of the interview as a whole. namely that 
thev found this interview stressful at times <item 1 in the 
Questionnaire) • there is some internal evidence of 
async hr ony. In this extract there are two instances of 
overlapping speech <lines 123 & 124 and 135 & 136) which 
would probably have been experienced as interruptions i.e. 
competitive , face-threatening behaviour. Further evidence 
that the partiCipants failed to Co-ordinate their behaviour 
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svnchronously, and in a way which matched UP with their 
expectations. is Mark's subsequent observation that Kallie ' s 
hl" S queries "came too quicklv", which he responses to 
interpreted as superficial slickness. 
An examination of the politeness strategies employed by the 
participants and the contextualization cues by which these 
are signalled and interpreted. give some hint as to the 
source of the asvnchronv. In lines 124-127 and 134-135 Mark 
challenges the soundness of Kallie ' s advice. which is 
face-threateninq behaviour. That he is aware of the potential 
for face-loss and attempts to off-set this, is evident from 
his action of smiling (and here we see the advantage of video 
over sound recording as a source of data). an expression of 
and his choice of interrogative form, an solidaritv, 
indirect. deference strategy. Although Kallie seems to 
interpret the significance of the cue, smiling. accurately. 
for he responds to it by smiling himself, he apparently fails 
to see the cue of the interrogative form as salient. Brown 
and Levinson (1978:253) explain that "the fact that indirect 
acts are highly conventionalized in English means that in 
most circumstances usinq an indirect act implicates that the 
speaker is trving to respect the hearer's negative face." If 
Kallie "s behaviour here is tvpical. and the other data 
suqgests that 
character i st ics 
it is. then one of the cultural lv-distinctive 
of Afrikaans English is that. in it. 
indirectness (Brown and Levinson "s off-record strategy) is 
not a conventionalised means of expressing politeness. To 
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return to this extract. the interrogative form serves as a 
face-saving strategy by leaving Kallie the face-saving option 
of interpreting the utterance as a Question rather than an 
accusation. the speech act which S.A. English-speaking 
informants felt Mark intended to imply. The options open to 
someone accused. are to admit guilt or deny it, and at face 
value Kallie seems to accept guilt (lines 128-129) 
128. KALLl E (sl ili nQ i: no certa inly I 'd li ke 
129 . to ~ ee o vour bus iness with Ivself 




KALLI E (sa iling) : no obviously 
the client 's interest is oaralount so J lust Qi ve 
vc,u tne bes t oac kage which I believe is a ...... 
Significantlv though, in both cases, he does so while smiling 
(solidarity behaviour) which means that either he is showing 
a ca llous disregard of the face - threat involved in 
accusations. denials and inconSistencv of responses to 
repeated accusations. or he feels that less loss of face is 
involved than most S.A. English-speaking informants. 
including Mark, feel there is. The latter of these two 
interpretations is supported by Kallie ' s written observations 
about the interview after viewing the recording for the first 
time. Clearly he did not consider either his or Mark's 
behaviour as offensive. Asked to reflect on his own behaviour 
and that of Mark he observed: " I allowed the client to feel 
comfortable and that he was in charge of the conversation 
i . e. to freelv challenqe me " and " The client did not become 
aqitated when I disagreed with his views and ultimately 
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accepted my views". The second obse~vation is at odds with 
Ma~k ' s obse~vation afte~ the inte~view that he was completely 
unconvinced bv Kallie ' s a~qument. and that he was offended bv 
what he pe~ceived as an attempt to fo~ce him into an 
investment which was in the bank ' s inte~est ~athe~ than his 
own. as also is his ~eponse in the questionnai~e (item 2) 
that he would not consult Kallie aqain. 
The ~ole of politeness behaviou~s in the miscommunication 
he~e suqqests what may be pa~tlv ~esponsible fo~ the 
asvnch~onv of this ext~act. the diffe~ences in the 
inte~p~etations of the pa~ticipants. and Ma~k ' s neqative 
evaluation: a mi smatch in thei~ pe~ceptions of the 
~elationship between them. and an inability to neqotiate that 
pa~t of the context conce~ned with a mutually acceptable 
definition of that ~elationship. because they do not sha~e 
p~efe~ences fo~ pa~ticula~ kinds of politeness behaviou~s. 
and do not always ~ecognize the cues which signal such 
behaviou~s. 
In chapte~ 4 (page 173) I hypothesized that the ta~geted 
style fo~ S.A. English speake~s in a numbe~ of key situations 
is svmmet~ical solida~ity behaviou~. What the inte~views 
involving the banke~s ~eveal is that. in those situations at 
least, S.A. English speake~s display a mixtu~e of solida~itv 
and defe~ence politeness, and that the defe~ence st~ateqy 
of indi~ectness is pa~ticula~lv favou~ed. This is something 
that is b~ouqht into sha~p focus bv its appa~entlv being 
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disoreferred by Afrikaans Enolish soeakers. Such a mis-match 
could account for the neoatiye cultural stereotypes of S.A. 
Enolish speakers referred to by one Afrikaans Enqlish 
informant. namely "that they don ' t say what they mean " and 
that in conYersation " hulle loop met ' n draai" <literally-
they walk an indirect route"). What the apparent mixture of 
styles suooests. is that the interactional ethos of the S.A. 
Enolish speakinq oroup is in a state of transition. with a 
moyement f rom a oreference for sYmmetrical deference 
ooliteness which. accordino to Brown and Leyinson is tarqeted 
behayiour in the U.K. t o a oreference. in at least some 
situations. for symmetrical solidarity politeness wh i ch. 
accordino to the same source. is oreferred in the western 
U.S.A •• To reoresent this diaorammatically. the moyement is 
from 
soeaker- - - - ----- hear er 
-P+D DEFERENCE 
hearer ... ---------------ssoeaker 
to 
soeaker------ - - - ---- ... hearer 
-P-D SOLIDARITY 
hearer +,----- ---- - - -- sneai: er 
The interYiews suooest. fur ther • that. by contrast. the 
taroeted ooliteness system for Afrikaans Enolish speakers. at 
least when communicatino with stranoers. is similar to that 
oreferred by Zulu Enolish soeakers. namely solidarity 
behaYiour on the oart of th t " e oar lClPant who has hiqher 
status. and deference on th t f e par 0 the less powerful 
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However. while in most of the interviews the bankers seem to 
behave in a manner consistent with such a putative 
interactional stvle. thev do not in all. Prompted bv what I 
observed in these exceotions. and bv the findings of certain 
sociolinguistic studies (about which more below). I 
hvpothesize that the preferred stvle when communicating 
within the ~roup, which would usuallv be in the medium of 
Afrikaans rather than Enqlish. is one in which status 
d if ferences are emohasized but in which distance is 
minimized. In this politeness svstem. higher status 
participants. as in the other oreferred svstem , exoress 
solidaritv politeness (thouqh. as I explain below. choosinq 
"softer" forms of solidaritv such as "terms of endearment " ) 
and the lower status oarticipants a mixture of solidaritv and 
deference politeness. This can be represented 
diaqrammaticallv as follows: 
+P-D 
s Dea ker~ 
hearer _____ SOLI DAR IH-__ _ 
-nEFJ SOL----------=-~hearer 
----soeaker 
Support for the notion that S.A. Enqlish and Afrikaans 
Enqlish speakers. tvpicallv or conventionallv treat the 
factors of power and distance differentlv. comes from a 
number of sources. Odendal (1976) orovides evidence that the 
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Afrikaans community emphasizes status differences more than 
the Enqlish speakinq community does (And here we need to 
remind ourselves that. accordinq to Brown and Levinson 
(1978:255). in commmunities where power or status differences 
tend to be emphasized there is the tendency for superiors to 
use solidarity. and particularly bald-on-record strateqies. 
when speakinq to subordinates and for the latter to use 
deference politeness in response). He notes that. by 
comparison with American Enqlish norms (described by Ervin 
Tripp 1972). there is within the Afrikaans-speakinq community 
a wider ranqe of status- marked situations where "status is 
clearly specified. speech style is riqidly prescribed. and 
the form of address of each person is derived from his social 
identity" (Ervin Tripp 72:227). Ways in which status 
differences and specifically deference to persons of hiqh 
status is siqnalled. is the honorific "u " . an option which is 
not available in English. except in conservative reliqious 
discourse i • e. " thee" and " thou". Another way of showinq 
deference is the use of what Odendal refers to as "Sydelinqse 
aanspreekwyse" (lateral address forms). namely. the use of 
family and formal titles. some~imes repeated in the same 
utterance. in referrino to the speaker. where. in Enqlish. 
the second person " yOU " would be used e.q. 
"Goeie lore e"~II . Kan ek oe •• helo'- (Good lorninQ unc le. can I helo uncle?) 
"Kan buur.an vi r I V se •. •.. ?· {Can vou tell ee nei ghbour •.. ) 
uMeneer kan liaar vi r ~ se seun clok vra. (Si r can al so ask sir ' s son) 
By contrast. it would sound very archaic to an Enqlish hearer 
to be addressed; 
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·Excuse Ie neio hbour •. •.• • 
It is interestino. thouqh. to note ~ome instances of 
"sydelinqse yorme " in Enqlish in such hierarchical 
oroanizations as schools and the army: 
·Si r. can ask sir a favour?· 
or even 
°Mr rleadmaster. sir . wDuld like t 
In the banker client interview I found evidence which 
suqqests that these conventionalized ways of treatino the 
factor of power in Afrikaans influence the ways in which 
Afrikaans speakers use Enqlish. However. it is not only in 
terms of the way they treat the factor of power that S.A. 
Enolish and Afrikaans Enqlish speakers differ. What 
apparently contributes as much to the distinctive Afrikaans 
interactional style. is how distance is treated. It would 
appear that in many situations Afrikaaners emphasize distance 
much less than Enqlish speakers do when speakinq. This could 
account for the extension of kinship terms such as "oom" 
(uncle) and " tannie" (auntie) well beyond those with whom the 
speaker has blood ties. It is. incidentally. interestinq to 
note the leakaqe of Afrikaner norms in this respect i nto the 
EnOlish-soeakinq community where. for example. the terms 
" uncle " and " auntie " are widely used by children addressinq 
adults who are close family friends. 
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As noted above. what seems crucial in determininq whether 
this demohasizing of distance affects the choice of 
ooliteness strategies (whether the first or second of the 
stvles illustrated above is chosen) is the identification of 
the hearer as either "in-grouo" or "out-grouo". Where 
subordinate hearers are oerceived of as not belonginq to the 
qrouo (as being stranqers rather than "volk"). bald-on-record 
strategies seem to be oreferred. Where subordinate hearers 
are oerceived of as in-grouo. solidarity is signalled not 
baldly. but softened by teaSing. jokinq and what Wolfson and 
Manes ( 1980) refer to as "terms of endearment". Such 
strategies belong to a sub-cateqory of what Brown and 
Levinson ( 1978) term "solidarity 00 Ii teness" • What 
distinguishes this sub-category is that all strateqies 
An examole involve the mechanism of claiming common ground. 
of " terms of endearment" is the wide use of diminutives: 
"niggie" (little female cousin): "kindjie" (little child): 
"neefie " (little male cousin): "liefie" ( lit tIe love). 
Steenkamo (ms) observes. oerceotively. that these diminutives 
"are ways of re-inforcinq the oower co-effiCient but in such 
a way that the concomitant element of orotectiveness is 
uppermost e.q. I (Mamma) am big and powerful - yOU (kindjie) 
are small and vulnerable - I undertake to look after you." 
Terms of endearment such as "dear" or "sweetie" are also used 
by Enqlish soeakers soeaking "downwards". but aooarently less 
fre~uently. esoecially by men. Since "softened" forms of 
solidarity ooliteness are hiqhly conventionalized in 
Afrikaans. their use imolicates that the soeaker is trYing to 
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respect the hearer ' s need to be accepted and appreciated i.e. 
to belona. Below I present evidence which suaqest that 
hiaher-status Afrikaans Enqlish speakers sometimes use this 
form of solidarity behaviour when interactinq with stranqers 
i.e. theY treat them as if they were members of the in-qroup 
even thouah theY are hot. This is consistent with the second 
hypothesized Afrikaans Enalish interactional style described 
above (see paae 186). 
Solidarity forms of the in-aroup variety are apparently also 
used more often bv Afrikaaners in addressinq eauals (e.q. ou 
man (old man): ou kerel (old bov); ou bul (old bull): ou kat 
(old cat» and even when speak ina "upwards" (e.q. prof.. dok. 
(doc. ) en doom. (rev. ) ) . This suqqests that. in in-qroup 
interactions. Afrikaans speakers addressinq superiors use a 
mixture of deference and solidarity politeness. which is also 
consistent with second hYPothesized Afrikaans Enalish stYle 
described · above. Bv contrast. "old man" and "old bov" are 





while "prof." is rarelv used bv junior 
Odendal 76:111) and " rev." seldom if ever 
Evidence that lower-status individuals behave in accordance 
with the oerception of a +POWER/-DEFERENCE relationship 
within the Afrikaans community is supplied bv Steenkamp (ms). 
In her mother children (2 qirls aqed 7 and 10) 
interactional data she found that in every instance where a 
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chi ld addresses her mother, she uses, instead of the 
appropriate second person form ,"jy " (you) or " jou" (your). 
the third person "Mamma " , thus accordinq status (+power) to 
her i . e. a deference strateqy. Siqnificantly, thouqh. she 
does not find any eyidence in her data of the extreme 
deference strateqy of taciturnity which the research reported 
on in chapter 4 suqqested is preferred by lower status Zulu 
Enqlish speakers. Siqnificantly. also, not once is another 
hiqhly conventionalized means of conferrinq status used. 
namely the honorific " u " , probab 1 y because, accord i nq to 
Steenkamp, the distance implied in its use is too qreat for 
the relationship involved. The de-emphasisinq of distance may 
also exolain the volub i litv of the children in her data. She 
also ooints to an instance in her data where t~e mother 
exploits the siqnallinq value of the contextualization cue 
" Mamma " in her culture. In the relevant extract the mother 
qives the same instruction three times. the first two times 
usinq "ek" (I) but the third time usinq " Mamma " . In this way 
she reminds the children that the context they are in is one 
characterized by a +POWER/ - OI STANCE relationship (or as 
Steenkamp puts it. the mother offsets the face loss involved 
in not havino an instruction carried out by "oullinq rank " 
and indirectly demandino deference) but, at the same time. 
reminds them of the close-knit nature of their relationship 
and of the obliqations associated ~ith such a relationship. 
However. no instances of in - qrouo solidarity behaviour from 
lower-status Afrikaans Enqlish speakers are evident in the 
banker -c I i en t data. Th i s could possibly be because 
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lower-status individuals fear that hiqher-status individuals 
from another qroup will be offended if thev are treated as if 
they were members of an in-qroup when theY are not. Further 
investiqation is necessary to see whether this aspect of the 
second hvpothesized Afrikaans Enqlish style needs to be 
revised. 
To show what this account of the culturallY-specific 
interactional styles of the two qroups can contribute to an 
understandinq of the sources of asynchrony. it is necessary 
to examine the Mark - Kallie encounter further. Accordinq to 
Afrikaans informants. Kallie would have perceived Mark. who 
is older and better educated than himself. as the superior . 
and as "out-qroup " . He would. therefore. probably have 
expected Mark to use predominantly bald - on-record strateqies. 
Instead we note that even where Mark feels himself imposed 
upon (his neqative face threatened) he adopts such 
deferential strateqies as the use of the interroqative form 
in accusinq. and such neutral feedback as " I see " (l ine 13). 
By this response he apparently means " I hear YOU but am not 
convinced " • 
acceptance. 
but the banker probably interpreted it as 
Kallie ' s consistent failure to interpret the 
meaninqs impliCit in the deferential (off-record/indirect) 
politeness employed by Mar k . could account for Kall i e ' s 
perception that. despite some asynchronous phases. the 
interview had been a mutuallv satisfactory one. 
Mark ' s perception of the relationship between them was quite 
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absence of exoected behaviour. I sUQQest that what Mark is 
imolyinq in what he says in lines 124-127 
124 . MARK: I lean are you not a a is 
125. your bank into the share lar ket at all! lean are 
126. you not advisino Ie to avoid that because (sli lin91 that ·s 
127 . no business for your oank 
and 134 - 135 
!34 . but J (ouickenino UO ) lean are vc.u thinkino orincioal Iv 
135 . of your interest or I V interest in this 
is that Kallie is not conforminq to his exoectation that he 
would aooear (even if only hvoocriticallv) to out Mark ' s 
interests before those of the bank. One oossible exolanation 
of why Kallie failed to meet Mark ' s exoectations. is that he 
is incomoetent. However. such an exolanation is at odds with 
the unanimous oositive evaluation Kallie received from his 
oeers. when. at the end of the course. they viewed the 
recordinqs. This ooints to another oossible exolanation in 
terms of culturallv - soecific schemata. I hvoothesize that 
Mark ' s exoectations described in the orevious oaraqraoh. 
reflect culturallv-soecific schemata. One such schema 
includes the exoectation that an investment advisor is 
exoected to suqqest a number of oossible investment ootions. 
and toqether with the client work out the advantaqes and 
disadvantaqes of each in terms of the client ' s soecific 
circumstances and needs. This is a schema which Kallie 
aooarentlv does not have access to. Another such schema 
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includes exoectations about how oeoole establish their 
credibility. I n the liqht of what takes olace in a number of 
the interviews (includino the one between Mark and Kallie) 
and a comoarison between business corresoondence eminatinq 
from Afrikaans orientated and Enqlish orientated bankinq 
institutions (see Adendorff. Chick and Seneoue 1985). I 
hyoothesize that Afrikaans Enqlish soeakers tend to try to 
establish their credibility by beinq emohatic and 
consistent (and therefore assume that this will be convincinq 
to others). 
oresentino 
while S.A. Enolish soeakers tend to do so by 
themselves as emoathetic. This miqht also 
exolain why Kallie does not suqqest a number of different 
investment ootions. why his resoonses to Mark ' s suqqestions 
is to briefly ooint out one or two neqative features of them. 
whv he does not comoare different ootions. why he does not 
attemot to relate the various ootions to Mark ' s oarticular 
circumstances and needs. and. above all. why he does not 
shift his oosition at all in resoonse to Mark ' s oueries and 
arouments. This analYsis suqqests a oartial exolanation for 
the neqative cultural stereotyoes of Afrikaans Enqlish 
soeakers 
doqmatic. 
as conservative. authoritarian. inflexible and 
Further evidence of the validity of the assumotion that a 
mis - match of culturallY-soecific interactional styles is the 
source of asynchrony. and that the distinquishinq features of 
these stYles are as described. comes from an interview 
between Bob. who is in his early thirties. and Johan. a 
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va no I 've . . . just oat sale ouest ions about a UI a oortfolio 1'1 
letber of staff in the universitv and I never seel to find enouqh toney 
to be able to save and (soeeding uo ) 1'1 just gettino a little 
concerned about it so what) •.. what I 'd like to oet frol vou is a 
sale advice on organizino IV investlent o')rtfolio at the IIl)lent I 
don't have one . .• ) don ' t I don ' t aanaQe to Dut aside anv loney at 
all to save so what 1 al lookino at is all the different 
oossibilities that are ooen to Ie 
JOHAN :\so at this staoe you 've oot no 
savinos acc ount no nothino at all 
o BOB : \nothino at al l 
JOHAN:\ so vetU work 
on a current account on a creditor basis 
~. an I al outt ino in a 
voluntarv contri but ion into IV because that 's subsidized bv the 
oovernment ... so ... l ' il oavi nq an extra R200 into t v into IV bt)Od 
which wi ll Dav off the bond in 7 years so . •• in a sense I would regard 
that as an 
.... BOB: e.ther than that 1' 1 1'1 not ~aY ino anvth inQ 
are YOU navino ~ budoet eyer y ~onth do vou wor k on a budoet 
- 0 - BOB:I no n"t 
.i us wor k on a tooth tt) Mnth baSi5r~ntinues . ) 
JOHAN: °a J think that it is 
VH 'I luc h ilO(lrtant !!soecia llv f 'r I ) oresule if vc'u ve<u are marr ieo 
yes ya ..... 
JOHAN:/ your wi fe dot's the oUdQet 1 bel ieve ... ana a ... the oest 
th i n9 is t<l do is to have a budget everv .;;;I.;.;on.:..;t.;;.h __ -, 
BOB:~ 
an to see what alount vou can save 
BOB: 
... ooen a 
savi nos account w w w with a with an allaunt that is R50 is the new 
allount at the IOlent and a save ev every tonth sign a stOD order fros 
the current account 
BOB: va 
JOHAN : to to the sayinos account ever . onth and when 
when when it ' s accrued to about a a9h at least about R100 R280 ' r 
s(lmethino 
BOB : II 





14.5 at the loment 
~hen 1 would alst) adv ise a vou can 0- YOU incose tax 




















































JOHAN: \there 's annuitv 
~ 
(lower volule) dealino kind of yOU know a substantial alount to annuitv 
for 10 years (volule rises ) that is also tax free 
BOB: r ioht 
JOH AN: they deduct it 
frol your inc ole tax 
~. do ve.u think its a oe.od e.r a bad thinq 
that 1'1 outtino R200 into IV bond do you think it would berrr;e 
JOHAN: I I I think 
it ' s actually it ' s I won't say it is unwise but actuallY it is 
yes a YOU can take that R200 and out that in an annuity laxilu, is 
~ 
750 oer annul ve,u can deduct that IRc.nthly frc'l or Yea rly fre.1 your 
incole tax ... because because ... your your bond is secure 
"B08:1L 
YOU got ODt a insurance on the bond 
BOB:\ r ioht 
JOHAN:~ YOU oass 
so actuallY its its worth 
lore to your wife and an your kids to have that house oaid with a 
blQqer bond than a less~r alDunt still owed to the bond 
ah thinkino about the YOU know tax free subsidy YOU know because 
I ' ~ oaYinq an extra R200 Der Bonth into I V bond Dut R160 Dr no sorry 
R140 aoor ox i~atelv R140 is subsidized 
. JOHAN: (nod ) 
BOB: 
as an allowance frol ~e central qavernlent 
JOHAN:~ yes I see ve va va 
real deduction Ihaye frol IY salary is R60 
oet Rt40 tax free 
JOHAN:lis a actuallY a si xty rand 
yes ...... no I I ",ould also also a ~ood inyeshent if there 's incCtle 
tax orablels if there any arohle!s is this ... a a oost office 
6 6 lonth 9.5 oercent also also incole tax 
free thats oaid after 6 lonths YOU can draw as and so forth YOU oet 
interest every 6 lonths so I I would advise to ooen a savin9s account 
YOU lust have that 
As with the Mark Kallie encounter. the questionnaire 
revealed a mismatch in the perceptions of the participants as 
to how synchronous and how satisfactory the outcome of this 
interview was. with the S.A. Enqlish speakinq client. once 
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aqain. beinQ less satisfied than the Afrikaans Enqlish 
banker. Johan reported that he experienced the interview as 
comfortable. that he felt that there was some chance that Bob 
would do business with the bank aqain. and that he believed 
that Bob was reasonablv satisfied with the services he had 
provided. As he out it. "I told him how he should invest his 
monthly surolus funds. I believe he received the messaqe" and 
"The client was reasonable. in need of advice and acceotable" 
(acceotinq?) . Bv contrast. Bob reported that he found the 
interview stressful at times. and that he would not do 
business with the bank aqain. and criticized the banker for 
not initiatinq enouqh and for beinq too reliant on himself 
for ideas. 
Part of the exolanation for this mismatch of oerceptions. I 
suqqest. relates to culturallv-soecific schemata. Bob 
aooarently relies on much the same schematic knowledqe as 
Mark in the first interview: knowledqe that Johan. like 
Kallie in his interview with Mark. does not seem to have 
access to. In lines 1-8 we qet some idea of what Bob ' s 
overall qoals are for the interview. and what his 
exoectations and assumotions are about the activitv they are 
to enqaqe in. I suqgest that "advice on orqanizinq my 
investment portfol io" is intended to serve as 
contextualization cue which will activate in the mind of the 
hearer much the same schema as is siqnalled by Mark in the 
first interview analYsed i.e. one in which the exoectation is 
that the oarticioants will enqaqe in a oroblem-solvinq 
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exercise in which the advantaqes and disadvantaqes of various 
investment opportunities are examined toqether with the 
circumstances. needs and qoals of the client. and decisions 
made about how to invest available funds in an investment 
which will best assist the client to packaqe (portfol io) 
satisfv his needs and reach his qoals. 
Either the cue "advice on orqanizinq my investment portfolio " 
is not salient for Johan. or he does not have access to the 
schema described. for. rather than enqaqe in the expected 
behaviour. he builds on what is apparently merely a 
subordinate theme for Bob. namely the fact that he has no 
funds presently available for investment because he is usinq 
surplus funds to accelerate his bond repayment. Accordinqly 
Johan proceeds to qive Bob advice on how to save (lines 
29-48) • Bob ' s comment after viewinq this part of the tape. 
was that. here. Johan fails to answer the central auestion. 
What becomes apparent as the interaction unfolds. at least to 
S.A. Enalish observers. is that Bob would like the 
accelerated repayments of the bond to be considered as one of 
a number of options. in arrivina at the best investment 
oackaae. with oossiblv the amount used for this ouroose beinq 
reduced. or this option beinq abandoned altoqether in favour 
of an investment better suited to Bob ' s needs. qoals and 
circumstances. However. when Bob attempts to make this point 
Johan does not build on this contribution. (lines 14-20). 
probably because he does not see it as very relevant to the 
activity he assumes they have aqreed to enqaqe in. namely. 
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one in which Johan provides advice on how to save and Bob 
checks to see that he has understood adequately. After 
listeninq at some lenqth to such advice Bob (lines 62-63) 
attempts. as he sees it. to qet the discussion " back on 
track " by askinq Johan to evaluate the accelerated bond 
repayment as an investment. This time Johan does build on 
Bob ' s contribution. but not in the manner in which the schema 
described above would lead Bob to anticipate. Johan does 
compare accelerated bond rapayments as an investment with an 
annuity investment. and presents reasons for preferrinq the 
latter. However, he does so without establishinq, for 
example. how much of the additional R200 repayment is coming 
out of Bob ' s own pocket. what s i ze the bond is. what size sum 
the annuity would be on maturity. how inflation miqht affect 
both types of investment. what Bob ' s immediate and long term 
needs are and so on. That Bob anticipated such behaviour is 
evident f r om h i s observation that Johan "threw out the 
suqqestions in a vacuum" and his subsequent supplying of some 
of this information himself without the promptinq of Johan 
(lines 82- 90) a sequence in which he also implicitly calls 
on Johan to reconsider his evaluation in the liqht of this 
f urther information. Johan siqnals explicitly that he 
understands what Bob says here: 
BB. 
91. 
JOHAN: ah yes I see 'Ie ya <:t,rt d 
JOHAN : is a actuallY R60 rand yes 
However. probably because such an interpretation is 
inconsistent with the schema he has accessed, and because he 





as an allowance fr oe the cen tra l oovernlent 
JOHAN: ah yes I see ve va va 
Johan apparently fails to interpret Bob ' s utterance as an 
invitation to reconsider. This is apparent from the fact that 
rather than do so. he suqqests another investment (Post 
Office savinqs certificates). Tp us. as much as five minutes 
after the start of the interview. the participants show 
little evidence of havina constituted a mutually acceptable 
definition of what activity it is that they are enqaqed in, 
such that they can make better sense of their individual 
moves in that activity. 
The fact that Johan does not shift his position about what is 
Bob ' s best course of action. in response to further 
informat i on supplied by Bob (which, as I have explained, can 
be seen as an imp 1 i cit invitation to reconsider his 
evaluation of the accelerated repayment of bond arranqement) 
suagests that we have here further evidence of a mis-match of 
cultural lv-specific schemata. aqain of the sort observed in 
the Mark - Kallie encounter. These are schemata which include 
the expectations. on the part of S.A. Enql i sh speakers. that 
credibilitv is established by beinq empathetic. and on the 
part of Afrikaans Enqlish speakers. that this is established 
by beinq emphatic. Evidence that Bob expected Johan to be 
empathetic comes from his complaints that Johan " was not 
concerned with savinq me money " and that " he was reeling off 
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suqqestions that were in a vacuum without contextualizinq 
them into mv situation and my problem." 
Sianificantly. the consequences of the mis-match of schemata 
were 
were 
not merely that certain neqative cultural stereotypes 
confimed (about which more below> but also. that Bob 
judqed Johan as incompetent as a banker. In Bob's words. 
Johan is "not a banker who has internalized bankinq policy to 
the extent that he could solve my problem." As I understand 
it. what Bob means here is that Johan does not know 
sufficient about the workinas of the subsidized housinq loan 
scheme to be able to advise Bob adequately. And. indeed. part 
of the explanation of the unsatisfactory outcome of this 
interview could be that Johan was not adequately informed. 
However. much of the information that he required in order to 
be able to advise Bob could onlv be obtained in the context 
of the interview. What the above analysis suqqests. is that 
the reasons for Johan not securinq this information before 
makinq his recommendations have at least as much to do with 
predispositions to be emphatic rather than empathetic. and 
Johan ' s perception of the activity they were enqaqed in. as 
with Johan ' s competence as a banker. 
As with the first interview. there is also evidence that a 
further source of the asynchrony and of the mis-match of 
perceptions of how successful the interview was. was a 
difference in the participants ' perceptions of what their 
r-elationship was. what politeness behaviours were 
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appropriate. and a failure to neqotiate in the interaction a 
mutuallv acceptable definition of that part of the context 
concerned with the relationship between the participants. 
Accordino to Afrikaans Enqlish informants. Johan. who is 
siqnificantlv older than Bob. would have considered Bob 
junior to him in status and out-qroup. In terms of the first 
of the putative cultural lv-specific stvles described above. 
he would. therefore. have reqarded appropriate politeness 
from himself as solidaritv (and predominantlv bald-on-record) 
str ateqies and from Bob deference strateqies (though not 
taciturnitv). Bv contrast. Bob reported that he saw himself 
as senior in status. which means that. in terms of the 
putative S.A. Enqlish interactional style described above. he 
would have reqarded appropriate politeness behaviour as a 
mixture of solidaritv and deference strateqies from both 
participants. At least two reasons for Bob ' s verv different 
perceptions and expectations suqqest themselves. One is that, 
as noted above. status differences tend to be emphasized less 
in the S.A. Enqlish speakinq community than in the Afrikaans 
Enqlish speakinq communitv. Another is that aqe differences, 
as one of the factors which enter into judqements about 
status. seem to weiqh less heavilv with S.A. Enqlish speakers 





of the transcript reveals that Bob and Johan 
the most part. in wavs consistent with the 
perceptions the relationships between them and the putative 
culturallv-specific stvles described above. From Bob ' s 
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perspective. appropriate deference behaviour from Johan would 
have involved invitinQ Bob to explain his circumstances and 
needs and Qivinq him ample opportunity to do so. while 
appropriate solidarity behaviour from Johan would have 
involved him beinQ sufficiently empathetic. Instead Johan 
displays what he sees as appropriate (bald-on - record) 
sol idar i ty behaviour: shortly after the start of the 
interview he starts sUQqestinQ a solution (line 29): 
...... 
29 . JOHAN: V(lur wi fe does the budqet 1 b e li ev ~ ... and a ... t he best 
30. to do is tel ...... 
before. as Bob sees it. he has established what the problem 
is. thus threateninq Bob ' s neqative and positive faces (see 
paqe 67>. Of particular siqnificance in this reqard is the 
way. here. rather than inquire how the household finances are 
handled in Bob ' s home. Johan states what his assumptions 
about this are. This he does usinq a fallinQ tone on the 
tonic syllable "bud " in the word "budQet". rather than a 
risinQ tone which. in terms of Afrikaans Enqlish norms (as 
also S.A. Enqlish norms) would have siqnalled that he was 
reQuestinq confirmation of his assumptions rather than merely 
statinQ them. This is an interpretation confirmed by the 
judqements of Afrikaans Enqlish informants that they did not 
perceive Johan as askinQ a Question here, and the observation 
that in line 21 he uses a risinq tone on the same syllable on 
two occas i ons. apparently to invite confirmation of an 
assumption. Of siqnificance. also. is Johan ' s response (lines 
65-66) to Bob ' s inquiry ( lines 62-63) as to whether he has 
acted wisely or not in acceleratinq his bond reoayment. In 
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the S. A. 
manv other 
Enqlish speaking community (as also. presumably. 
communities) it is very face-threateninq to tell 
someone thev have acted foolishlv. or to be told that one has 
acted foolishlv even if one has invited such an evaluation. 
Johan seems to recoqnize the potential for face-loss. for he 
hesitates. seems to be optinq for the deference strateqy of 
euphemism: 
! won ' t sav it ' s un wise 
but finallv opts for the bald-on-record strateqy: 
out ac tual lY it is 
A possible explanation for this choice is that he could not 
think of a suitable euphemism. but equally plausible is that. 
after careful consideration. he decided that bald-on-record 
was the most appropriate choice of strategy. 
To explain why. althouqh Bob ' s feelinqs about the interaction 
were so neqative. Johan ' s were qenerally positive. we need to 
examine the politeness strateqies used by Bob. Siqnificantly. 
when Johan threatens Bob's face bv imposinq his perception of 
the arranqements for household financial manaqement in Bob ' s 
home. Bob responds bv usinq the extreme deference strateqy of 
not doinq anvthino i . e. beinq taciturn. The offence 
exoerienced bv Bob is. thus. not siqnalled overtlv. and can 
onlv be inferred. somethinq that Johan. qiven his assumption 
that bald-on-record behaviour on his part is appropriate. 
would be unlikelv to do. In lines 82-84 Bob feels constrained 
to perform a face-threateninq act himself. namelv a challenqe 
to the arqument aqainst accelerated bond repavments supplied 
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by Johan. Siqnificantly. again. he emcloys here a mixture of 
solidarity and deference strategies. In addition to the 
solidarity strategy of accearing to assume that his hearer ' s 
knowledqe is the same as his own ( YOO k n~). he emcloys the 
off-record. deference strateqy in which the face-threateninq 
challenge is left i mo 1 i cit (ah thi nkino abe.ut. .. ). Since 
Kallie did not feel constrained by what Bob said here to 
defend his cosition. he aooarentl v. did not intercret this as 
a challenqe. In the short term. therefore. the effects of 
this misintercretation were cositiye. Howeyer. in the long 
term. misinteroretations which lead to erroneous cositive 
evaluations (such as those of Kallie and Johan) are 
ootentially as harmful for future relations between the 
carticicants as misintercretations which lead to neqative 
evaluations (such as those of Mark and Bob). There is the 
danqer that when. subsequent to what Afrikaans English 
sceakers cerceive to be relatively successful interactions. 
S.A. Enqlish soeakers avoid future contact or behave 
hostilely in encounters. Afrikaans English sceakers will 
cerceive them as cold. inconsistent. unreliable and so on. 
To sum uo the discussion thus far. there is evidence in the 
two interviews analysed to suggest that the assumction that 
the asynchrony in Afrikaans Enqlish S.A. English 
encounters can be e xclained in oart in terms of a mis - match 
of culturallY-scecifiC inter ac t i on a 1 styles. is valid. In 
addition. the analyses are suqgestive of how. in such 
asynchronous encounters. neqative cultural stereotYces of 
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S.A. Enqlish speakers as "not sayinq what they mean". "beinq 
c.old and aloof". "unreliable and inconsistent". and of 
Afrikaans Enqlish speakers as conservative. authoritarian. 
doqmatic and inflexible, are qenerated and reinforced. 
Somethinq not examined in the above analyses (and. indeed 
somethinq which is difficult to establish empirically since 
neqative stereotypes are seldom directly stated in 




are notoriously reticent about their own 
is that some of the schemata which informed the 
interpretations included these fleqative 
stereotypes and prejudices. Such a possibility is suqqested 
by Bob ' s refreshinqly honest observation about the source of 
his neqative eyaluation of Johan: 
I think there ' s this oYer-ridinq animosity between 
Enqlish-speakinq South Africans and Afrikaners. I mean 
I can ' t iqnore that as much as my Christian perspective 
tries to suppress it. So there is an initial suspicion 
that this person represents the dominant Afrikaner 
ideoloqy. not necessarily. but this is the kind of mode 
I would tend to switch into and when the person has 
proved himself otherwise then I would accommodate him 
within the body of friends I can relate to on a more 
personal basis. 
Reyealina. also. is his observation that in the encounter his 
neqatiye stereotypes were confirmed: 
As he spoke there were minor clues that somehow seemed 
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are notoriouslv reticent about their own 
is that some of the schemata which informed the 
interpretations included these neqative 
stereotypes and prejudices. Such a possibility is suqqested 
by Bob ' s refreshinqly honest observation about the source of 
his neqative evaluation of Johan: 
I think there ' s this over-ridinq animosity between 
Enqlish-speakinq South Africans and Afrikaners. I mean 
I can ' t iqnore that as much as my Christian perspective 
tries to suppress it. So there is an initial suspicion 
that this person represents the dominant Afrikaner 
ideoloqy. not necessarily. but this is the kind of mode 
I would tend to switch into and when the oerson has 
proved himself otherwise then I would accommodate him 
within the body of friends I can relate to on a more 
personal basis. 
Revealinq. also. is his observation that in the encounter his 
neqative stereotypes were confirmed: 
As he spoke there were minor clues that somehow seemed 
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to confirm that this man was i n fact oart of a fairly 
simolistic. narrow. Afrikaner nationalist ideoloqy, and 
so my initial 5.A. prejudices were now confirmed. 
50 too, is his claim that in the course of the interaction 
the stereotypes can be eroded ( i.e. that the schemata of 
which they are a oart are dynamic rather than fixed): 
Desoite this I would acceot his advice if he could 
demonstr ate his credibil i ty to me. 
To conclude. I wi sh t o e xami n e part of a third interv i ew. 
Th i s is on e which, t o judqe by their reoonses to the 
Quest i onnaire. the oarti c ioants. Mary, a woman in her middle 
fort i es. and Klaas, a man of about the same aqe, both 



































afternoon 1 ' 1 Mar v l'Iountain 
~ Kl aas van der Berq , .• cOle in Mar y 
~ der ~ slN,l v and d!! liberate iv) 
van der Bero Mar v Mountain ... va it ' s alazing the ber~ in Af r ikaans 
and (smilino lthe lountain 
( slilin~ )the l ountainr;;; der Berg 
KLAAS:~ Marv yc,u'r le,ea l 
MARY: = =-:...:;:, 
how 10no you've been in ' Durban 
MARY:! oh I ' ve been in Durban ... a ... near ly 
all my adul lived in 'Tot i for about 4 vears 
KLAAS : near lv all ,.,our adult li fe ~ see marrIed 
14 years ago 
MARY : 
I see vou fora . ex husband what was he do inG 
a , .• I .• , we ll he "as doing a nUlber of things he ~as a ' 
~h~ t . Qra~ her ~ had hi s 0wn oh0 t00rao hv business 
, KLAAS :! r see i see kids 
MARY: 
no 
KLAAS :l ves ina vour .resen ~C tuoat jon 
MRy:Lr ' lII a lecturer at the uni versitv 
28 . KL AAS: oh lecturer at the Universitv of Natal 
29 . !'IAP-Y: ves 
KL AAS: 30. 
:1. stav now 
~ ... , 
";4 . MARY : ~hi s is what l ' ve CClle to see VCIU about. . . ..... . . 
Cues to the siQnificance of this interview came from a number 
of different sources . One was t he evidence that the sex of 
the client seemed to be relevant to the relative synchrony of 
the encounters . Of the 18 interviews examined . 10 were 
cateQorized as clearly synchronous. and 8 of these involved 
female clients. By contrast. of the 6 interviews cateqorized 
as clearlv asvnchronous, only 1 involved a female client. 
Another cue was provided bv expressions of surprise . by S.A. 
EnQlish speakers that Klaas had secured details of Mary ' s 
personal life without causinq offence. As one of Mary ' s 
colleaques observed "he was able to qet out of Mary in a 
couple of minutes what after 12 years I would be hesitant to 
ask about. " To express this differently. S . A. Enqlish 
speakers noted that in a very short period of time Klaas 
performed a number of potentially face-threateninq acts 
without apparently causinq offence. A third cue was provided 
by Afrikaans Enqlish informants who described Klaas ' s 
behaviour as oaternal . Expressinq a somewhat Similar 
perception of this role . one of these informants. when asked 
if Klaas ' s behaviour is reminiscent of any typical situation 
in her communi tv . observed that it reminded her of an 
encounter between a dominee (minister of relioion) and one of 
his female parishioners . 
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What these cues suoqest. is that the politeness behaviours of 
the bankers when interactino with the female clients was 
siqnificantly different from that displayed by them in 
interactinq with the male clients. A detailed examination of 
these behaviours in the Klaas - Mary encounter show that. at 
least in this interview. this is the case. Accordinq to 
Afrikaans Enqlish informants. Klaas would have perceived 
As aqe differences. which himself as senior in status. 
apparently weiqhed heavily in the other encounters analysed. 
were not siqnificant in this interview. sex would appear to 
be a determininq factor. Since accordinq to Brown and 
Levinson the factors of power and distance subsume all other 
relevant contextual factors such as aqe and sex. one miqht 
anticipate that Klaas would consider appropriate behaviour on 
his part to be that displayed by Johan in the second 
interview examined i . e. sol idar i ty and predominantly 
bald-on-record strateqies as it were "downwards". What one 
finds is. that. althouqh he does display solidarity 
behaviour. this is solidarity behaviour of a very different 
kind. Instead of bald-on-record usaqe he expresses what Brown 
and Levinson term positive politeness. and. indeed only one 
of three sub-cateqories of such positive politeness 
identified by them. As noted above. this sub-cateqory 
includes ooliteness strateqies which involve the mechanism of 
claiminQ cc·mmon Qre.und with the hearer "by indicatinq that 
speaker and hearer both belonq to some set of persons who 
share specific wants. includinq qoals and values" (Brown and 
Levinson 1978: 108). 
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Insofar as the entire extract represents small talk. it can 
be seen as assertinq common qround. It signals Klaas ' s 
qeneral interest in Mary and indicates that he is interested 
in her as a person and not merely as a client. Of course. as 
is usually the case. this small talk is not irrelevant to the 
business at hand. for it accomplishes the important task of 
establishinq identities. contextual information which will 
make the subsequent task of neqotiatinq the business so much 
easier. Another example of assertinq common ground is Klaas ' s 
suqgestion in lines 4 and 5 that they have the same family 
name: clearlv a claim to common in-group membership. Klaas 
also claims common qround by stressinq his agreement with 
Mary by repeatinq all or part of what she says. Then too 
Klaas frequently employs the strateqies of elipsis and 
contraction e.q. " you ' r local " (line 7) instead of something 
like " do you live in the area": "how long you ' ve lived in 
Durban " instead of somethinq li ke " how lonq have you lived in 
Durban " : " married" (line 13) instead of somethinq like "are 
yOU married " : " kids" (line 21> instead of somethinq like "do 
yOU have Children". Such strateqies assert common ground by 
implyinq the existence of shared backqround which will make 
the eliosis comorehensible. 
The analysis of this extract. therefore. provides support for 
the hYoothesis outlined above (oaqes 191-200) that Afrikaans 
Enqlish speakers orientate towards two different 
interactional styles. distinquished chiefly by how distance 
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is treated (especially by higher status individuals). It also 
provides support for the further hypothesis (see page 197) 
that higher status Afrikaans English speakers sometimes treat 
outsiders as if they are members of the in-group even if they 
are not~ by making their behaviour consistent with that of a 
higher status individual in the diagrams on page 195 i.e. 
displaying 
behaviour 
the "softer" in-group forms of solidarity 
(positive strategies which assert common ground). 
In the data the bankers display this behaviour only when 
interacting with women. which suggests that they opt for the 
second of the putative styles only when interacting with 
outsiders they perceive of as relatively vulnerable . . Further 
research is required to establish what other groups are 
judged as similarly vulnerable (children? the aged?). The 
data suggests that male S.A. English speakers~ although 
relatively powerless. are not j udged as "vulnerable" in this 
sense. 
It is worth noting that in suggesting that Afrikaans English 
speakers sometimes accord in-group status to members of 
vulnerable groups~ I am not implying that they are motivated 
by generOSity. any more than I am implying that in opting for 
the first of the putative interactional styles they are 
motivated bv a soirit of exclusivity. Indeed a more cynical 
interpretation of Klaas ' s behaviour in this interview was 
provided by an Afrikaans English infor mant who suggested that 
he may have been taught to behave in this way in a training 
course i.e. that it is a ploy to win t he confidence 
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of lower status individuals. The strateqies preferred by 
different qrouPS are convent i onalized behaviour and. 
presumablv. serve the purposes o f those with altruistic and 
selfish motives equally well. The danger which I attempt to 
hiqhl iqht in this thesis is that. because this 
conventionalized behaviour is culture-specific. and because 
people tend to interpret others ' behaviour in terms of their 
own norms. behaviour that may be motivated by altruistic 
motives may be ~erceived as selfish and vice versa. 
The choice by the bankers of the second rather than first 
putative interactional style can help explain why tha Klaas -
Mary encounter and most of the other encounters involving 
women clients were perceived of as relatively asynchronous by 
the clients. It is flatterinq to be treated as if one "is 
part of the family". A person treated in this way is often 
more qenerous than usual in her i n terpretation of the other 
participant ' s subsequent behaviour e.q. she may conclude that 
when he apparently threatens her neqative face by invadinq 
her privacy. he does not intend offense. 
In suqqestinq that Klaas ' s choice of the second rather than 
the first putative interactional style contributed to the 
svnchronv of the encounter. I am not implyinq that synchrony 




the synchrony in this encounter it would be 
(as with the synchronous encounters analysed 
to analyse the behaviours of both participants. 
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However. since my overall purpose is to account for 
asynchrony rather than synchron y . and since my immediate 
ourpose in examining the Klaas - Mary encounter is to provide 
support for the hypothesis that the interactional ethos of 
Afrikaans Enqlish speakers is more accurately characterized 
as involvinq an orientation to two rather than one 
interactional 
behaviour. 
style. it is not necessary to examine Mary ' s 
Nor. for that matter. am I implying that the choice of the 
second style would always contribute to synchrony. Although 
this . was not revealed by the data. I believe that there is 
almost as much potential for misinterpretation when in 
Afrikaans English S.A. Enqlish encounters. Afrikaans 
English speakers opt for the second rather than the first of 
the styles. This potential was suqqested by one of the 
informants who argued that if Mar y had been a feminist. she 
would have found Klaas ' s behaviour o ffensive. In other words. 
the informant was arguing that the assumotion of +Power in 
their relationship. which was implied by Klaas ' s choice of 
style. was potentially offensive. si nce it would probably not 
match UP with Mary ' s reading of the relationship. Also 
potentially offensive. I suqgest. is the assumption of 
-distance. While. as I noted above . it can be flatterinq to 
be treated as an honorary member of a qroup. where much more 
is oerceived to be stake. such as where one ' s rights. 
viewpoint or freedoms seem to be threatened. or when one ' s 
oast interactive experience with members of that group has 
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been neqative. such behaviour can be perceived as offensively 
presumptuous and familiar. 
5.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
This chapter. then. contributes further to an understanding 
of the relationship between lanquage and context by testing 
the adequacy of the explanation provided in chapter 4 of how 
socio-cultural information enters into the interpretation of 
intent and evaluation of attitude and ability. and showinq 
that ~t holds true also for Afrikaans Enqlish - S.A. English 
encounters. 
The fine-qrained analyses of parts of two Afrikaans Enqlish -
S.A. Enqlish encounters which the participants perceived as 
asynchronous provided evidence in support of the assumption 
that the asynchrony in these encounters can be explained. in 
part. in terms of a mis-match of culturally-preferred 
interactional stYles. They also revealed some of the 
characteristics of these styles. They incidentally. 
highlighted the value. when attempting to characterize the 
interactional ethos of a group. of collecting and analysing 
data that includes interactions between members of that 
qroup and more than one other group. because the analyses of 
the Afrikaans English - S.A. Enqlish encounters revealed a 
characteristic of the S.A. Enqlish stYle (preference for 
indirectness) not revealed by the analyses of the Zulu 
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Enqlish - S.A. English encounters. 
The analysis of a further encounter. judqed by the 
participants as synchronous. suq qested the existence of two 
rather than one preferred Afrikaans Enqlish style. It also 
suqgested that an important determining factor in the choice 
between these two styles is. apparently. the sex of one ' s 
interlocutor (thouqh further investiqation may reveal that a 
more reliable predictor is some measure of "vulnerability " ). 
This reveals that it is not possible to adequately 
characterize the interactional ethos of different groups if 
one follows the lead of Brown and Levinson in assuming that 
the factors of power and distance subsume all other relevant 
contextual factors. The possibilitv that other factors. such 
as aqe and sex, independentlv constrain the choice of 
strateqies. needs to be examined in future research. 
The analvses also provided support for the assumption that 
many of the neqative cultural stereotypes of S.A. English and 
Afrikaans Enqlish speaking groups. features of the wider 
macro social context. are interac t ionally generated in the 
micro contexts of evervday conversa t ional interactions. The 
implication of this finding is that there is an intimate 
relationship between what takes place in these two contexts. 
It is to the nature of this relationship that I turn in 
chapter 6 where. in addition. I examine the claim that. 
amongst other inadequacies. the g r eatest weakness of the 
explanations offered by interactional sociolinquists of how 
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inequalities in the distribution of power, neqative 
stereotypes. prejudice and discrimination are accomplished 
and maintained • is that they iqnore the role of historical, 
. 
structural factors external to micro settinqs. 
N.B. I al "ar k in the firs t encounter analvsed . 
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6.0 EXPLANATIONS OF PREJUDICE AND DISCRIMINATION IN SOUTH 
AFRICA 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
Prejudice and discrimination esoeciallv on arounds of race. 
and the uneaual 
ethnic aroups 
distribution of oower amonqst the various 
in South Africa is currentlv receivinq 
world ~wide attention. Instances of such ore j udice. 
discrimination and inecualitv are not difficult to document. 
More problematic is the task of soecifvinq the causes. In 
attemotina to do so. researchers in a number of social 
sciences have offered mostlv macro or structural 
exolanations. 
As Karabel and Halsev (1977) ooint out. verv different macro 
exolanations have been offered bv social scientists 
representative of as widelv diverse schools of thouqht as 
structural functionalism and neo - Marxist and neo-Weberian 
conflict theorv. Whereas structura l functionalism presents a 
oicture of the wider societv as basicallv stable. and reqards 
inecualities as dvsfunctions that such measures as 
educational oroqrammes can redress. conflict theory presents 
a oicture of societv as unstable and marked bv conflict 
between suoerordinate qroups trvinq to monopolize power and 
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subordinate qroups tryinq to qain access to it. that only 
radical structural chanQe can redress. Despite these 
differences. macro explanations haye at least two 
characteristics in common. Their explanations are qiYen in 
terms of historically-qiYen. structural features of the wider 
society or macro context e.q. social class. economic system. 
occupational 
evidence 
structure and so on. 







positivisticallY-orientated research which involves. more 
often than not. quantitative analyses of data from official 
statistics and. frequently. larqe-scale surveys. 
An example of such research is a macrosocioloqical project 
reported on by Schlemmer (1977) which attempts to identify 
the various factors that have contributed to the formation of 
race attitudes in Southern Africa. past and present. He 
presents a historical review of the oriqins of discrimination 
and the results of a survey of present-day race attitudes 
based on acceptance or rejection responses of ninety 
carefully worded statements 
concludes: 
in an interview situation. He 
The results mirror the consequences of South Africa ' s 
historical development in which ethnicity. nationalism. 
material interests and status concern have been 
articulated into a complex and self-reinforcinq 
process. which in turn has produced a qeneral "culture 
of racism" in which the oriqinal parameters of the 
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constituent factors have become obscured (Schlemmer 
1977:80). 
Bv contrast. the explanation I p rovide in this thesis is a 
micro one. in terms of which prejudice. discrimination and 
inequality are interactionally a ccomplished. In chapter 3. 
for example. I present evidence which suqqests that. althouqh 
positivistically-orientated micro s tudies probably mislead in 
suqqestinq too direct a relati o nship between structural 
reqularities (or irreqularities) in lanquaqe use and such 
discourse phenomena as interruption and topic control. and 
between the latter and the exercise of power in the wider 
society. what takes place in micro settinqs of conversational 
interactions does affect such features of the macro context 
as the distribution of power and therefore the creation and 
maintenance of inequality. The interactional sociolinQuistic 
account of the relationship between features of micro and 
macro contexts is developed more fully in chapters 4 and 5. 
in which I present evidence which suqqests that the Quality 
of communication in intercultural encounters (how synchronous 
the interactions are) crucial l v determines how the 
participants interpret one another ' s intentions and evaluate 
one another ' s motives and abilit i es. It suqqests. further. 
that. particularly where such encounters are qatekeepinq 
ones. miscommunication inhibits the chances of members of 
dominated qroups for advancement (limits their access to 
power) and leads to the qeneration and confirmation of 
neQative cultural stereotvpes. 
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Macro studies and micro studies (and especiallv those 
informed bv humanistic interpretations of science) are often 
presented in social science literature as irreconcilable. and 
much enerqv has been expended bv the advocates of each in 
pointinq out the limitations of the other. However. 
increasinqlv. scholars (e.q. Collins 1975: McDermott and Roth 
1978: Akinasso 1981: Simpson and Yinqer 1985) have bequn to 
arque that explanations qiven bv each are necessarilv partial 
and that neither. on its own. is likelv to qive an adeauate 
explanation of prejudice. discrimination and inequality. Thev 
have "also bequn to arque that while it mav be heuristic to 
use one approach or the other. ultimatelv i t would be more 
productive to achieve a linkaqe between the two i.e. arrive 
at an explanation which draws on insiqhts from both 
approaches and attempts to inteqrate them. 
Thus. for example. advocates of suc h linkaqe have arqued that 
helpful as macro studies such as that of Schlemmer are. thev 
can be reqarded as partial explanations onlv. since. to 
borrow a metaphor from information processina. they deal onlv 
with input factors (e.q. ethnic i tv. nationalism. material 
interests) and output (e.q. racism). What thev do not deal 
with is the "black box" in between. the mechanisms or 
processes in terms of which the input factors work to displav 
and perpetuate the "culture of racism" which he refers to. 
What 
are 
I attempt to show in this thesis is that such processes 
located not in recorded historv or responses to 
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ouestionnaires. but in evervdav interactions. I also arque 
that to identifv such processes. micro approaches are 
reouired i.e. approaches which focus on micro contexts. which 
are informed bv humanistic views of science. and which employ 
oualitative. interpretative methods. The advantaqe of linkaqe 
would be that micro studies would be able to verify (or not) 
the findinos of macro studies bv identifvinq the detailed 
interactional mechanisms in terms of which the variables 
identified in the macro studies can be said to work. or. in 
other words. bv showino what is qoi nq on in the black box. 
In this chapter I provide further arquments in favour of such 
linkaoe. Thus far I have aroued that such linkaqe is reouired 
so that the limitations of macro studies can be off-set bv 
interactional micro studies. In what follows I focus on the 
complementary arqument. namely. the limitations of the micro 
approach which a linkaqe with macro studies can help off-set. 
Finallv. to illustrate that such linkaqe is productive; I 
offer an explanation of how in South Africa the laroer. 
structural. historicallv-qiven forces (which are the concern 
of macro studies) combine wit h individual sources of 
orejudice and discrimination (the concern of micro studies of 
the osvcholoov of individuals) and the results of 
intercultural encounters to achieve a vicious. neqative cycle 
of discrimination. In this wav I provide some flesh to the 
bare bones of the notion of a "comolex and internally 




LIMITATIONS OF INTERACTIONAL SOCIOLINGUISTIC 
Karabel and Halsev (1977) are critical of what thev call 
ultra-relativism which thev claim is involved in 
interactional socioloqical accounts of competence (see paqes 
95-98) and particularlv attempts to denv the objective 
realitv of measures of coqnitive capacitv. sk ill s or 
knowledqe based on I Q. readinq and other measurement 
techni~ues char ac ter is tic of po sitivisticallv-orientated 
educational psvcholoqv (see for example Cicourel et al 1974). 
Commentino on what thev see as the ideoloqical impetus 
behind this ultra-relativism. thev claim that these scholars. 
because thev cannot eliminate q l arinq inequalities in the 
real world. denv the verv existence of such inequalities: 
"what would seem to be racial an d class differences in the 
distribution of knowledqe are. instead. fiqments of 
oositivistic imaqination " (1977:56). While Karabel and Halsev 
trivialize the arqument of these scholars bv paraphrasinq it 
as "the well-worn idea that the social settinq in which a 
test takes olace influences student performance " (1977:55). 
thev do helpfullv observe that ultra-relativism can easilv 
deoenerate into sentimental eoalitar i anism which does neither 
social science nor the dominated qrouos thev wish to defend 
anv aood. 
A related critiCism is that interactional sociolinquistics 
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presents too beniqn a picture or. worse still that it is an 
attempt at a cover-up for either or both unjust societies and 
prejudiced individuals. Since the focus of attention is on 




than on the oersonalities of individuals or on the 
interests of the qroups to which the participants 
the picture which to emerqe is of 
well-disposed. co-ooerative 
tends 
people who unwittinqlv 
misinterpret and misevaluate one another. To some extent this 
character i zation is a oarodv rather than a true 
representation for. as the analvses reported on in chapter 5 
show •. interactional sociolinquists do allow for the 
possibilitv that historically- qiven qroup prejudices and the 
oersonalities of individuals contribute to interpretations 
and evaluation (see paqes 215-217). However the fact that 
such matters are not stressed by them means that the 
exolanation they offer is a oartial one. 
The areatest weakness of interactional sociolinquists. as 
advocates of macro aporoaches see it. is their failure to ask 
structural as well as interactional auestions i.e. their 
ianorina of the role of factors external to the microcosmic 
settino they are analysinq. whi ch. as advocates of macro 
aoproaches see it. qenerate the processes beinq studied. 
Karabel and Halsey (1977:58). for example. criticise studies 
of classroom interaction 
factors: 
for their neqlect of structural 
Teachers and children do not come toqether in a 
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historical vacuum: the weiqht of orecedent conditions 
the outcome of "necotiation" over meaninq at everv 
turn. If empirical work is confined to observation of 
classroom interaction. it mav . miss the process bv which 
political and economic power sets sharp bounds to what 
is neqotiable. 
Aoain. certainlv in relation to more recent interactional 
sociolincuistic research. this criticism represents an 
overstatement. The prominence oiven to the notion of schemata 
in their explanations shows clearlv that inter ac t i on a 1 
sociolincuists see interpretations as constrained bv what has 
occured in 
constraints 
the past and bv the participants ' perceptions of 
imposed bv factors in the wider social context. 
However. it is true that creater emphasis is qiven in their 
accounts to the creation of meanincs anew in everv encounter. 
Ocbu (1981> is critical of the neqlect of structural factors 
in the explanations qiven bv interactional sociolinquists of 
the hich school failure rate of subordinate qroups. In a 
studv of school inc in Stockton. California. he demonstrates 
that the structural factors of low economic and social 
position of children from a black neichbourhood qenerates 
what he terms an ethnoecoloqv for whites that leads them to 
offer blacks an inferior education and to treat them in 
classrooms in such a wav that hiqh failure rate is 
facilitated. It qenerates an ethnoecoloqv for blacks that 
produces disillusionment and lack of perseverence towards 
sChoolwork. survival tactics which recuire knowledqe not 
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compatible with that required for school success~ and that 
results in mistrust of and conflict with schools. While not 
denying that microcosmic studies have a role in explaininq 
how interaction acts as the immediate cause of a particular 
child ' s failure to read~ he arques that it is essential also 
to study how these classroom events are built UP by forces 
eminatinq from outside microcosmic settinqs. 
Another related criticism advanced particularly by conflict 
- theorists is that the effect if not the intention of the 
interactional sociolinquists ' neqlect of structural factors. 
is avoidance of confrontation with the status QUO. The 
critics claim that interactional sociolinquists criticise not 
so much the existinq socio-political order. as the view of 
social reality presented by positivistically-orientated 
research. and the methods employed in it. The consequence~ 
accordinq to the critics. is that data and insiqhts from 
microcosmic studies can be used as a basis for remedial work 
only. and "cannot lead to any siqnificant social chanqe that 
would eliminate the need for such remedial effort in 
subsequent oenerations of minority-qroup children" (Oqbu 
1981 : 11 ) • While I would want to take issue with the 
implication in Oqbu ' s statement that structural chanqe on its 
own would be sufficient to eliminate the need for what he 
terms " remedial effort"~ his criticism does, I believe~ serve 
as a useful reminder that interventionist proqrammes based on 
insiqhts from interactional sociolinquistic studies are 
unlikely to succeed in overcominq prejudice and 
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discrimination in circumstances where oolitical. economic and 
demoqraohic factors are unfavourable. 
Finallv there is the "so what?" criticism referred to in 
chaoter 3. Interactional sociolincuists use circumscribed 
settincs. few subjects and limited data. and are. therefore. 
often accused of soendinc an absurd amount of time 
documentinc what everbodv already knows. and what is so 
context soecific as to be not qeneralizable to other 
situations. As I have attemoted to demonstrate in chaoters 4 
and 5. inter ac tiona I sociolinquists are obliqed to look to 
the ' findinqs of studies in other research traditions. 
includinc oositivisticallv-orientated macro studies. to 
strencthen their case for qeneralizabilitv of their findinqs. 
6.3 NEGATIVE SYSTEM OF PREJUDICE AND DISCRIMINATION 
Thouqh counter-arcuments can and have been offered to 
criticisms levelled acainst interactional sociolinquistic 
exolantions of orejudice. discrimination and inecualitv. as 
also to criticisms of macro aooroaches and aooroaches that 
focus on the characteristics of individuals. the overwhelminq 
imoression that emerqes from an examination of the arquments 
and counter-arquments is that all these exolanations are 
oartial. and that an adecuate exolanation can only be 
achieved bv drawinq on the findinqs of all three aooroaches 
across a number of disciolinarv boundaries. and attemotinq to 
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inteQrate them. In what follows I attempt to show how 
productive such a linkaQe could be. 
HISTORICAL FACTORS III 
1 1 
IDEOLOGY OF SEPARATION (2) 
1 1 
LEGAL SYSTE" (3 ) 
! 1 
PHYSICAL AND SOCIO-ECONO"IC 
/ DISTANCING!4) ~ 
DISCRIMINATION (9) IGNORANCE OF 
1 INTERACTIONAL STYLES 
I /.:F OT ER GROUPS (Sl 
STEREOTYPES (181 
i 
I'IlSINTERPRETATION ASYNCHRONOUS INDIVIDUAL 
OF 1'I0TIVES AND •• ------ INTERCULTURAL • NEEDS AND 
ABILITIES (Sl ENCOUNTERS (bl ANXIETIES (7) 
Macro studies reveal that historicallY-Qiven structural 
forces (1 in the diaaram above) such as material interests. 
nationalism and ethnicitv have contributed to an ideoloQY of 
separation (2) which has been translated into the structures 
of South African societv throuah the leQal system of 
apartheid (3). This ensures that the various ethnic Qroups 
are distanced from one another not onlv physically (separate 
schools. residential areas. recreational facilities) but in 
terms of socio-economic status and power (4). 
One conseauence of this chain of events. and this is where 
the explanation provided by interactional sociolinquistics 
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can make its contribution. is that few people have the 
opportunity to establish lonq-Iastinq personal relationships 
with members of other racial qroups which. accordinq to 
Gumperz (1982a:209) are necessary if they are to learn enouqh 
about one another ' s communication conventions and backqrounds 
to communicate effectively interculturally and/or be willinq 
to take time out to necotiate the meaninq of what their 
backcround knowledce (sociocultural and lincuistic) does not 
permit them to understand initially (5). This means that 
intercultural encounters between members of different 
cultural croups are frecuently characterized by asynchrony 
(6) • 
Of course. not all intercultural encounters are ecually 
asynchronous. and presumably one of the factors contributinq 
to the levels of synchrony or asynchrony is the personalities 
of the participants. This is where explanations of prejudice 
and discrimination in terms of individual needs and anxieties 
( 7> can make a contribution. Such explanations provide 
insichts into why some individuals are more prejudice-prone 
than others. and therefore more likely to contribute to the 
asynchrony of intercultural encounters bv displaYinq 
hostility. 
As the analYses reported on in chapters 4 and 5 show. 
asynchrony in intercultural encounters frecuently results in 
misinterpretation of motives and abilities (8) • Such 
communication failure often has serious consecuences for 
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oroups who do not enjoy power in South Africa (e.q. Zulus and 
other black qroups) since their ability to improve ~heir lot 
depends on successful communication with members of dominant 
qroups (e.q. S.A. Enqlish and Afrikaans speakers) who control 
most of the qatekeepinq positions (examiners . bureaucrats. 
employment officers. educational and career counsellors. 
social workers. maqistrates and so on) and who determine who 
is ooinq to qet the qreater or lesser share of resources and 
opportunities available in the society. In this way. 
asvnchrony arisinq from a mismatch of culture-specific 
interactional styles contributes directly to discrimination 
(9 ) . and the reinforcement of the ineouity in the 
socio-economic system (4). 
However. this is not the whole picture. Repeated 
miscommunication of this kind qenerates. over time. neqative 
cultural stereotypes of qroups (10). These further reduce the 
effectiveness of communication by becominq a part of the 
schemata which participants access in intercultural 
encounters. and predisposinq them to selectively perceive 
whatever reinforces the stereotypes and iqnore what does not. 
As Simoson and Yinoer ( 1985: 99) observe. the effect of 
stereotvpes on interaction is that it "is. in oart. not amonq 
individuals as they are but amono individuals as they are 
thouoht to be." 
Once qenerated. the stereotypes are passed on from qeneration 
to qeneration without the need for the reinforcement of 
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reoeated communication failure. thus becominq. ootentially. 
sources as well as conseouences of asynchrony (6). Moreoyer. 
by prov1dino a rationalization for discrimination (9). they 
reinforce the ideolooy of seoaration (2) 
to the forces which seqreqate peoples 
and so contribute 
(4) and keep them 
iqnorant of one anothers ' styles of interactinq (5). 
This comoletes the explanation of the vicious cycle of 
discrimination in which the primary sources are often 
influenced and reinforced by their conseouences. It is this 
feedback characteristic of the cycle of events which makes 
the cycle so difficult to arrest (what Simpson and Yinoer 
1985:105 refer to as "conservative touqhness" ) and in which 
even peoole who feel ooodwill towards other orouos often find 
themselves admittino. reluctantly. that neqative stereotypes 
are apparentlv confirmed within their experience. 
6.4 CONCLUSION 
In this chapter. therefore. I aroue that a more adeouate 
explanation of prejudice. discrimination and ineouality in 




insiqhts from structural. individual and 
approaches across a wide ranoe of disciplines. 
to illustrate the potential oroductiyeness of 
such a linkaoe. I sketch. in somewhat crude terms. what such 
an explanation mioht look like. 
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Before closinq. it is important to note that even if this 
explanation were considerablv refined and elaborated it would 
still be partial i.e. it is an idealization. For one thinq. 
it inevitablv excludes some relevant factors. Then too. for 
simplicitv sake. I have represented the cycle as if it were 
closed. and operated in a vacuum. If this were a complete 
explanation then the only chanQe one could expect would be a 
steady increase in prejudice. discrimination and ineouality. 
Manv trends in the current South African situation. includinQ 
the qreater - use of violence as a means of retaininq power, 
sUQQest that is the direction in which that society is 
fails to account for such movinq. However the explanation 
phenomena as the movement away from discrimnation represented 
by the deseoration of a number of public facilities (hotels. 
theatres. cinemas. parks. beaches) • the scrappinq of the 
Mixed Marriaoes Act arrd the phasinq out of job reservation. 
Such evidence of movement away from discriminati?n suoqests 
that the vicious cycle is an open one which operates in the 
context of a larqer pattern which includes a positive system 
opposed to discrimination with which it interacts. Such a 
positive system. I see as involvinq. like the neqative cycle 
of discrimination. structural. interactional and individual 
elements. Simpson and Yinoer (1985) explain that on the 
individual level people are not only dominated by competitive 
aqqressive impulses but also by co-operative. altruistic 
impulses. and that powerful reliQious and political 
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ideoloqies consolidate the latte~ into no~ms and values that 
st~ess co-ooe~ativeness and helofulness and which become 
embodied in institutions. Thus. in contemoo~a~v South Af~ica. 
we have alonqside st~uctu~al suooo~ts fo~ aoa~theid. 
st~uctu~al suooo~ts fo~ equality in the fo~m of o~qanizations 
such as the Black Sash. the U~ban Foundation. the South 
Af~ican 
Chanae. 
Institute fo~ Race Relations. Women fo~ Peaceful 
SACHED (South Af~ican Community fo~ Hiqhe~ 
Education) • Domestic Wo~ke~s and Emolove~s P~oject. va~ious 
t~ade unions. oooosition oa~ 1 iamenta~v and 
ext~a-oa~liamenta~v oolitical o~aanizations ooe~atinq with 
~elativelv little inte~fe~ence f~om the state o~ unde~q~ound. 
and va~ious othe~ o~aanizations (too nume~ous to mention) 
conce~ned with imo~ovina q~ouo ~elations and ~educinq 
disc~imination in such a~eas as education. housinq. job 
oooo~tunities and j ustice. Not least imoo~tant. I suqqest is 
the aualitv of intercultu~al communication. Just as in the 
context of countless asvnch~onous inte~cultu~al encounte~s 
oa~ticioants misinte~o~et and misevaluate one anothe~ and 
neaative cultu~al ste~eotvoes a~e qene~ated. so in 
svnch~onous encounte~s oa~ticioants tend to inte~o~et and 
evaluate accu~atelv and neaative ste~eotvoes a~e eithe~ not 
aene~ated. o~ whe~e al~eadv o~esent a~e e~oded. 
Finallv I want to tu~n attention f~om the causes of 
o~ejudice. disc~imination and ineaualitv to solutions. which 
is the subject matte~ of the final chaote~ of this thesis. 
What the above exolanation suaqests is that solutions need to 
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have as their ooal the strenothenino of the positive cycle of 
e~uality such that its influence on the neqative cycle of 
discrimination is qreater than the influence in the reverse 
direction. It would seem that in South Africa the cycle of 
e~uality does not have the "conservative touqhness" that 
characterizes the cycle of discrimination. and indeed many 
aroue that prejudice and discrimination are so embedded in 
the South African situation that only revolutionary chanqe 
can produce results. Whether or not that on its own. since it 
addresses only the structural elements in the cycle. would 
solve the problem is disputable. What I hypothesize on the 
basis of the explanation above is that proqrammes with the 







in the cycle <structural. 
and not just one. If this 
hypothesis is valid. proorammes desiqned to chanqe prejudiced 
people. or to imorove the ouality of inter cuI tur a 1 
communication 
circumstances 
are unlikely to succeed where structural 
are not conducive. By the same token. 
structural chanoe. whether brouqht about by leqislative 
action or revolution. is unlikely to eliminate prejudice and 
discrimination (as experience in more "open" societies as the 
U.K. and U.S.A. has shown) unless attention is simultaneously 
oiven to eliminatino individual and interactional sources of 
pre j udice. 
As a means of showino what sort of proqramme desiqned to 
improve the ouality of intercultural communication can 
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accomoanv structural reform. I outline. in chaoter 7 
suooestions for the syllabus. methods and materials and 
evaluation of a course for Zulu Enol ish soeakers who are 
seekinq white collar jobs in S.A. Enol ish dominated business 
and industry that has recently been released from the 
restrictions imoosed bv job reservation leQislation. 
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7.0 IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION 
AS A MEANS OF REDUCING DISCRIMINATION IN SOUTH AFRICA 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
In chaoter 7 I aroue that an adeouate exolanation of 
ore j udice. discrimination and ineouality in South Africa. or 
for that matter. of movements awav from discrimination. 
cannot be accomolished by focu s ' no exclusively on what I 
identify as the three major sources. namely structural 
factors. needs and emotions of individuals. and the outcomes 
of countless intercultural encounters. aroue that. instead. 
insiohts from aoproaches which focus on all three major 
sources need to be incoroorated and inteorated. In an attemot 
to show how productive such a manner of proceedino could be. 
I sketch an exolanation that shows structural. individual and 
interactional elements feedino into and reinforcino one 
another. I aroue. further that such an explanation suooests 
that the solution to the oroblem of discrimination (the 
measures intended to suooort the oositive cycle of eouality) 
which has most chance of success. is one that focuses on more 
than one of the three sources identified. 
To oursue this last aroument further. I outl ine. in this 
chaoter. proposals for the desion of courses based on 
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interactional sociolinouistic research. These courses have as 
their ooal the improvement of the oualitv of intercultural 
communication in a situation in which recent structural 
chanoe has made it possible for members of subordinate qroups 
to oain access to opportunities and resources that hitherto. 
because of discrimination. were not available to them. An 
interactional sociolinouistic perspective suoqests that this 
qoal cannot be accomplished by raisinq the level of 
comoetencv of the members of the subordinate oroups alone. 
However. to be realistic. i t is likely to be they. rather 
than the oatekeeoers. who will most readilv recoonize the 
need for such improvement and who will be motivated to 
attemot it. For these reasons I identifv them as the primary 
taroet oroup of learners. thouoh the the proposals include 
many suooestions for informal learnino by the qatekeepers. 
The specific situation I address is that encountered by Zulu 
matriculants (or those who have passed the examinations at 
the end of twelve years of schoolinq but not at a hioh enouqh 
level to oain admission to a university) seekino white collar 
jobs in business and industry in the Natal - KwaZulu area. 
Traditionally. for various reasons related to the structural 
features of the SOCiety. includino ~uality of edUcation. 
discriminatorv leoislation and demooraphic factors. such jobs 
have been monopolized by S.A. Enolish speakers. However. 
recently. various structural chanqes includino the relaxation 
of job reservation. pressures from sources in and out of the 
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country on comoanies to adoot non-discriminatorY emolovment 
oractices. insufficient numbers of suitable S.A.Enqlish job 
candidates and so on. have ooened uo oooortunities in this 
area for Zulus (or more accuratelY Zulu Enqlish soeakers. 
since comoetence in Enclish is a orerecuisite for emolovment) 
and members of other black qrouos. Desoite this movement. it 
is a situation in which many of the structural suooorts for 
discrimination still exist. and in which much residual 
orejudice is oresent. as the necative stereotypes that white 
suoervisors in the Durban area of Natal have of black 
emolovees reoorted on bv Griessel and Schlemmer see oaoe 
174) reveal. Perhaos most sionificant from the ooint of view 
of this thesis. is that it is a situation in which there is 
considerable ootential for this orejudice to be reinforced or 
re-oenerated in Zulu-Enclish - S.A. Enolish encounters. many 
of which will be catekeeoinc encounters. 
It is customary in aoolied linquistics (see for examole Munbv 
1978) for the orocess of lancuace course desiqn to beqin with 
an analYsis of the needs of the tarqet orouo of students and 
of the orcanization(s) in which they will be ooeratinq. 
includinq a detailed soecification of the knowledqe and 
abilities 
students 





to have) in order to communicate 
tarcet Situation. and a detailed 
soecification of the knowledce and abilities they have before 
startinc the course. Puttino aside for the moment the fact 
that an interactional sociolincuistic oersoective suoqests 
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that a needs analysis and the syllabus based on it is more 
usefully seen as somethino which is neootiated with students 
and qatekeeoers before and durino courses. about which more 
later. it is beyond the scooe of this oart of the thesis to 
attemot such a detailed needs analysis. However. I suqqest 
that a aood startinq point for anyone attemotinq such 
analysis is the research reoorted on in this thesis. This is 
because interactional sociolinauistics can add considerably 
to a course desianer ' s understandino of what. in qeneral 
terms. it is to be communicativelY comoetent. and because the 
analYses reoorted on in chaoter 4 orovide some indication of 
the likely comoetencies of the Zulu Enol ish speakinq students 
and the oatekeeoers before the start of the course. 
In the section which follows this introduction. I attempt to 
sum uo what the research reoorted on in this thesis reveals 
about the nature of communicative comoetence in oeneral. 
Thereafter I outline sUQqestions for sYllabus desiqn. 
methodolooy and materials construction and procedures for 
evaluation for the orooosed courses. In the process. I refer 
to the anticioated comoetencies of the tarqet qrouo as 
suooested by the analYses reoorted in chaoter 4. and to the 
comoetencies which a layman ' s conceotion of the demands of 
white collar j obs in business and industry suaqest they will 
need to acquire. I also refer to the learninq which the S.A. 
Enol ish soeakinq qatekeeoers will need to accomolish. 
In this last section I draw heavily. thouQh not exclusively. 
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on suaaestions made by some of my qraduate students. who. in 
a oroject. were reauired to demonstrate an understandinQ of 
what interactional sociolinquistics can contribute to the 
theory and oractice of communicative lanquaqe teachinq by 
makina orooosais for a course which would eauio Zulu work 
seekers to comoete more effectively for white collar jobs in 
The Natal KwaZulu area. 
Sianificantlv. what the briefinq for this oroject suaqests is 
that. aoart from their oossible contribution to the aoal of 
overcomina discrimination. 
are also of more aeneral 
the orooosais for course desiqn 
aoolied linQuistic interest. As 
Strevens (1977: 12-36) exolains. innovation and chanqe in 
aooroaches to lanauaae teachinQ/learninq are ·usually a 
conseauence of one or both of two develooments. The first is 
a chanae in the sociolinauistic circumstances of a community: 
in how that community in qeneral. or oressure qrouos within 
it. view different lanauaqes. and how they oerceive their 
lanauaae learnino needs. This chanqe in the sociolinouistic 
circumstances is. in turn. usuallv a conseouence of social. 
economic and oolitical chanqes within the communitv. The 
second develooment. is advances within various relevant 
academic disciolines. which not onlv ooint to inadeauacies 
within existino oractice. but orovide a basis for resoondinq 
rationallv to the challenqes and oroblems of meetina these 
needs. As noted above. there have been some sianificant 
structural chanaes. Amonqst other conseauences. these have 
oroduced a chanae in the sociolinquistic circumstances of the 
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community in the form of a rapid qrowth in the perceived need 
on the oart of the dominated qrouos in the Natal/KwaZulu 
area. as also in many other parts of the country. to learn to 
communicate 
them as 
effectively in Enqlish. This learninq is seen by 
one means of securinq a fairer share of 
oooortunities and resources and. in oarticular. those that 
become available as a conse~uence of chanqe. At the same 
time. there has been the qrowinq awareness that such learninq 
may benefit dominant qrouos also. by facilitatinq better 
intercultural communication and therefore better inter-orouo 
relations. and by eouiooino members of subordinate qrouos to 
cooe effectively in positions hitherto monooolized by members 
of dominant qrouos. Since. viewed from the oersoective of 
both oroups. the need is for Enolish as a social tool. there 
has been a concomitant demand for an aooroach to lanquaqe 
teachino/learnino which will make it oossible for learners to 
reach the ooal of communicative competence. Thouqh there is 
qreater understandinq today of that qoal. and qreater clarity 
about the nature of the syllabuses. methodoloqy and 
evaluation relevant to that ooal than there was in the ' 70s. 
there is still much to learn. It is here. as I attemot to 
show in this chapter. that interactional sociolinquistics has 
an important contribution to make. 
However. the potential interest in such a contribution 
extends beYond the boundaries of South Africa. As Gumoerz and 
Cook Gumperz (see Gumperz 1982 b) exolain. in the urbanized 
reoions of the world the raoid bureaucratization of oublic 
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institutions (such as social welfare and health services. 
educational and industrial institutions. union orqanizations 
and so on) and their areater imoinqement on the lives of 
ordinarv oeople places a hiqher premium on the ablitv to 
communicate effectivelv interculturallv than was the case 
previouslv. To demonstrate the rationalitv of the decision 
makinq involved in such matters as job selection. neqotiation 
about service conditions. welfare and so forth. individuals 
are increasinqlv reauired to perform complex verbal tasks. 
Thus increasinqlv "the abilitv to manaqe or adaot to diverse 
communicative situations has become essential and the abilitv 
to interact with oeople with whom one has had no oersonal 
acauaintance is crucial to acauirina even a small measure of 
personal and social control" (Gumperz 1982 b:4). What makes 
this task so much more demandina is the world-wide trend 
towards areater ethnic diversitv in urban settinas. which 
means that most encounters are intercultural ones. It follows 
that innovations in lanauaqe teachina which mav facilitate 
more effective intercultural communication and helo erode 
orejudice and discrimination are of verv wide interest. 
7.2 WHAT INTERACTIONAL SOCIOLINGUISTICS CONTRIBUTES TO THE 
NOTION OF COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE 
The notion of communicative competence (see for example Hvmes 
1972) was introduced initial Iv to hiqhliaht the limitations 
of Chomskv ' s notion of linauistic competence: the nature of 
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the soeaker ' s tacit knowledqe of the rules of the qrammar of 
his lanquaqe. Scholars who used the term communicative 
comoetence were concerned to ooint out that linquistic 
comoetence reoresents onlv a oart of the knowledqe which 
under 1 ies the ability to communicate effectively and 
aooroor'iatelv. They did not. however. challenqe the 
mentalistic and individualistic conceotion of comoetence. 
Thus earlv descriotions of communicative comoetence which 
orovided a rationale for innovations in lanquaqe teachinq 
that came to be termed communicative aooroaches. also tended 
to be mentalistic and individualistic. 
One of the more imoortant contributions of interactional 
sociolinquistics to 
comoetence. therefore. 
the understandinq of communicative 
is the notion that it is not onlv 
somethinq that is in oeoole ' s heads~ that it is also 
somethinq which is interactionallv accomolished. Arquinq that 
what qoes on in heads is not available for analysis, they 
focus instead on inter ac t i on a 1 data. Thev also attemot to 
describe communicative competence, not from the oersoective 
of the the analvst. but from that of the oarticioant. 
Accordinqlv. their interest is not in product (the analvst's 
rules) but in process (the interoretative orocedures by means 
of which oarticioants neqotiate meaninq). While some scholars 
do possiblv overstate the case aqainst a coqnitive view of 
competence. thus becominq quiltv of the ultra-relativism that 
Karabel and Halsev comment on (see oaqes 232-233). most 
interactional sociolinquists do not claim that the coqnitive 
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view is wronQ. but only that it partial. In other words. 
communicative competence has both a coqnitive and a 
behavioural dimension: "One. it is the competence necessary 
for effective interaction. Two. it is the competence that is 
avai lable in the interaction between participants" (Mehan 
1979:130). 
Another important contribution of interactional 
sociolinquistics to the understandinQ of the notion of 
communicative competence is that it includes the ability to 
create. tOQether with other participants. the contexts for 
talk. The contextual information which the participants draw 
on to infer the social and functional meanings of one 
another ' s utterances and to trace the coherence in the talk 
is seen. not as available outside the communication process. 
but as part of what needs to be communicated durinQ the 
interaction if communication is to be successful. 
Interactional sociolinquists explain that an important aspect 
of anv context for talk is the activity the participants are 
accomolishinc together. and demonstrate that in neqotiatinq 
what this activitv is. 
interoretative schemata. 
they relv on a sharinq of relevant 
They have also shown that many of 
these schemata are culturallY-soecific. It follows that an 
important asoect of communicative comoetence is a knowledge 
of the schemata not only of one's own socio-cultural qroup 
but also of members of other grouos in SOCiety with which one 
converses. 
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Another aspect of contexts for talk which participants are 
obliced to necotiate is the nature of the relationship(s) 
between them. and interactional sociolincuists have shown 
that to accomplish this successfullv. participants need to 
have access to a wide ranee of politeness strategies. and. 
because there are cultural differences in this area. to have 
an awareness of the patterns of preference in the use of 
stratecies. 
in societv. 
Interac tiona 1 
not onlv of their own croup. but of other groups 
sociolincuists also show that the abilitv to 
create contexts includes. not only a knowledge of relevant 
schemata and of politeness systems. but also of the 
contextualization cues which the participants use to signal 
to one another what the relevant schemata are. and what 
relationship is beinc assumed. Since they reveal that there 
are systematic differences in the contextualization 
conventions employed by different cultural croups. what has 
to be added to the notion of communicative competence is a 
knowledce of and ability to sicnal and interpret the 
contextualization conventions of not merelv one's own orouc 
but of others. 
A fur ther important contribution is the interactional 
sociolincuist's recoonition that communicative competence 
includes the capability not merely to Signal and recognize 
the cues to the context. but also the capacity for 
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neootiatino that context (see Widdowson" 1983 for the 
distinction he makes between caoabilitv and caoacitv). Such 
caoac i tv includes the ability to use interoretative 
orocedures to modify and allion the oarticioants ' schemata so 
that they match uo sufficiently to one another for 
understandino to be reached and to fill in or exoress overtly 
the orooositional and i llocutionarv links between the 
different oarts of the discourse. 
Finallv. without makino any claims that what is contained in 
this section reoresents an exhaustive list of what 
interactional sociolinouists have contributed to our 
understandino of the notion of communicative comoetence. they 
demonstrate that communicative comoetence includes the 
ability to co-ooerate with others in the achievement of 
conversational synchrony which enables soeakers to sional and 
listeners to anticioate when sionificant next moments will 
occur. such as when new information is to be conveyed. when a 
turn chanqe is aoorooriate. 
oossible and so on. 
7.3 COURSE DESIGN PROPOSALS 
As far as syllabus desiqn 
when a chanqe of too i cis 
is concerned. oerhaos the most 
useful idea oromoted bv insiqhts orovided bv interactional 
sociolinouists is that of a syllabus as somethinq which 
should be interactionallv accomolished. What is meant bv this 
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is not 'merely that a syllabus should not be unilaterally 
decided upon by the course desiqners. but also that it should 
be constantly re-neqotiated with the learners in response to 
their chanqinq or eyolyinq needs. The idea of eYolYinq needs 
was prompted by an observation made by Richterich and 
Chancerel (1978) that a learner ' s needs may chanqe while a 
course is in proqress because of such circumstances as a 
chanqe in his or her financial position. a modification of 
objectives because of lack of proqress and so on. 
The idea of learners beinq involved in the on-qoinq planninq 
of the courses they are enrolled for is. of course. not new. 
Breen (1984:50) • for example. arques that " a ' qood' 
pre-desiqned syllabus is one which is positively amenable to 
alternative interpretations and open to reconstruction 
throuqh interaction in the classroom". while Allwriqht (1981) 
recommends learners ' particioation in decision-makinq as a 
means of developinq learner independence (about which more 
below). However. such involvement is seen as particularly 
relevant to the needs of the tarqet qroup. for two reasons. 
The first is that. in view of the neqative stereotypes of 
white supervisors of black emoloyees as lackinq appropriate 
assertiveness (see paqes 174-175> the Zulu job seekers should 
be qiven every opportunity to develop behaviours which would 
be at odds with these stereotypes. and that this could beqin 
with the neqotiatinq of the syllabus. The second is the 
recoqnition that in the course of such neqotiation it miqht 
be oossible to encouraqe open. frank discussion about the 
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orejudice and discrimination which they exoerience. This 
could be theraoeutic because. not only would they have their 
feelinqs recoqnized. but they could be led to see that while 
much discrimination has its source in the larqer structural 
forces of the society and in the oersonalities of 
individuals. some. at least. is interactionally accomolished. 
This would be reassurinq in the sense that they would see it 
as somethinq they have ~otentially some deqree of control 
oyer. 
An allied notion which is equally useful. is that the 
syllabus should attend not only to the oroduct of learnina. 
but also the orocess. As Boustred (ms) exoresses it. " we need 
to establish not only the content - what is qoinq to be 
learnt. but also what the learnina/teachinq orocess will be 
like - how we see students oroaressinq towards their tarqet." 
Once aaain. the idea of a orocess syllabus is not a new one 
(see. for examole Breen 1984). but it is seen as oarticularly 
relevant in a situation where what has to be learnt. as the 
characterization of communicative comoetence qiYen above 
shows. is so comolex. covert and context-bound. that it 
cannot be tauoht as a body of knowledae in any 
straiqhtforward way. Gumoerz and Roberts (1980:3) oresent the 
case for learninq instead of teachina as follows: 
the conventions of lanquaae use ooerate within such 
a qreat ranae of situations and have to take into 
account so many variables. There is no neat equation 
between a tyoe of interaction and the conventions which 
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an individual miQht use. Every piece of good 
communication depends upon the response and feedback 
which participants elicit from each other in the course 
of the conversation itself and so every speaker has to 
develop his own strateQies for interpretinQ and 
respondinQ appropriately. 
AmonQst process aims listed by Boustred, which Qive some idea 
of how she envisaQes the teachinQ/learninQ process, are the 
followinQ: 
to recoQnize the skills and knowledQe the students brinQ 
to the course. and to build on and develop these sk i lls 
and this knowledQe: 
to value the beliefs and attitudes of the students while 
alertinQ them to the attitudes and expectations of t ~e 
macro-culture in which they hope to function: 
to provide means for continuous feedback from students 
about their needs and learninQ experiences: 
to be sensitive to chanQinq needs and flexible in 
respondinQ to them: 
to keep in mind that a support i ve atmosphere. while 
necessary in the learninQ process, is not always Qoing to 
be found in the work situation and hence the need to wean 
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them from the former. 
Some aoolied linouists have aroued that a orocess syllabus 
precludes an externally oreoared syllabus of content based on 
what a needs analysis has revealed is the taraet competence. 
Johnson (1983:55). for examole. aroues that there is a built 
in conflict between the notions that a teacher orescribes 
what 
what 
is to be tauaht and that a student is able to choose 
is to be tauaht. Breen (1983:64). too. aroues that in 
terms of a process model a "syllabus of content - in the 
conventional sense - would have to be aenerated by and durino 
the learnino - teachina orocess." However. whether one sees a 
syllabus orimarily as a means towards the achievement of 
somethino (the taraet comoetence). or the selection and 
oroanization of that somethino. it is apparent that course 
implementors and. as the course develops. the students. need 
to have a clear idea of what the taraet behaviour is. This is 
where a characterization of the taraet communicative 
competence necessary in terms of schemata. politeness 
conventions. contextualization cues and so forth would be so 
valuable. 
Another useful notion is that. since interactional 
sociolinauistics reveals that communicative incompetence is 
as much what is disolayed by participants. as what resides in 
peoole ' s heads. and therefore somethino for which all 
particioants must share culpability. a syllabus must provide 
for the raisina of the level of competence of all 
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oarticioants. and not merely the Zulu job seekers. This could 
be accomolished bv involvinc " qa tekeeoers" as much as 
oossible in the traininc orocess. oarticularlv in authentic. 
task-orientated activities. to be referred to later. and 
usinc oost-task evaluative discussions to raise their level 
of awareness of 
interact ions. 
their own contribution to asynchronous 
Prooosais for methods and materials are characterized bv an 
emohasis on learner-centred. task-orientated activities and 
on oooortunities for interaction with S.A. Enqlish soeakers. 
All of these features are. of course. already orthodox 
oractice in communicative lancuaqe teachinq methodolocv. but 
the South African context and insichts from interactional 
sociolincuistics cives them additional siqnificance. 
Learner-centredness. for examole. is seen as aoorooriate for 
a number ' of reasons. One reason is that. as noted earlier. 
the tarcet comoetence cannot be taucht but only learnt. Then 
too learner-centredness is seen as a way of develooinc 
learner indeoendence considered vital in this situation. In 
the work situation white collar workers are recuired to 
oerform a very wide rance of comolex verbal tasks and. since 
it is unlikelv that all the necessary learninc can be 
accomolished durinc a course. it is essential that the 
learninc orocess should continue after they have taken uo 
their oositions. Such learn inc 
because it has to take olace. 
is difficult to accomolish 
for the most oart. in the 
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context of intercultural encounters with S.A. Enolish 
soeakers which may be asynchronous. This means that they need 
to have acouired the necessary learner indeoendence durino 
the course. Such indeoendence will allow them to recoqnize 
the oooortunies oroyided by intercultural encounters of 
neootiatino an accurate mutual understandino of motives and 
intentions and an evaluation of abilities. It will also 
enable them to resist the temotation to break off 
asynchronous encounters and orooressively avoid more and more 
of such encounters. Such avoidance behaviour. while offerino 
short term benefits. reduces the chances of Zulu Enolish 
soeakers ever learn ina the relevant schemata. oreferred 
ooliteness system and contextualization conventions of S.A. 
Enolish soeakers. 
To bui ld learner indeoendence. PeIser (ms). followino ideas 
suooested by Littlewood ( 1981 ) • oroooses a series of role 
olav/simulation exercises which orooressivelY become more and 
more like the sort of authentic communicative tasks the job 
seekers will have to comolete in the work situation. and in 
which choice of what to say and how to say it is ooverned 
less bv the teacher ' s oedaoooical olano and more by the 
communicative needs of the students as they emeroe in the 
interaction. Thus. PeIser oroooses. as the first staoe. that 
students exoerience face to face teleohonic role-olaYs usino 
cue cards which qive descriotions of roles and the resoonses 
that have to be made. They are reouired to qreet a member of 
the oubl ic. find out who he or she is. and what his or her 
, 
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business is. and state who he or she is. At the second stace 
they are civen a role descriotion only. and are recuired to 
use their own words. At the third stace they could have the 
same task but this time interact not with fellow students. 
but with native soeakers. A similar three stace orocression 
is followed with other activities such as orovidinc 
information. deal inc with recuests and dealinq with 
misunderstandincs. This list of activities reoresents a 
orocression of areater and areater risk-takina alona another 
dimension. namely that of ootential face loss. Deoendinc on 
the orocress made bv students. areater stress could be added 
to any activity by. for examole. introducinc a "difficult " 
client. 
A sicnificant feature of PeIser ' s orooosals is that. as 
the school another way of buildina learner indeoendence. 
leavers are encouraced to raise their level of awareness of 
communicative orocesses that ooerate larqelv at a 
subconscious level. For examole. after the first stace of 
the first activity. they are encouraced to exolore why they 
found the teleohonic interaction more difficult than the face 





videotaoed third stace. " authentic " . 
This would orovide an ideal oooortunitv for 
culture - soecific communicative styles. 
and strateCies that members of dominated 
arouos can adoot to avoid beinc misunderstood and misjudaed 




data analYsis for oedaaoaical rather than 
is favoured by the few interactional 
who have involved themselves with sociolinauists 
aoolications. 
interactional 
and by those who have collaborated with 
sociolinauists 
Gumoerz and Roberts 
oremise that peOPle. 
(1980 ) 
in the desian of courses. 
for example. work ina from the 
for reasons outlined above. cannot be 
tauaht to communicate effectively interculturally. araue 
that what they can do is learn: 
a) how to analyse their own lanauaqe behaviour: 
b) how their Enalish differs systematically from 
Enalish sooken by different cultural arouos: 
c) to recoanize what may ao wrona in intercultural 
communication: 
d) to talk with the other particioant(s) about what has 
aone wrona when there has been communication 
failure. 
Accordinaly. the basic method used in their course is the 
analYsis of audio taped material (prepared role plays. real 
life rec:ordinas and class-initiated role plays) involvina 
three situations identified as those in which confusion or 
irritation is likely to Occur i. e. Situations in which 
someone has made a mistake and one has to sort it out: 
Situations 
situations 
in which one has to neaotiate oyer a oroblem: and 
in which one has to explain. Sianificantly. 
because they identify as important aspects of the necessary 
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learnino to learn to recoonize how one's Enolish differs 
sYstematically from that of other orouos. and to learn to 
talk to the other oerson when communication failure occurs. 
they orovide. in their course. for joint sessions for 
oatekeeoers and workers in addition to seoarate sessions for 
each. 
In similar vein Erickson (1979) dismisses direct teachino of. 
for examole. culturally-distinct contextualization cues. 
arouino that such behaviour chanqes are too mechanical and 
too cateoorical to be effective. More effective. he suooests. 
is to oet the oarticioants to focus not on soecific features 
of the surface messaae form. but on the orocesses of 
interoretation as they are occurino. thouqh he does 
acknowledoe that this may be diffic u lt to sustain for any 
lenath of time. A more realistic ooal. he suooests. is to 
develoo the caoacity for retrosoectively analYsina what is 
haooenino ' when one intuitively recoanizes that somethino has 
aone wrono i.e. to learn to substitute this scanninq for what 
he terms the " knee-jerk reaction of conversational 
inference " . He suoqests that oractice in intercultural 
communication combined with the self-develooed caoacity for 
retrosoective scannino may result in oarticioants learninq to 
chanoe their oatterns of communication in the direction of 
areater cultural 
interact. 
converoence with those with whom they 
In a more recent oaoer Erickson (1985) aoain rejects the 
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notion of direct teachina. cointina out that "ouick-fix" 
solutions such as aivino one of the carties arouc-scecific 
cerformance lessons (e.q. units on how to listen with Black 
Americans) are not only likely to fail. but to lend so-called 
" sc i en t if i c" succor t for ex is t i no stereotvces. I nstead he 
develocs the idea of retroscectivelv scannino further. 
cointino out that this learnina recresents the refinino of a 
cacacitv that carticicants already cossess as cart of their 
total communicative comcetence. rather than the acouirina of 
a new cacacitv. He suaoests that the insiaht that 
interactional trouble is interactionallv rather than 
unlilaterallv accomclished is. in itself. a liberatina one. 
allowina carticicants to avoid unhelcful reoair strateaies 
which arise from either blamina the other oarticicant or 
oneself. He araues that to develoo more helcful strateaies. 
carticioants need to learn to look behaviourally (focusinq on 
features of the behaviour such as crosodic features) and 
dialectically (focusina on the crocess of mutuallY steerina 
the conversation) at the relations between the carticicants. 
He araues that while this does not remove all the stress of 
communication " troub Ie". it does make it safer to deal with 
it as it beains. and that " within the excerience of talkina 
with culturally differina ceocle one can learn about others ' 
culturally differina and idiosyncratically differina ways of 
listenina and sceakina. and one can learn how to accommodate 
as an interlocutor with a wider ranoe of interactional stYles 
than one has been able to handle oreviouslv" (Erickson 
1985:314). He also observes. helcfullv. that. in sue h 
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situations. repair strateqies that seem to work best are 
direct rather than indirect ones e.Q. " I ' m sorry but I ' m not 
sure if you understood what I just said. II 
Returninq to the project reports of my qraduate students. 
perhaps the most useful proposals came from those who were 
concerned with evaluation. 
They noted that a course which has as its tarqet 
competence as defined by interactional communicative 
sociolinquists. and which is itself dvnamic. open-ended and 
learner-centred. challenQes traditional notions about: 
1. how important testinc is: 
2. who does the evaluation: 
3. who or "what is to be evaluated: 
4. when the testinq is to be done: 
5. what sorts of tests are reQuired; 
6. how valid and reliable assessment of the tarQet competence 
is to be accomolished. 
To resoond verv briefly to all but the last two of the issues 
raised. in a dynamic. evolvinQ course. testinq would clearly 
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assume oreat imoortance. since it would orovide vital 
feedback which would be the basis for decisions about how to 
modifv the course. This resoonse suooests a resoonse to the 
fourth issue listed. nqmelv that who or what should be tested 
in such a course is not merely the students. but all 
oarticioants in the orooramme. and the course itself. It 
follows also that the students should be heavily involved in 
the assessment of the course. the tutors and of their own 
oerformance. Such involvement would be invaluable in heloino 
them to develoo both aoorooriate assertiveness. and the 
learner indeoendence which would enable them to continue 
learnino after the course had been comoleted. Finally. it is 
of ore- and aooarent that the traditional oattern 
oost-testino would be inadeouate and that evaluation would 
need to be an on-aoina. continuous orocess. 
To resoond more fully to the oenultimate issue listed. there 
was consensus that what was reouired was tests which were 
oraamatically va lid i . e. natural 
behaviour in realistic settinas. 
acts of communicative 
To the descriotion of 
oraamatically valid tests oiven by Johns Lewis ( 1981 ) • 
Griffiths (ms) added the notion that these tests should be 
' whole-task ' tests. 
activities outlined 
thus buildina on the task-orientated 
in the observations on methods and 
materials. They would thus reflect the social and functional 
asoects of communication as found in the work situation. and 
involve interaction with S.A. Enolish soeakers. This would 
mean that they would also involve stress. As Gr if f i ths 
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explains (ms) " we also have praqmatically valid reasons for 
introducinq the element of stress. It enters into the 
everyday life of our students and to leave it out would 
render our tests unrealistic. The unusual. the unpredictable 
and unpleasant are very much features of the social scene and 
our students must be prepared to cope with them." Another 
important reouirement. accordinq to Allen (ms) is that the 
tests should be fully inteqrated into the course. Such 
is evident in Griffiths ' proposals for inteqration 
orientation activities which are enjoyable. meaningful 
activities in their own riqht but are also used by the course 
personnel for assessment. It is also evident in her proposal 
for evaluatinq job seeker ' s behaviour before an interview 
The job seekers are reouired to present activity. 
themselves. one at a time. in alphabetic order. the first to 
appear within a specified time limit. say five minutes. A 







to " reveal aspects of 
co-operation in jointly 
accomplishinq a fairly simple and natural functional task." 
Finally. to turn to the issue of how one arrives at a valid 
and reliable assessment of the tarqet competence. the 
students found it useful to elaborate on the suqqession for 
assessment bands which Marqaret Meyer. Michael Crampton and I 
prepared at the promptinq of Brendan Carroll at the SAALA 
Communicative Languaqe Testing Workshop which took place in 
Cape Town in 1983. These bands are criterion referenced in 
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the sense that thev disolav. in a relativelv exolicit waVe 
characteristics of the taroeted comoetence. The insiqhts 
into the nature of communicative comoetence orovided bv 
interactional sociolinouistics are evident in the followino 






Bicultural. Abllitv to neootiate at any leve l. SVloathetic . tactful . confident. 
indeDendent. even under stressful conditions. 
Ver y little stress in neooti at ino rol es vet need for sale assistance if svnchronv is to 
be sain tained. Has access to relevant schelata. Reveals a wide ranee of structures. No 
ob~tructi ve intrusi on fr o~ firs t laneuaoe. 
Greater linouistic an~ social subtlety. Stil i sOle difficultv at interoersonal level . 
Unable to access all the relevant schelata. Role-re lations hiDs not of ten 
~isinterareted. 
Devel ooment of theme not cOloletej v ~ oherent . Grasos issues oresen ted exol icitl v. Has 
an awareness of re levant sc hesata but not co.ale.~ knowleda e of the constraints on 
interDretation laoosed bv them. 
Uncertainty and lac k of confidence lead to avoidance strateG ies. Attelots to neGotiate 
when oressed. Unwill inGness to initi ate. develoo and sus tain in teract ion desoite 
awareness of contextual demands. 
Able to sustain conversa tion for short oer iods onlY . Constant breakdown and need to 
reneootiate . Lilited access to rel evant sc he.ata. Li.ited interoretative abilitv. Able 
onlv to avoid usina tho se strateoies which are offensiv e to the other oarticioant. 
~ir k ~d interf~renc e at syntactic. lexical. ohonol ooical levels . Misinteroretation . 
In .ercuitural misunderstandino is ~arked . Second lanouaoe cOIDetence is suoerficial. 
UnaDI2 to co-aDerate in thematic develoolen t . Extensi ve first lanauaoe in terf~rence. 
M i ~ti.ino. ~isunderstandino . Soeec h broken. uncErtain. often at slno le woro /broken 
ohrase level . 
COlolete misunderstandino at all levels. Co •• un icati on not oossible. 
The above bands seel to solit neatly into 3 distinct divis ions: 
A: bands 1-3 reoresentino oross ~o •• unicati ve inco.oetence. B: bands 4-6 reoresent ino a transitorY 
cOloetenc: and C: bands 7-9 reoresent ino cOloetence for social survival . 
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7.4 CONCLUSION TO THE CHAPTER AND THE THESIS 
This chaoter and the thesis ends with orooosals for the 
desion of courses which have as their ooal the improvement of 
the ouality of intercultural communication. and which draw on 
insiohts provided by interactional sociolinouistics. While I 
am not optimistic about the chances of such measures 
succeedinq where structural circumstances are unfavourable. 
and where the oatekeepers concerned are very prejudiced 
aoainsts subordinate oroups. 1 arque that structural chanoe 
and intervention in the form of therapy for prejudiced 
individuals have equally poor chances of success unless 
accompanied by measures which focus on interactional sources 
of discrimination and equality. Such proposals have 
sionificance not merely for the situation examined. namely 
business and industry in the Natal/KwaZulu area. but also for 





effectivelY determines the life chances of 
in urbanized areas in most countries. throuohout 
For this reason it is not unreasonable to expect 
if not most of the innovations in communicative 
approaches to the teachinq of lanquaQes in the next decade 
will come from this source. 
In terms of the thesis as a whole. this chapter represents 
the most applied aspect of the research reported in it. 
which. as was noted in the introduction. is basically applied 
in puroose. Puttino aside the theoretir.al siQnificance of 
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interactional sociolinauistics which. althouQh considerable. 
is dealt with directly only in chapter one of this thesis. 
the applied siqnificance of the sub-field is demonstrated 
more aenerallv at first bv examinina its contribution to the 
understand ina of the relationship between lanauaae and 
context. Thereafter the contribution to the understandina of 
this relationship is explored in more specific terms bv 
examinina the role of contextual information in the form of 
cultural lv-specific interactional styles in the accomplishina 
of prejudice and neaative cultural stereotypes in 
intercultural communication in South Africa. The sianificance 
of this explanation is explored further bv showina how such 
an interactional account fits into a more comorehensive 
exolanation of the causes of discrimination in South Africa. 
one that includes. also. structural exolanations and 
exolanations in terms of the osvcholoav of individuals. This 
oreoares the way for a consideration of the oossible 
contr ibuti'on of interactional sociolinauistics to solutions 
to the problem of discrimination both in South Africa and 
elsewhere. 
Thouah this is the conclusion to the thesis. I am very 
conscious that the research reoorted on in it is far from 
comolete. For one thina. the very sketchy prooosals outlined 
in this chaoter reauire elaboration. Thev also need to be 
tried out and revised in the liaht of this experience. More 
imoortant. prooosals are reauired for measures which will 
ensure that aatekeeoers learn to communicate interculturallv 
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more effectively. 
Then too. althouoh the insiqhts provided bv interactional 
sociolinouistics to date is considerable. so much more 
emoirical work is reouired. Indeed so narrow is the empirical 
base for the findinos about interactional styles in South 
Africa that some may reoard aoolication as premature. To 
discover to what extent the characterization of intercultural 
styles suoolied here is accurate. there is the need. not only 
for data collection and analysis of Zulu Enolish - S.A. 
Enolish and Afrikaans Enolish - S.A. Enolish encounters in a 
wide ranoe of situations. but also of encounters beween these 
orouos and other Enolish soeakinq qrouos in South Africa such 
as Sotho Enolish. Indian Enolish. "Coloured" Enqlish and so 
on. As noted earlier. interaction with members of different 
oroups often hiohliohts asoects of interactional styles which 
do not come into focus in the analYses of encounters between 
members 6f two qrouos only. PotentiallY as interestinq would 
be the analYses of similar encounters. but where. for 
examole. Afrikaans or Zulu rather than Enqlish were the 
medium. Such research could help establish the extent to 
which interactional styles ~emain constant across lanouaoe 
bounda~ies. Insiohts from such research could feed into 
fu~ther aoolications. Of course. since so many of the 
apolications involve the close examination of interactional 
data. the~e is no need to see the relation between research 
and aoplication as a uni-directional one. If some the 
oroposals made in the final chaoter a~e imolemented on a 
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larae sc:ale. many useful insiahts may emerqe from 
ao 0 I i c: at i on s. 
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50 . BONGANJ: 
51. 
52, 
the best way of doinQ this ..• J can ' t show yOU the 
Daoer . •• r i oht 
BONGANI: we 
GEORGE: UI ••. because that ' s UI would be 
against university reDulations 
BONGAN I: yes 
GEORGE: but what I 
thou9ht I would~ 
BONGANJ: ve 
GEORGE: I is to trv and find out "hat 
You thouQht were vour Qc, .. d and your bad oacers and then 
see how it ties uo with what we think ..• cos J think what 's 
iloortant is that 
80NGAN I : ' ah 
GEORGE:~~ 
are are the sale as our exo ~ct tions 
BONGANJ: J see 
GEORGE: so this 
wi 11 helo you where 'I OU thouQht vetu ' d oreDared well say 
and and knew what vou were doino and we didn ' t apree vou'll 
be able to see 
BONGAHI: yah 
GEORGE: alrioht ... ~r can Me turn to DaDer two 
do you Ihave a CODY of DaDer two here 
BONGANJ: ve ve ve DaDer two (unc lear ) 
GEORGE: I alrioht let ' s UI let Ie 
trv and lake use of er of . . . IV •.. ouestion DaDer .. . there 's 
Daoer ••• oaDer one rather okav ..• let's out it there then we both 
can have a look at it . . . UI ". vou answered Duest ions 2 ... UI 
that ' s Hallidav erl ouestion 3 ... I ' . sorry no 1' 1 "ronp (no t clear) 
ouesti on 1 the Cho.skv Question 
BONGAN I: --... ............ 
ouestion 
BONGANI: ~=--, 
and ouest ions 5 which Mas the tense ouestion 
~ 
~ow oerhaos vou can tell Ie which of those er you 
thought ... vou did best in . .. whic h vou were haoo iest about 
I I'. not sure but .-::.;..:.-..., 
GEORGE: yes 
BONGANI: J it nUlber 5 
GEORGE: I nUlber 5 
(not clear ) 
GEORGE: I alrioht that that ' s right that that was the 
ouestion that we thouaht was your best ouestion . 








































and then which of the two ther2 
80N6ANI:\1 . •. I think c·ne and tWCt are 
whic h was eoual lv ~ifficult ~ 
GEORGE :I enuall y 11 fficult 
BONGAN l : vah 
GEORGE: 
BONG~nl) t actuallY difficult but! think er not oreoar ed 
thorouohlv ~ r ~av ~DDr o ac~ ~n answering was not Quite .•. accordinG to 
e x o~ct~d standard 
GEORGE: I er i n the -ase cd whi ch one bo th of the. 
BON6ANI: I think both 
--- GEORSE:! alrioht ..• nr·w we ll let Ie let me qive this infc<rraatic·o 
er yoer ouestion : was a very bad answer i n Ctur trls whereas 
Y(illr 'lue:.tic,n 2 
BONGAN~ : ~~ 
GEORB~ : was a oass YOU .assed Juestion 5 
BONGAN! : L..r?h 
SEOR~ 'IOU ~ass.ed QUEst L,n 2 but fa i Jed ouestie.n 1 rather badly 
BONGAN ! :I ~ h I I see th2 reason now with Questi .)n 1 I think i :;aid s')Alething 
ibCtut a cerforraance • •• al though IBON6AN! :Ctntinues to sneak - unclear i 
GE ORGE: d) YOU vah vou know vou so ok e about • •• sorrv 
:an ! cut in t here 
BONG~N!: I....!..::"'-..., 
erm VGU kn0w YOU 50 0k e about er your 
can ! ask v·)U Y(iU rememoer 
WE q;V 2 YOU the outlio2 • erE 
tan! ask y)u now set aD0ut .. • 
cr~Darin9 that ouestion 
BO~ 1.:. I(unc l ear ) mv :;robJelll~ 
GEORGt : I wna t d 1 d Vc,tI ~(. BONGAN 1: l...!r 
readino material tl) ce<ver the tCioic v 
GEORGE : \...yes 
BONGANl : ves 
GEORGE : I YOU !le!!n YOU . •. vou 
cion ' have the reading r. or ·{ou didn ' t know what trie r ;~din o wa: 
Q3. BONGAN!: 












104 . GEORGE: 
105. 
~ 06 . 
GEORGE : I what whc.t reauino jio vc,u use in fact .. . :n in !lreoar:nq 
f.r that one 
BO~ thi nk . hun:l some oort i0n in ~ he n;:, .!!: 
and ,)ne I cd th': 
GEORGE: from the s2m inir 
BDNGANi1 va va frr..ift the seJli nars ~: ..:.:.ir __ ....., 
GEORGE:Lves 
I I thouqnt it was not enough for the oue:t i on 
why wnv did YOU [hoos~ that Question then rither an t :.E other 































BONGAN l: 11 1 oreoar:o those thr~'? 
GEORGE: I t ose thr =!- ••• y e ~ 
but ~ ( s li ~ ht oausa ) 
GEORGE :1 I ' " interested in knNl ino ll,.w YNI set atC'ut 
'lour oreoar~ti~n 
BONGANI : I va 
GEORGE : I what what v.)u te l t y·)u n eed2 ~ L j .) 
because : think this is the imOQr.int thino tJ sort ou t what did 
BONGANI:I 'Ie 
GEORGE: I VDU feel YOU neeae~ to do in order to ~ reDare for that ouestion ... say 
BONGANl ~ .... _---.:.(u::.;;nr:lear ) vaa (softl y) 
GEDRGE :f d0 'IOU did YOU feel that UI YOU snould 
GEORGE : 
re ly on what YOU hid ~0t fro~ se~ in 3rs ... 
. BONGANI : I ... v 'Ie ves er sOllie cart 
of the ~uest ion but I ! thought 1 Ehoul d have used the Choms ky 
the Grecise .00 ~ 
GE!JRGE: 
~ONGANI : 
th:n k YDU ~oul~ u s~ 
BONSMl!: I t h .he 
BO NHAM!: I oh yes Y:i 
GEORGE : I the on e 0·1 !.. '/c,ns 
BO NG AN I : '---!..':..::....., 
SEORSE : 'I E! inn ~iG vou f e~ l thit thi~ ~cu!d . £ 
en~uo n for the wnal e ouesti~n 
BONGAN;; I ... ; ~~ l n¥. ji s::' -i ~red l ater thQt 
140. GEORGE : In the e ~ am 
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, e.., 




in t he exam ves 
t h; c -·r 
~E;;6~: I in 0 ' ~er ~or.; 1id vou le; l that thi t 0~:r: WE 
ict~a l! y gave y.u was tOG dlff ere ~ fr~m wnat we ~~1 sa .d h~re .• , 
Whl~ ~ :~rt of tne aU2 ; ti~ ~ er W0r 'eo YOU ~ n the eXi ffi .. , sorr y t ~ 
b2 f ir .i1C v,:;u thE:·: ;Jue: 'ti ·:.n; I d--, ' t kn:·rI i & y":'U : }: a;:: ted m ~ ~ I:' : d'y' 
t·:· fin j ~'lJ t i : r ~= l!y -1: 71 '-IOU :et ~ ~ :" _L jo i n~ I t ne::USE 't;"H '" :f 
}.J ~ C~ , !: ~ ~ .:.ut ! 'm iE·t : ~iinq 
;il :' i'i '! wa\! : ~ J! 
~r y in~ tc flnd 0Ut w n~r? Y~u r ~r e: ar =~ ; 0n was n ~ : en0UC~ ;G ~ ~~~ 
:r ! I -i·: U 
80NGI>N i : ... I_·,~: __ _ 










GEOF:GE: hQi! ~ a n vou learn 
BONGAN I: lu.... 
GEORGE: er next time to do i t 
or I)oer 1 v 
BONGAN: : I Ireadino ~I .uo l to whit extent ;ub Eeou~n t deve'ooment ; 
within o!neratl ve t h~or v (unc lear) 
, GEOR GE : I 'irs whi ch 15 t he Dart ,) f the 
QUEst ion that "(lU fe lt '1 (IU c.u ' dn' t I dea l wit 
BONGANI : ~ r ... t he last Dar t 
ENCOUNTER GEORGE-JANE 
7 ~ t = o e ;"tar t: } t tie ArticLllate mammal :,rJ nl:' ~ h E V dicn "t rlave thE 
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Iunc!ear ) th~v dion' t seEm to 
i all an d tni5 lo t here have oot 
vir tu i l lv nD t hin o 
6EOP.3E: 
~c.::-...., 
VErv ; Ltl e '" 
GEORGr: I ~'I have they O!:lt i t I mean 
JA E: wh2t 
3f taf 
GEORGE: we l l we 're ~i ¥ i ~ a ~ ~~utl ! with '~ r uno Er~ r ioua t e 
them t ' we 5al~ we 're going to 
":i 't e :,VH :: ee stud! nt5 in Durc,cn a,! o a n 'i t h lil ~ t! !) t: . 00 st"de nt: in 
Pi?ter miritzbur J 
JANE: land t jev i us! ~Iav e n ' ;: ace: 'ffiCll C! t ed ','C,U ~ t oL 
GEORGE: I and i(QU ~now t her ~ 
ar E ~ wns.e let ~ f stue! ts Wh0 h2Y2n' t ODt ~ D~ i es .,. i t ' ; just 50 50 
+ru;trat ino 
JANE: I iIIIR and then chEV 'jver . ater when ,:one d ,:. e~ n ' + neeil 
va we ll I ' ve not vet hau t ha overca ter vet .,' loo t ....... - -'---'-
JANE: 'jne thin~ 
, ANE: I [,ne t h in~ i rea ll y did want . t) 35 : y,:,u Has 1m 
t i ki ~ Q aau Qi ng I V own reac tions to both Daoers 
GEORG E: 
Just 
I fe lt 
ver y str 0n ~ lv that . '1 done mucn better I 'd Der formeo mucn ~E tt er 
on t.. ~ se!: ~r;d oa& I er than I had on the fi rs t 
GEORGE: V~ GEORSE: r;ont 
JANE: w hic ~ m ~a ? me 
d ecld ~ y er ~ j e fi n i t ! l~ . h ~ t YOU are oo v!ouslv iookina for diff erent 
thinos b e~au s! I fe l t jeS~!ratE in the fir st one ! couldn ' t! had 
no f~c t s at immedi ate reca ll . 
GEORGE: va 'd , 
1 couldn ' t 
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GEO~GE : _ '1=0 __ -.., 
JAN E: I loot sort c.f viQuelv 
~anic stricken at the fact that ! "idn ' t have f a~t s at iMmediate 
rec all 
GEORGE: 
• cou ldn ·t just SIV fi n ~ I ' ve qot a reasonab ly 
structured aooroac h and SG Gn T Has ver1 suc , feeling f o~ thinQs 
and arti cul at ·no thing! tha' ! hadn ' t formulated be fo re 
BEORGE : rio ht 
.eft it feelino llmense ly dissats~~ . 
GEORGE:~ : " 
DIad you ' re aoor oach it from th3t QDint of vi ew because thit ' s 
more or less the situation I wante~ to Dut 'IOU in 
JANE: \-1 .;;;.:&\1,--_ 
what I' v! don e with t , e Qt er DeD~l~ 15 tJ sav to the. He ll YOU tell 
me w~at thin R 5 V0C thin ~ 
YOU 1i~ best in and Horst in 50 thit V0U 
Cin fin~ ~our ! x ~ ec tati0ns are (unclear ) ire latcnlng ours 
JAN E: ~at~hinQ yours 
ENCOUNTER GEORGE-PETER 
.I . GEO RGE: 
4. 
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,,~, . .:.. 
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... : 1, 
<'1 
.1 4 . 
wbat : th0uaht we mioht ~0 ••• I S to sort of .. . exolore assumo-
tiJns ... ab Gut what what are th~ reQ uirements of a of an essav tooic 
sav in ~ t her w0rds um v~u tell e w at 'IOU .hink ~ he demand s of a 
"articular t~_ ic are ,Jf a D art i ~ ular 'lu:>sb,n .. . 2nd then! tell 'hU 
what ! :hink they ir! 
3M bE~ause I ' hink t. is i ; iIIen e,r ! e~~ 
what ' s what what sha ll we SiV gO ~5 wrong where Geool e jon ' t ~ ~t um 
the mar ks that th~v think the" ~· li~ , t t ·: have qc,t (,r their 
PETER: lunclear l 
GEORGE : alllc,un t 
~f wor k is not neces;ar ilv translatab le iotJ the lar k ~ it ·s often 
th3t they' ; stra ininG at w at i ~ nG t reou:red Il auon t2f in ¥o i~ e l 
than what is reouir!G 
ana some in some .~5es vou ' li fl n~ 
that what ~ou a ssu~e is the rio o. t h:n~ !s Hn~t we 3SSUm! 15 the 
riJht th i .(! :n dher (':ca: ior.s it wi ll be Qui t", differ:nt 
~"--..., 
PETER: 
I S what 1 see as i: he vahle (of ·:,f a cnat j u' t: is 
3!rloht Uill 
the es~t.V 
Drlate to ~ he s~t u 3t l~n is n.t som& oo ti Gn i! 
e.n Essent i.:. el ement ir, t l.e ab ility t.) mean 
PETER: 
:. i s· 
alrioht (cont i. ulng 
!0 r ~ 3a l hG~ :an lanquaqe teirher jev e ~Go hi s ouoils ' ~wiren e5s 
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situ ! ti~n s um whIch 
: i tuat ionE PETER: l tc, di fferent 
GEORGE : I tr) different 
Eltuatic,nE whi ch of these two )~rts cd the tooic wouid YO U say 'II 
tells YOU what Y. U actua llv have to do in the essay 
PETER: I we li we ll it 's 
the !econd ~art (conti nues ) 
GEORGE : the secc,nd the :2cond oart 
f'~TER : va 
" GEQRGE: now what wou ld YOU 
say the functi on of a Isoeeding uo ) because vou often get a sor t af 
rUbric like this don· t vou 
PE ,ER:] va va 
GEORGE: in is I~ ~ examination rr sOle-
tina they ?i~e YOU i ouotat'on i~d 
°ETER: us the functIon ~ f the fi rst ~ar t of 
the es;av i; ooviously is tJ is to is to oai nt to toe tim the area Jf 
I inoui stic ;tujy un whie .1 has \!!!I c :~nt r itut !1 d to a 
GEORGE :'--=......:..:-'=-'~ 
to t el 
oerhaos 0200le makinG ao~lic a . l on ~ of a to 
lanauae! :eichinq um the func .ion of this is just to to hi on:i cht the 
irea Qf a of" the a cf the theore ti cians who (unclear . low volume ' 
re l~ ' ion s hi~ of l!nquagE ~0 situ3tlon I th ink thi s would lead towar os 
t he ao~!ic a t:'n ~ in ~ r eas inD volume and !D2edl now ! don ·t thi nk I did 
this in thi ~ essav um in 5 WE r ~ 2 ! , it JUes ti0n ent "re Y l ~ t " i t frame 
of n ferencI? 
GEORGE : ". 
t~i t i ; what vou 're ~0:~ ' t~ say 
GEORGE:I weU 
we II I ' QI i ' m Wii n t i 09 to : e~ 
PETER:, ,,[.u' re v.:u ·re ooinq tc. :"av I didn·t !c.uall " uai answer 
tne essay in relat ion to a what he can do to his ou~i ls as to deyeloo 
h"s auoil s ' awareness of i itu a ti~n thii t 's what the aGs ~tion is ' con -
tinues ) 
GEORGE: I we i I 
no 1 '1 what I want . ~ know IS UI vou know don' t don ' t make me more 
~ac h i~ve lli an t"an J at (cDnti nuEs ) 
PETER: no no I : ai awa re .Jf what "I ':.U (cont "nues ) 
GEORGE: I nc what j 'm ! t ~rest ej in 
is r~a :lv in is to see as um d! the funct i0n of diff erent 
car tE c! tne ~5 sal a In other word 5 what c Yn s ~rs in ts ~(es it 
au t uw·:.n 'tC'U 
PETER: I well you • aye te, ; n ~" wer the oilest ic.n i . r;: l atiNl 
to the ~u~i ; ' awarenes: : me~n of of ~ow th3 t!i c n ~ r : an deve!oo nis 
:uoi Is ' :wueness Uill 
GEORG E: alr iont so what Whi ch oar t of thI s are YOU ire 
focusino on . . . ;star ts to SAY sC'ile t i 0 ) 
PErU: :,--,,,,,,-~-, 
basE~ ~n the re li! i2ns h 0 of ,i t i ti0n .0 toe tei cher 2nc uro 
GEORGE: l yes 
what . was au;: ~ lnteresteG in i n y,:;ur di scuss ic.n nen IS thi! t'--v .~:"tI'-" '-re-
savin9 : OW :!n the language te!c ner deyelJG hi S Quo l ls ' awareness ana 
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teac her :in develoD his ~uDils ' awareness 
PET ER : .... 1 ""n (:... ~-=-a ...:...:...:...-
GEORGE: LUll 
PETER : I va ! 
i um ' hid some difficulty with the essay r was 00 ino t~ say VGU 
an.icioated se when vou sa id that YOU sa id vou 'd been ~ac h iav ~ : ' lan 
but um the thine is that lim what: said was that l haa some diff icu ltv 
with the ess;v in '~nsiJn between these two .hincs 
GEORGE : I yes 
Ufor a start .eacher cann~i t oevelc.D his JUDils ' awaren!?:.: unti. he 
realises the re lati on : hio between lanouice and situation himse~f 
. GEOF.:GE: I n 
; .:. therehre 
GEORGE : I d i.j vou sav tna. 
PETER: I Llm n J 1i1 say that we i' ! 
GEORGE : I was 
thi t tne n r ~ n of your essay 
PETER: II ~uoted Bloomfiel1 
"'S;':'E=-OR-,&-E:- 'fes . ut I /mean 
PETER: ; 
.. v ~,u see If YQU h ~d s?:d hat if vou'd made t lat 
guot e~ B umfit and Jo : n~ on yes 
';our key J: iil t 
PETER: ~a: Ii key DC' d) in t n ~ e:SiV 
GEORG~ :/ ';0 cut :n (·tr,er 
~ord s If ~GU ha: said um tha t fir st Gf ell t E t eic~er . eeds tQ 
know ... : h15 . f ~ 0 U l ike 
PE TER: I va ... r m?aii !: s2ntl= :lv th3t t hat 
GEOF:GE: I we 1 i 
that that w~s your your ~a jor e;say 1 ;~an that ~i ! your ma 10r J0i I t 
which y,u j ev e l~oea thit wDulj t e thit would be ~ : ilino With 
PE E~: ~v e55iY 
PETER: va (contlilues unc lear : 
GEORGE: now If you 'd don2 th2t woul. V0U : ;V that v~u had 
~et the con5trains that were u; that were out on yau b ~ t: E ~ 0:!~ 
. . . not tha alone no 
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APPENDIX B 
The auestionnaires reoroduced below were devised at an early 
staae of the research reoorted on in this thesis in order to 
test the hvoothesis that the source of some neaative cultural 
stereotvoes was differences in ways of soeakina. and to 
discover what these stereotvoes were. In a oilot study the 
auestionnaires were comoleted individually bv 72 native 
soeakers of Enalish (901. of whom were S.A. Enalish soea kers) 
and 42 native soeakers of a Bantu lanauaae (631. of whom were 
native soeakers of Zulu). All the resoondents were 
underaraduates. The oercentaaes a i ven o n oaaes 156 & 170 are 
oart of the resu l ts fr o m this oil o t study. The stud Y was no t 
oursued further. oartlv becau se subseauent readina suaaested 
that a more effect i ve means of investiaatina s uch ohenomena 
was the fine - arained aualitative analYsis of authentic 
interactions. and oartlv because of the neaative reacti o ns o f 
the resoondents to the exercise. Thev comolained that the 
auestionnaires obliaed them to ma ke aeneralizations t hat they 
were uncomfortable about makina. and araued that indi v id u a l s 
within ethnic ar o uos behaved differently. and that conte x t 
affected the ways i n which they behaved. Also some 
resoondents were susoicious about the motives beh i nd the 
exercise. fear ina that its ouroose was to emohasize 
differences. 
(To be co.oleted bv soeaters of Bantu ianouaoes l 
"ost of the items call for obser vations about vour own ethn ic/ lanauaoe orouo (native 50!3kers 0f Ban tu 
lanouaoes ) or about the Dtner etnnic flanouaae orouo (nati ve sneakers of Ena l: sh l . You will be asked what 
·vou" 0r "they' do . Unless vou ire soecifica l1v asked for your oersona l resoonse lin whl~ h Cise ' V0U" 
wil i b ~ caolta li zld l try as far is oossib ie to answer for your ar Juo. Trv not to be inf luenceo bv tne 
fact tha' either some of vour Dersona l resoonses are not tvcical of your Jrouo . or that vou know a f~w 
individuals bel ono ino to the 0ther orouo whose behaviour is not .vDleal of their Of DUO . If all tne 
ilternati ve ~ n swer s 9 r ~vided are unacceo tabl e. orov io ~ your own. If . in vour exoer ience . answers ae ~ lv to 
a sub-ethn l_ ar ouo onlv le.a . Indian Enalish . ·White" Enalish) indicate that . If vou fee l your !IOerl?nCe 
of the other or ouo is insuffici fnt to anSWfr any Ques tion. or i f YOU fee ! vou have no consci ous knowledoe 
of a wav of cOllunicati no of YJur own orOUD . wr it ~ 'uncer tain " or ' I d0n·t tnow' . If vou f ~e l that vour 
sn5wers would di ff er deoendino ~ n situati.n ~ r conte!! . then soec l fv the contextfsltuiti on in wnlc h vou 
wou ld oi ve a oart i [ u l~r answer. (Wit h lost answers merelv a tick wi ll ~e re~ulr ed. You may tiC k lore than 
one anSWEr. l 
Wh ich Bintu : anaua~2 d0 YOU s-laK' ... . . . .•...• . ... . ... .. . .. . . . .. 
2. Indicate whetner you ar ~ a man ~r a wo~an . ... . .. ... .. . . ..... . .. . 
3. If YOUR exoerienc! of co.sunicatino in ter~t hnl[a llv IS sa in lv with sceakers 0f a carticular 
Enal ish-soeakina et hnic arouo (e.a. Indians . Whites. Coloureds ) then naille that or ouo 
II . ' ., •.••.•• , ••••••. 1,' •• , ..• 
4. Indicate the level (If educat ion rec.~hed bv most " the Deoole with wholl 'I OU ce'lIll1unic ate 
Interethnica lly . 
ori llarY or less 
secondar y 
oost-llatric 
5. Haye YOU s ~ ent most of your iif ~: 
In t0wns 0r :iti~s? 
in the [ountn'! 
6. lndicat ~ the vears 0f s~ noDlino . 0mDletea DY YDUR oar ents 
~other o - : 
4 - ? 
8 - Ii 
Bachelors j e or~e 0r e~ulv . 
Honour ~ dearee or eoul v. 
Father 
7. How sany vears .:,f sc hoolino have Ye,u successfull" (~'!lDieted'J ...... .. .. 
8. When cOllllunicatinc with them . do YOU lIa inlv : 
use .heir lanouaoe? 
use your lanouaoe? 
alter nate? 
use Fanakalo? 
us~ ~ o.e other lanouaoe ') .......... ~ Soec :fv) 
9. When Bantu and Enolish soeakino strano er~ aeet sociallv who is most l ikel y to start tal kino? 
Bantu :oeaker 
Enolish soeaker 
10 . When Bantu and Enalish soeakino stranaers interact. are the Enoljsh soea kers: 
verv tal kati ye? 
reasonably tal kative? 
rather withdrawn and difficult to oet to know? 
II . When Bantu soeakers receive a aift or fa vour do they tend to: 
exoress stronGer fee l inos of oratitude than they actu21lv feel ' 
exoress less than they feel ? 
exoress what they actuallv feej? 
12 . When Enolish soeakers are asked bv so~eone In authoritv le.o. teacher. elo) ov;ent offer ) aoout 
the ir know' edoe . abi liti es 0r achievesents do they tend to be: 
rather boastful or [ockv? 
rather unsure 0f t ~em5e l ve5' 
modest and resDectfu l? 
confident and our .~se ful? 
I~. When Enolish soeakers are oraiseG or wh at tnev are d~ina is adm ireo. do they tend to: 
excress ~enuine ol easur s7 
ol ay down tneir ab il ities or ac hlevelents' 
return the ~o]o ! iment~ 
14. When vou intera~t with Enol lsh soeakers d~ vou find that tnev: 
have few Ideas of their own? 
ienore your ideas and are : onc2r n!d onl v with their own ' 
introduce Ideas un re liteD to the tacic 
15. What dQ Bantu soeakers consider to oe the ~ost iloortant function of cOlmun icatl on? 
to convey infar'lt ion 
to estab li sh or ma in tain rE lations with oth~r .eoDl e 
b0.h are ~ou a l l y ~rimar y 
lb . When Enol ish soeakers are as k e~ to ol ve exolana tl.ns or infor~ati on 3re tnev freDuentl v 
i nac[ur~te about their fact;? 
rather slow to aet to the oO lnt? 
rither ~urt or abruo: in their res~ on s?s ' 
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17 . When tal klno to 5uGeriors do Bantu !oeakers tend to tal k: 
loudly? 
ab ou t the sale vol ule as they do to eouals? 
soft 1 v" 
18. When Bantu soea 'ers meet for the first time at social oatherinos. do they tend to : 
say very little? 
talk abou t as much as thEY d~ when with friends and intilates? 
fee l uncolfortab ie with even short : ii ences" 
19. When isked tv 50meone for oenera l in formati on or di rect ions. do Bantu sneakers think : 
tha. their ~ain task is to DI VE hi l t h ~ answer he wants to hear ' 
that their ~ai n tasK is to 1ive ~c.urate fac ts? 
20. What do Bantu soeakers mo~t admlr! in a 12ader? (e.o. lanaoer . adainistrator. ~rinciDa ll : 
w! l~jnon e!s to take care fif followers 
e !;)!luence 
wil linoness to l isten to followers ' id eas or ori eyan[~s 
se l "-ctJnfidence 
2:. When in ter ac~ino with Enolish soeaker: do vau "ino that they tend to : 
!ook you in the eve? 
i,)C-k dc·wn etr to Ctne side? 
100 : vou in the eve only occasionall y and at unexoected tlmes' 
stare vc'u do wn? 
22 . When ta lK lna to stranoers do Bantu soe3 kers tend to talk : 
loudl,,? 
about the same Yo lu!e as they do to Deool e they know we ll? 
softly? 
23 . Wh en com~unicatino wi.h ceoole whQ are we ll kno wn to thea . do Bantu s~eak ers tend to b~ ! 
very talka ti ve' 
about as ta lkati ve as they are wi th stranoers? 
co;fort2b e with ~ ven 10no silence5? 
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24. When Bantu soeakers are oraised. Dr what they do is admired. do they tend to: 
exo ress uenuine oleasure? 
olav down their abiiities or achieyeaents? 
try to return the co.a li men t' 
oresent themsel ves In the best li oht? 
25. If the choice were offered them. wou ld most Bantu saeakers choose a teacher who was: 
knowledoeable and eloouent ' 
skil leD at oettino students to dl so lay their knowledoe and abilities 
26. When int erac tino with Enolish sQeakers do YJU find that thev freouently: 
lnterruot vou just as y~u are ao~ut to soeak' 
fail to tak e the Dooor tunltv to soea k when y~u oi ve them turn? 
lnterruot vou before vou have cOID leted your aoint' 
fai l to oroduce a whol e ~oherent ij e~' 
27 . When interactino with Eno lish soeakers do YOU find that thev tend to : 
oive the i m~ressi0n that they uncerstand when they a.n ' t? 
be so cJncerned with .he facts tnat thev often fail t~ sense 
what they reall v want ' 
say so if thev don ' t understand what vou lean Jr want' 
28, ~hen communicatino with int imates do Bantu ~oea k er~ tefiO to be: 
29 . 
uncol fo rtable when there are even short sil ences' 
~ omf ortable with even lono si lences' 
Has your exoer lence ~ f oivino Eno li sh soeakers oifts Dr aoino the. favours ~ade YO U fee l 
they do not know the leani no of oratltude? 
they are usual ly able to exoress oratitude sincere lv ' 
they are ~v erl v effus ive In their than ks? 
, .. ,,,. 
30. When Bantu soeakers are asked bv a teac her. job in ter viewer or elo ioYer about their ;nowle.ce. 
ab i l iti es or achievements. do they ten a to: 
emo hasize their strenaths and olav d' wn or oeit their wea knesses' 
underolay their streno ths or e80nasi ze strenoths ~ weakness25 eoual ly? .... ,' 
31. How do lost Bantu s~ea k ers like to be adoressed MV SDleone who has nioher status than thelse lv e~ 
(e.G. elolover. lecturer ). Tick vClur choice and !lark a cr ')S5 next to the alter native they HQUld b!: 
lost uncomfortable loll th (eMbarrassed. insulted ): 
Title - iast name (e.a. ~rs Tashaba lala) 
First oale (e.D. Siohe) 
Title (e.G . Sir . Madal; 
Last nale (e.a. Mki ze ) 
32 . If Ban tu soeakers ask acaui ln tances fDr a biD favDur . do they tend tal 
i !l~l v that they have a closer re lationshio than they have? 
~oo l ooize for i~oosino ? 
i,o lv ar tel ! them that they wI" 1 return the favour at SOliE 
futur~ d-3te? 
!:av that it HDUld nat be un r!isonao le for thel to refuse' 
33 . i f Bantu soeakers a~ k fr fends fSf ~ oi o fa vour. dQ thev tend to : 
e!l~ n asJze he ~ tosen es5 ~ f t heir re lat ionshl &' 
ao~ lo a i ze for imoosln , 
iilol v c,r .ell .hem that the-,' wi li return the favc1ur :t 
sOlie futu re da.e? 
!av tha t It wc uld not ~e un reasonaole for them to r ~ 1 se ' 
34. At the tonclusions of conversations witn Eno li sh so~ak ers dL YOU lost of ten fee ! that : 
t ~ev are sti li ~ ai tino for YOU to say more? 
vou have been di smissed' 
thev left yOU before YOU had reall y fin ished? 
tnev lake i t difficult for YOU to disenoaoe vour5e ~f? 
the .0nversat ion ha5 Q ?~n satisfact0rilv conc!udeo' 
35 . When Ban tu sueakers hii V ~ ;; ':c'1D ia:n t or orieyan ~e aoainst a !-uuer i,:,r (2. 0. ie~tuf :>r. emo. l)ver ) do 
theY: 
seek an ~coArtuni tv 0 ~ e ll hi m ab0ut it? 
~ait for nim to ra ise the subje~t' 
~Int i~ it ind wa lt fo r him :0 f01-0N uc the hint? 
use 50meGne :> i ;~ to ~ l ei d t -eir casa ' 
avoid tsnfran :at i1n 5t al l tDSt5? 
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' T~ ~e c0moleted by soeakers Gf E~olish ) 
~D 5t 0f the i tems ca l l for 0b servati ons about your own et hn i_! lano uaoE arGUO (native soeakers of En~li ~ n l 
Dr about the other ethni c/ lanouaoe ar ouo (native soeikers of Ban tu lanouioe5. y~u wi ll be jsk e~ what 
·vou· or ' they· do . Unl ess YOU are soec ificallv asked f.r v~ur :erson al resoonse (i n whic h case ·you· 
wi l ' be caoitalizedl try as far as oossible t. answer for your ar auo. Tr y not ta be inf luenced Dv the 
fact that ei ther some of ¥Dur oersonal resoonses are not tvo ica ! Gf your orouo or that YOU know a few 
individuals belonoino to the other ar ouo whose behaviour is not tvo ical af the ir ar oua. 'f all the 
al ternat ive answer5 or ovi ded ~re unacceotab le. oroyide vouw own. If answers in your exoerience ioo lv to a 
sub-ethnic or ouo only le.D. Xhosa. Zulu . Vendi ) indicate that. If YOU feel your exoer ience of the other 
orouo is insufficient to ~n swer any QU Es tion . or if YOU feel YOU h ~ye n~ conscious knowledoe of a way Gf 
cD'lluni catlno of your own orouo. wr ite ·unc er taln ' or II don ·t know' . If vau feel that YDUr an swer5 
wDu ld differ deo2ndino on si tuati on Dr ~on tex t . then soecifv the context /si tuat ion in whic h vou woul d 
oive a oarti cul ar answer. (With ~ost answers mere ly a tic k wi ll ~ e reo ui red. You lay tick ~ ore than 0ne 
answer. ) 
1. Gi Ye ~ IJrt her deta il s :' f YOUR et hnic back~ r c·und (e. U. indic He whether Ccdoured. ino lan. White) 
2. lnd icate whether 100 ar~ a man Jr a woma n I .~"" I I I I ,." 
3. If YOUR e x c er ien~ e of ~~mmunica t in~ !n.erethn ical !v I S with sQ2akers Df i oart icu lar Bantu 
Ianouaoe (e. G. lul u. Xhosa. Tswana ) then naile " that ! an~u ioe ...... ........ . 
I 
4. Indicate the level of educ at ion reacneu t.v m05 t ·:d the Deoo le wit · whe,m 'lOU c;) lJI lJnicat ~ 
interethnicall y 
~rlmary or l es~" 
secondary 
oC; ~" .-!1!atric 
l . Have YOU soent most of Y~u r lif e: 
in t ~ w n s ~r cities? 
in the country? 
6. lndi cate the years of Sc h~Dllno como leteo ~ y OUR ~ 2r!nt 5: 
0-: 
4 - 7 
8 -1 2 
Bac~lel "rs ileoree ~' r eoui ',' i le, t 
Either 
238 
.. ....• Honours dearee or eoui val ent 
7. HOM aanv V2ars ~f sc hoolino have YOU successful Iv c~.oleted ? . . . .. . . 
8. When commun icat ino with them . do YOU .ain lv : 
use their lanouaoe' 
u s~ vcur :anouaoe' 
alternate? 
u~e Fanak:d ·3 ? 
U ~E 50.e other l anoua~e ' (Soeci fit .' 
Q. When Bantu ;no Enoli~ h soeaki no stranoers meet SOCli l lv. who is most l ikelv to start ta lki a~ 
Bantu soeaker:? 
E n ~ li s h soeakers' 
10 . When Bantu and Enoll sh soeakino stranGers int2ract. ar? the Bantu soeaker5: 
ver y ~~lka t jye ~' 
reasona~ lv tal katl ve' 
r.;ther W1. :lrirawn 2nd di ffic ult tel 'Jet ':0 know:' 
I I . When Eno li sh soeater: r2ceive 2 aift Dr f ~ vour do they tend to: 
! ~ Gr ess stronoer fee l inos of oratitude than they 3ctU311v fe e! ' 
exoress less than they fee!? 
EJDfe5S what they actuall Y feel ? 
12. When Bantu s o e~ k er5 are asked bv sOleone in authority le.G. [eac er. exoloYlent off i:er l ab out 
their k now l ~do e. abiliti es or ac hi evements 00 they tend to be: 
ratner Doastfui or cocky' 
ra .her unsure of thelsel ves' . 
mode~t and resoectfu l' 
con fi dent and Durooseful ? 
13. When Bantu sneakers are oraised or what thev are doino is ad.ired. 00 they tend to: 
?XCreS5 ~enuine oleasure? 
Dlav daMn their abilities or achieYelents? 
return the ~Dmo li ment~ 
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14. When yc'u interact witn Bantu soeakers do vc,u find that theY : 
have few ideas of their own' 
iGnore your ideas and are concerned onl y with their oMn' 
introduce ideas unr~lated to the tooic' 
!5. What do Enolish soeakers con sider to ~e the ~05t iloartant function of cOlmunicati Do' 
tG convey inf(r~atlon 
tG establi sh or maintain re la t ions Wlln ~ther oeoole 
~o t h are eoua lly Dri~ar v 
!6. When Bantu 50Eikers !re asked ~ 0 aive exolinat lGn s or Infor~ati on are they freauent lv : 
in accurat? about their fa:ts~ 
rat~er s'ow to oet to the JOInt : 
rather cur~ Jr at ruot i~ their r ~50 0nS!S' 
17 . When t ~lk in0 tG suoer lor5 do EnDjis~ SGea 'er; tend t~ tal k: 
loudly'! 
ab ou t the same '· ·'lUGl!~ as trl2'1 ilo .':'" ~ D ' ai5? 
Hlft l v' 
18. When EnGlish s eakers meet for .he first t ·me 2t s.:·:Ed oath'?rinos. dc, Lev tend to: 
say very littl e? 
ta l ~ abJut as mucn as they dD when With frien~s and lntj~ at~s? 
f!~ l un c o~fortab l e with ~ yen 5hort sil enc es? 
!9 . When asked ~ v iomeone for ~enera l jnformatl ~n ~r dietti on5 . do Enolish soe~K er; tnink : 
tnat their main task is to oiye hi m ' oe answer he want; to hear? 
t .at their main task i! tJ OIY! iccurate facts? 
20. What dJ Enoli5 h soeakers most ad mire in a I ~ader ? ( ~.o . manaoer. adli ni strator . or inc ·Qa! ): 
wi llinoness to take tare of f ~li~~ers 
el ')ouen:e 
w:l .ioness to l is.en t , fo l lowers ' ideas Jr orievances 
se If-c,)n f idi!nte 
~I. When interact ino witn Ban tu ~ oea k ers aD YOU lind that they tend t o: 
look vou in the ev~? 
look down or tD one si~e? 
look 'IOU In the eve only oc -aslona lly ano at unexoected times' 
stare you down? 
n. When talkino to stranoers de. Enolish s0 2a k ~rs tend t~ talk: 
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about t h ~ same volu le as they aD to GeDDIe thev know we ll? 
softi v' 
23. When comluni catino with Deoole who arE well ~ nown to t, ea . ao Eno li sh sneaker! tend to be : 
ver v ta n ati ve? 
ao out as talkati ve as they are witn 5trann er;? 
comf0rtabl e With ~ v e n lono si lences? 
24. When Eno'ish scea :ers are orai5Eo . Cor what ·hev are doi no l ~ aJm lred. do they tend to: 
21cress ~enuine ol easure? 
olav do wn their aui l iti 25 or ac hi evements? 
try to return toe como !iment? 
oresent the.se lyes in the best lia !l t ~' 
25 . If t~e choi ce were o ff~red them . wou ld l ost Enalish ~ G ea K erS choQ se a teac her who was ~ 
kn owledo eab l ~ and eloouent? 
skilled at oettinc students to diso lav .heir k now l e~oe and abi liti es? 
26 . When interactinn with Ban tu soeakers do YOU find that they fr!ouen tl v: 
interr uot YOU just as vou are about to soeak' 
fa il t~ take the oooortunltv t ~ soeak when VJU Gi ve tnem a turn : 
interruot vou bEfore YOU have [omol etec v~ur -Gint? 
fa :1 tG orod uce a whol e c.herent idea? 
27 . ~hen intericti no with Bantu sOEikers do YOU fi nd .hat they tend to: 
oi ve the imoress i)n that they unoerstand when they don' t? 
be so concerned with the facts that thev often fail to sense what 
YOU really want? 
say so if they don' t under sand what YOU ~ean _r want? 
28. When tOI.unicatino with intilates do Ena:ish soeakers tend to be: 
unCOMfortable when there are eyen short si lences? 
cOlf ortable with even lona si lences' 
~9, Has '.Jour exoer lenc e cd oi vino Ban tu ~, o ea k~r= lJ i fts or doino thell fav(lurs ;ari e vou feel that: 
they do no t know the mean ina of orati·ude? 
they are usuallv ab.e to e x ~ress or!titude Sinc erE Iv? 
they are over ly effusive in t h~ir than ks' 
30, When Enollsh sneakers ere is k !~ bv a teac her . job intervJ ewer or elol. ver about their owledoe, 
abiliti~s or a[hieve~ents. do ·h ~v ten~ to: 
emo h ~slze their strenoths and Jiav o~wn or O~ lt their wea kn e~ses? 
und ero lav thei r str ~ not hs or emo hasl ze strenoths • weaknesses eouall y? 
How jQ most ~no l ish sc!akers l ike to be idares~eu ~¥ S0me~ne who has " ion~r ; t£tU5 than 
theflse ives (e.o. emo loyer. lecturer l , Tici:' vOUf chl)ice an;;; mar l: a Cr ') 5S next t ,) tht alternati '{!! 
' hev would ~ e ~ost uncomfortable w:t h lembar isse_ . in su lted): 
tit!!2 - last nile (e. o, Mr Smith ) 
fir st nale (e.o. M2rv ) 
titl e (e.o . Sir. Madam) 
1 a~. t IH ilie Ie. o. 5IRi th) 
32 . !f Enclish soea kers ask aCQuaintances for a biD favour, do they tena to: 
illo lv that they have a closer relati~n s hio then thev haye' 
aoolooiz~ for iloosino ? 
ilo lv Dr te 1 them that they wil l return the favour at some futur e d i t ~ ? 
say that it woul d not be unreasonable for them to refuse? 
33 . If Enolish soeaken. ask fr ieno;:. for a biD fa y[,ur. jo they tend L : 
elchas ize t he closeness of their re lationshio? 
iDoloei:e for iloosino? 
imoly or te ll t hem tnat _hey wi ll return the favour at so~e future date? 
sav that it would no t be un reasonable for them tD refu~e? 
34. At the c~nclusjons of :onversat ions witn Bantu sDeakers do YOU most of ten feel that: 
they are stil l walt ino for YOU to say lore? 
vou haye Deen ~ismissed ? 
they left VGU befrr e YOU had really finiShed 
they m~ke it diffi~ult for VGU tD disenoaoe your Ee lf? 
the conversati on has been satisfactorilv :onc luded? 
:5. When Enolish soeakers nave a como laint ~ r orievanc2 aoa inst ~ 5uDer ior le.o . lecturer . emol. ver J 
d0 tnev: 
!eek 3n o~oortunlt y to tEll ni m about It' 
wait fo r ~i ~ to rai!! tne 5u ~ j e[t' 
hint a. it anD W21 t lor Rim :0 fo llow U~ the nint ' 
use someone ~ l se tG .l ead their case' 







ROLE PLAY EVALUA TI ON QUESTIONNAIRES 
Cli ent ·s Evaiuati o~ 





verv cOl fortan le 
~"mfortahie 
stressful at times 
vr:r v stre~,sfuI 




there is a oood enance that i will oeC0me a customer 
there is so~e chance that I will eC OIDe a customer 
I wi ll definltel v not c on ~u lt thi s oerson aoain 
~s ~ r!su~t of t , ~s i ~t ~r v l !w 5aw hi m/her is 
i . VPfV C0~C?tent 
b. fairl v C DI~et?n t 
~ . i "COllloet! , t 
l felt I unoers t ~od hi 5/her ~essaoe 
a. ~.l the t:me 
b. most of the time 
~. VEr y l itt le 0f the time 
He/ she aooears tG b~ 
~. an excellent [olllunicator 
b. c"ear tut left Ie fee lino uncOl fDrtabl ~ 
~ . Dl easan t bu t rather confusino 
d. both confusinp and diff icult to oleas! 
Hi s/her behavi0ur was 
i . t V~lcal of that shown bv man y Afri kaans folk that; have met 
b. indl stinaui shable from that Df lost Enol ish-soeaki no Scuth Africans 
~. tvo! ral Df neither Enoli sh- nor Afr! k230s-soeaklno fol k 
7. Interact :on suc h is t hi s woul d tend to confirl/di sconflrl the oeneral isoress ion that 
Afri kaans oeoole tend to be 
• • ••••••••• • • ,' ••• • • •• , " • ••• • • • • • ".1 • • •• • , ., ••• ••• II II •• •••• •• •••• • • ""' " """1 I' • ••• 
• •• •• • •• •• ,1 •• • ••••• • •••• • • • • • •• • •• " I I '" , • • ••• • • • • • • , • •• ••••• ,. , •••• , , 1 . , ••••• • • •• ,," . 0 
HHHHHH 
Ban ker 's Eva luation 
I. ! ~ x o~rienc~d this interview as 
a. v ~r v [o~fortab l e 
b. c ,;.~d~r tab Ie 
~. stressfu l at times 
d. v:rv stressfu : 
'l As a r ~sult ~, f the int er 'li ew 
a. There is a oo,)d chanc~ t .at ne!she w' 'I oecole a customer 
~ . there is S,jrIE: lanc e t~i .; ~; e / she wi;! b ec ~' lIIe Q custoiller 
~ . I wi:1 cl earlv n·'t SEE hU .' Mr aoa.n 
a. mo:,re ~c'moetent t han I ali 
() . ['·lIoetent as I rea lly all 
~ . less [omoetent than I al 
4. : felt ! un derstDod hi s/her aessaoe 
i . 31 1 the ti le 
b. lost of the time 
c. very lit t le of the timE 
In the Inter vi ew I was able to ~~mmunicate 
a. all that, needed to say 
b. I!!c!st of what T needed t~l sav 
c. Dnlv those thinos that I was able to say 





a. an excellent cOllunicator 
b. clear but not easy to oiease 
c. o!eisant but rather cDnfusinn 
The cl ient ·s behaviour wa~ 
a. tvoical of that shown Oy my other Enolish sneakino clients 
b. indistinouishable fro. that of IDst of ~v Afri kaans soeakin9 clients 
c. tvoical of neither lost Enol ish sneakina ' r Afrikaans soeaking cli ents 
InteractiDn suc h as this would c ~ nfir, / disconf i rm the oenera l imoression that Enol ish 
soeikinc QeQole t ~nd to be 
'f ' " ' " . , •• , •••• ,, " I, . ,. II ,.,' ••• • ,t •• •••• "" " '" f " " ...... .. ... . ..... . ' ••• , I .• '. , I. I I. 
" , 1 " " ,." ••• 1.' ••• • , ••••• ', , •• •••• •• •• •• , 1, •• •• ••• • ••• • •• , 1 • •••••••••••• • • •••• • , ••••• ,. 
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